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Play on Iced teams 
- Visiting rinks sweep away Why musicians, dancers Terrace emergency shelter 
locals in 50th anniversary and singers are pumped opens room in sombre but 
up about the next 16 days celebratory fashion of the Logger’s Bonspiel 
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Creditunion under supervision 1 
I THETERRACE and Districtcredit Union has placed 
itself under the supervision of the central provincial 
credit union after suffering a rocky financial year. 
Information prepared and presented by general 
manager Val Gauvin in the credit union’s 2004 re- 
port indicates it is increasing its loan loss allowance 
to $400,000. 
“The reality of the decline in  real estate vaiues 
combined with continued closure of small busi- 
nesses in 2004 led to the provision of a $400,000 
loan allowance on this year’s balance sheet,” Gauvin’ 
wrote. “In spite of improving margins and reducing 
operating costs, an allowance of this size has put our 
credit union in a loss position for this year.” 
Gauvin did add the credit union’s capital base re- 
mains strong at 12.4 per cent of deposits, which is 
more than the 8 per cent minimum requirement. 
I 
Although it is recorded as a loss, the $400,000 a solvent credit union. There ihoild be no concern ’ ...... 
News of the credit union coming under s 
sion comes at the same time as its general m 
out, by the credit union to act as a cushion 
‘ bad. loans could return in some fashion 
whatsoever that deposits are at risk.” 
The credit union board made’the‘reauest for v 
- ._ 
Ir 
iupervi- 
anager, 
Gauvin’s position has been filled, for now, by 
Don Huie, who was brought in by the board and pro- 
vided by the parent credit union body. 
Rising --. costs - =-<,- 
won’t stop ~1 
ER fix-up 
By ROD,LINK 
HEALTH OFFICIALS say a plan to renovate Mills Memorial 
Hospital’s ER and to move its intensive care unit will go 
Northern Health Authority chair Jeff Burghardt said it 
will find the money for the project which has risen to an 
estimated $ I  .9 million from an original price tag of $1.2 mil- 
lion. 
“We are struggling with costs but we are going ahead,” 
he said. 
“We feel very good about the costing for the project in 
Terrace and for one in Prince Rupert,” said Burghardt. 
The plan is to renovate the 3,000 square foot ER and to 
move the intensive care unit down from its second floor lo- 
cation to a 3,000 square foot addition right next to the ER. 
It means nurses will be better able to respond to situations 
because the units will be beside each other. 
And it means at-risk patients being transferred from the 
ER‘to the ICU won’t have to undergo a laborious route in- 
volving taking an elevator to the second floor. 
The Prince Rupert Regional Hospital’s project also in- 
volves having its intensive care unit work more effectively 
with the ER and the day surgery unit will be moved next to 
the operating room. -- 
It is now scheduled to cost $2.2 million, up from an origi- 
nal $1.25 million. 
Bulkley Valley District Hospital in Smithers is to have 
its ER and radiology areas renovated to make them more 
efficient and to increase patient privacy. 
Burghardt said the health authority’s ability to plan capi- 
tal spending beyond one year makes it easier to plan projects 
and to make adjustments. 
The Northwest Regional Hospital District, a regional tax- 
ation authority stretching from the Queen Charlotte Islands 
to east of Houston and which is providing 40 per cent of the 
construction financing for the three projects, has accepted 
that there will be cost increases. 
Chair Sharon Hartwell said it has already raised its 40 
%.-.ahead despite an increase in construction costs. 
I 
project, The public art campaign will see 200 painted seven-foot tall fibreglass Kermode bear statues appear in nine B.C. cities, includ- 
ing Terrace, in the next year. The fundraising campaign is based on the wildly successful Orcas in the City project. That project gener- 
ated more than $600,000 for the children’s charity. The City of Terrace and local company Bear Creek Contracting have each already 
paid $4,500 to sponsor a bear. The first painted bear will appear on city streets this Novemeber. 
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I COUNCILLOR Marylin Davies is excited about Terrace’s involvement with the B.C. Lions Society’s Kermode Spirit Bears in the City I 
should all or part of those loans ever be repaid. 
Other informatibn in the annual report indicates 
the credit\ union’s assets fell to $45.2 million from 
$49.5 million the year before. 
But the assets under the control of the credit 
union’s financial planning section grew from $7.6 
million to $1  1.7 million. 
The credit union board asked to be placed under 
voluntary supervision in February. Alan Clark, the Union’s position. ’ sion,” Clark said. 
provincial government’s chief credit union watch- 
dog through his position as the superintendFnt of 
credit unions at the Financial Institutions Commis- 
sion, said it is not unusual for credit unions to ask for 
financial and other assistance when needed. 
“There are two kinds of supervision, involun- 
tary and voluntary,” said Clark last week. “I want 
to stress that this is a voluntarv suDervision. This is 
iintary supervision to the Financial Institutions Coni- 
mission which then delegated the task to the Stabi- 
lization Central Credit Union of B.C., an agdncy of 
the Central Credit Union of B.C. 
Joe Corsbic, the chief executive officer of the 
Credit Union Central of B.C., said the declining 
economy of the past, years in the northwest has 
played a role in the Terrace and District Credit 
“House prices have fallen and some people have 
moved out of the community. Some people are not 
paying back the loans that they owe,” he said. 
Corsbie said the central credit union body has one 
or two credit unions under supervision at any one 
time. There are four in this position right now - Ter- 
race and District, one in the Okanagan and two in the 
lower mainland. 
Val Gauvin, has gone on paid lcave. 
Clark of the Financial Itistitutions Coniniission 
has confirnied that it will be conducting an admin- 
istrative hearing in Vancouver. He described the, 
connection between the credit union coming under 
supervision‘and the hearing as “tenuous.” 
“You could say i t  was from information that came 
after the credit union came under voluntary supervi- 
As for-the hearing itself, Clark said he can do two 
things under his regulatory authority. 
“I can say, ‘don’t do this,’ or ‘you’re not suitable 
for the position,’ or ‘stop what you’re doing without 
a hearing,’ or the other thing I’m allowed to do is 
send a letter saying 1 intend to issue an order and to 
give someone 14 days to come down and convince 
me not to do that.” said Clark. 
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Sawmill sale stalled 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THE SALE’ of the Terrace sawmill to the 
Terrace Lumber Compnay will be delayed 
by up to a month but company officials 
are optimistic a June start-up date remains 
possible. 
to go ahead March 3 1, but that deadline was 
extended pending a B.C. Court of Appeal 
decision. The court ruling relates to how 
allocation costs of the land associated with 
New Skeena’s assets were determined by the 
court-appointed receiver. 1’ 
The appeal was launched by the City of 
Prince Rupert, which argued the methods 
used by the receiver did not take into ac- 
count the costs of cleaning up environmental 
damage at the Watson Island pulp mill site. 
A decision to allow the appeal was made 
March 3 1. And while it means receiver Lar- 
ry Prentice has to review how those costs are 
determined, he said it shouldn’t adversely af- 
fect the closure of the sale of the mill here. 
“The bottom line is we had to wait for 
this decision to know for sure how we are 
going forward,” Prentice said. 
“My understanding is [Terrace Lumber 
Company officials] are ready to close almost 
literally as soon as we have the court ap- 
The purchase of the mill was scheduled- 
proval,” Prentiye said last week. 
“Always depending on the availability of 
the judge, I would think we will probably 
be in court before the middle of April and I 
_- would fully expect that we would close the 
sale shortly thereafter.” 
The mill is expected to cost TLC in the 
range of $4 million, company officials said. 
And though the executive is dissappointed 
with the delay, it will forge ahead with plans 
to start up operations this coming June. 
“We are optimistic that it won’t interefere 
too terribly with our plans,” said TLC board 
chariman John Ryan. 
Company president and CEO Mo Takhar, 
said the delay does mean he will have to hold 
off on hiring %s team of senior managers. 
The board had planned to start hiring its 
management team, including supervisory 
positions such as quality control, fibre sup- 
ply and mill coordinator, Takhar said. 
Once the sale is complete, those positions 
will he filled. 
And officials are continuing their efforts 
to secure a fibre supply and find a place to 
dispose of their wood phips. 
% “We are working with Kalum Ventures 
and the Kitselas,” Takhar said. 
Continued Page A2 
School energy plan gets a boost 
THE SCHOOL district received $400,000 yesterday The school district has also 
as part of an incentive plan which has seen it introduce been nominated for a B.C. 
energy-savings products into the 35 schools and buildings Hydro Power Smart award. 
under its control. Winners will be announced 
The money from B.C. Hydro and the federal Natural next month. 
Resources Canada department fits in with the $2.9 mil- Officials from Honeywell 
lion energy savings program developed by the Coast Canada and B.C. Hydro were 
Mountains School District in partnership with Honeywell at yesterday’s cheque presen- 
Canada. tation announcement. B.C. 
School district officials anticipate saving at least Hydro’s cheque was worth 
$333,000 a year in heating and lighting costs and have $220,000 and Natural Re- 
calculated an eight-year payback period, says secretary sources Canada’s cheque was 
treasurer Marcel Georges. worth $178,980. 
“And Honeywell is guaranteeing the savings, so it’s a “Coast Mountains School 
good deal for us,” he said last week. District should be very proud 
The savings, once the school district pays back the of its accomplishments and 
money it borrowed for the project, will then be put into the energy and environmental leadership it has shown in 
education, Georges added. the region,” said Honeywell official Luis Rodrigues. 
“If we can do it in less than eight years, that’s great, The school district was spending approximately 1.8 
too. The $400,000 we received will help pay the project million a year in heating and lighting costs even before 
down faster so we can use the savings even faster.” the general increase in B.C. Hydro rates and soaring natu- 
The work included installing energy-efficient lighting, ral gas costs. 
improving insulation and installing automated facility School district officials tumbled to the idea of a wide- 
controls with the goal of cutting hydro and natural gas spread energy savings program after touring Richmond 
bills. schools to see what its district had done. 
School district officials estimate that 14,000 hours of The savings were impressive enough, said Georges, 
employment was provided. 
Marcel 
Georges ~ 
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From front 
Mill eyes 
June start 
He added those companies have 
committed to work with TLC once it’s 
operational, but no specific commit- 
ments on volume of logs have been 
made yet. 
In addition, TLC has spoken to rep- 
resentatives from the Lax Kw’alaams 
which is in the process of purchasing 
Tree Farm Licence 1,= 
“We talked to them and had a couple 
good meetings with them and as soon 
as they own the TFL we’ll be talking to 
them again,” Takhar said. 
Initial start-up costs For the mill 
are cstimated to be between $350- 
$400,000, he said, adding inspections 
of the equipment show the mill  is in , start up,” he said. 
good operational order. 
“The mill is in  very good shape to 
pected to be easier on its operators and 
will increase production. Plans to start 
with one shift are still in place. 
Future plans include installing a 
new in-feed for the planer, which is ex- ,, 
MILL manager Terry Bennett and Terrace Lumber Company CEO Mg, 
Takhar are working out of the main office at the Terrace sawmill. 
Crash claims Terrace man 
A TERRACE man is dead after the 
vehicle he was riding in went off the 
rvad near Kitwanga late last week. 
being ejected from,the pickup truck he 
was a passenger in when it crashed into 
the ditch 23 kni north of Kitwanga on 
Hwy 37 at 1 a.m. April 1. 
The white Ford extended-cab pickup 
truck was travelling southbound when 
it suddenly crossed the centre line and 
rolled over into the east ditch, say PO- 
lice. wearing their seat belts. 
It landed at the base of a drop-off 
and came to a rest on its roof, about 10 
feet into the bush, police says 
The four other men in the truck, 
Thomas Clifford Bond died after which included the driver, escaped 
with various injuries. 
Two sustained minor injuries but 
did not go to hospital. 
Two suffered non-life threatening 
injuries that required a trip to hospital 
in New Hazelton; one person was later 
transferred to Prince Rupert hospital, 
police say. The four survivors were all 
Terrace highway patrol officer 
Constable Ted Luscombe ,says neither 
alcohol nor speed were factors in the 
accident. 
The road was in good driving condi- 
tion. 
“There is no obvious reason for it 
(accident),” Luscombe says, adding 
there were no road or vehicle factors 
that could have caused the accident that 
he’s aware of. 
The men were returning from work 
near Dease Lake when the accident oc- 
curred, Luscombe says. 
The RCMP investigation continues. 
From front 
www. hawkaha 
Call your local trawl agont 
WAL-MART 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
The image for the Clover 
Leaf Chunk Light Tuna 
(#9273225/39) in our 
ROLLBACK advertisement 
is not exactly as shown. 
We apologize for any 
inconvenience this 
may have caused. 
r 
SPRING 
CLEAN-UP WEEK 
APRIL 12 - 15,2005 
Extra refuse will be  collected from city customers, 
without charge, curing cleanup week. Set refuse out 
on your regular collection day  and it wil l be picked 
up sometime during that week. The service does not 
include major appliances, vehicles, stumps, indus- 
trial or prohibited COMPOST waste. COLLECTION 
is only on Monday, 
- starting April 1 lth. 
Public Works enquiries - phone 61 5-402 1 
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School” board to save money 
‘ for the district here to follow suit. 
“We talkedlo Honeywell then but we also talked to other 
companies. We shopped around. We did some hard negotiat- 
ing and Honeywell had the best deal,” he said. A key part of 
the program was getting approval from the education minis-  
try to borrow the money needed for the work to take place. 
MMMMmM 
~ 
Some of tht conversion did not work out smoothly at 
first, specifically when it came to eliminating classroom 
thermostats in favour of a centrally-controlled computer- 
ers complained that either rooms were 
too cold or too hot and that it was difficult to make tempera- 
ture changes. That’s now been corrected by, in part, giving 
principal’s access through their own computers to the cen- 
trall-controlled system. 
From front 
I.” I 
ospital . ~. . - renovati - - . 8 
t based on original uroiections the northwest are needed,” s 
a“, .:e, : ‘ ,q .  L .‘ . L  
I a d  will now horrow io come up with 
what’s needed now. 
“Even though there is a substantial 
increase in costs, our board has noted 
that improvements in medical care in 
”Hartwell said she was liiippy’Wie ‘ cbre:”‘Hartwell added.’ 
board did not discuss choosing one or 
two projects and dropping others to 
make things financially easier. 
“They were united on the need for 
The hospital district has written the 
provincial government, which provides 
the health authority with capital financ- 
ing, to come up withmore money. 7 
,I 
Georgie, is a 2 year old 
torti with a bitof an altitude. 
She’s quite comical. She 
came to us pregnant and 
went on to have 6 kittins. 
All ’ have been adopted 
and its time for Georgie 
to move ‘along too. She 
would be better suited in 
an adult environment as 
‘T.C.’(Totally Cute!) is an 
adorable adult cat. He 
is very affectionate and 
super clean. ‘T.C.’ would 
make any family proud to 
havehim. . 
r i  
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to transition house pla,n 
CONSTRUCTION OF a 
new transitidn house and of- 
fice complex for the Ksan 
House Society will start in 
late spring and be open by 
the end of the year, soci- 
ety officials announced last 
week. 
“It’s even going to have 
a Christmas tree,” said soci- 
ety executive director Card 
Sabo at a small ceremony 
held March 29 to announce 
construction. , 
The cost has bccn csti- 
mated at between $1  million 
and $1. I million, with ncar- 
coming l’roni B.C. Housing. 
a provincial agency. 
Thz two-storcy structure 
will havc five bcdroonis 
containing two bcds and two 
more rooms containing three 
beds in addition to office and 
counselling space. 
It’ll replace fhe society’s 
current transition house, no 
longer considered suitable, 
and a separate, converted 
house that now contains of- 
fices and counsellingspace. 
George Clark. who sits 
ly h d f  Of that - $440,000 - 
GEORGE CLARK, far left, and Ken Earl, members of the Ksan House Society’s transition house finance committee, 
look over a model with Skeena MLA Roger’Harris and society chair Karen Chrysler. The new transition house 
should be open by the end of the year, replacing one that is no longer suitable for the task. 
I
on the society committee 
charged with finding financ- 
ing, said the recent addi- 
tion of $260,000 from B.C. 
Housing on top of an origi- 
nal $180,000 contribution 
gave the society the means 
to start construction. 
“This is what put the proj- 
ect over the top. It’s doubtful 
if we could have built it this 
year,” he ,,said in thanking 
Skeena MLA Roger Harris 
for lobbying to gain the ad- 
ditional financing. 
Clark noted that the so- 
ciety will carry a mortgage 
on its new complex and that 
efforts to raise money con- 
tinue. It’s looking for busi- 
nesses and others to help 
furnish and prepare the bed- 
rooms, a group room, a liv- 
ing room and a children’s 
activity room. 
Overall costs for the ba- 
sic bedrooms are placed at 
I $25,000, rising to $27,500 
for the larger family rooms. 
Harris, who attended the 
announcement, thanked the 
,society for its work. 
He also announced 
the society was receiving 
$33,650 to expand services 
and $9,056 for a child sup- 
port worker. 
The provincial govern- 
ment is also tendering a 
$70,000 contract to provide, 
for the first time in this area, 
outreach services for women 
in the area and for counsel- 
ling for children ,who wit- 
ness abuse. 
UFO sightings’ drop L dramatically he’re 
PERHAPS WE’RE not as intriguing to extra ter- 
restial visitors as we used to be. 
Whatever the reason, Terrace has fallen out of 
the top ten list of Canadian cities reporting UFO 
sightings for 2004 compared to 2003. 
The city> ranked fourth in 2003 behind’ Hous- 
r) ton, B.C., Toronto and Vancouver with 31 sight- 
ings compared to just four last year. 
Houston had eight recorded sightings, Sniith- 
ers had three and Kitimat and Prince Rupert each 
had one, according to a 2004 analysis conducted 
by Winnipeg-based Ufology Research of Mani- 
- ----_ -_ toba. 
B.C. continued to rank number one in sight- 
ings by province with 247, down from 2003’s 301 
sightings. By contrast, neighbouring Alberta re- 
corded just 99 sightings in 2004. 
Vancouver was the top sighting city again with 
80 reports in 2004 while Winnipeg was second 
with 75 and Toronto was third with 65. Ten cities 
were tied for tenth spot with 13 sightings each. 
Brian Vike, a Houston, B.C. resident and a 
ufologist with HBCC UFO says while the official 
count was down in the northwest, he did receive 
second-hand reports. 
“1 don’t post or count these reports as it is the 
actual witness I would like to gather the informa- 
tion from,” he said. I 
Vike’s not sure why northwestern reports were 
down in 2004 compared to 2003. 
“Was it due to not much being witnessed in the 
skies around us, or could it be due to not much 
media attention in 2004,” Vike continued. 
He noted that the area from Terrace to Houston 
was a hive of activity in 2003 and 2002. 
“Things were just buzzing,” Vike said. 
suspended. 
First offence seizures can be as long as 60 days and 
90 days for a second offence. Minimum fines for driv- 
ing while suspended’increase from $300 to $500 for a 
second offence. 
Statistics gathered by the province show that one in 
four fatal crashes involves alcohol. In 2003 alone, there 
were 102 deaths from crashes involving alcohol in’this 
province and 3,200 injuries. 
Starting in June, people who want their licences back 
after being convicted of drinking and driving must pay 
to take an education and rehab program. 
Liberals hire Miller 
PREMIER GORDON Campbell has hired a former pre- 
mier, NDPer Dan Miller, to find ways of making British 
Columbia more competitive in the global markctplace. 
Miller, who was the North Coast MLA for years 
before retiring prior to the 2001 election, is co-chair- 
ing the B.C. Conipetition Council along with David 
Thompson,,the chief executive officer of mining giant 
Teck Cominco. 
A cabinet minister in the Mike liarcourt and Glen 
Clark governments, Miller became the premier briefly 
after Clark stepped down and before Ujjal Dosanjh was 
selected. 
Miller most recently had been hired to provide the 
province with advice on offshore oil and gas develop- 
ment, something that he promoted during his govern- 
ment days. 
He was also a key player in the NDP’s attempts to 
revive Skeena Cellulose when it collapsed in 1997. 
The competition council is to report early in the new 
year on obstacles to growth and investment in key areas 
of the provincial economy. 
RCMP. lCBC tackle I 
seatbelt usage 
RCMP OFFICERS are out this week ensurhg that not 
only are adults wearing seatbelts when in vehicles, but 
that they also make sure children and babies are safely 
buckled up as well. ’ 
Officers and ICBC employees were in the Terrace 
area yesterday and are headed up to the Nass Valley 
tomorrow. 
- Police remind drivers and their passengers that al-: 
ways buckling up saves lives and leads to less chance 
of injury or death in vehicle collisions. 
And they also say warnings won’t be issued any lon- 
ger for those who don’t wear seatbelts. People will be 
fined automatically as part of a zero tolerance policy. 
ICBC does have information readily available 
on the proper use of infant and child vehicle safety 
restraints. 
’ 
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1 Aye for an eye ’ THEY SAY that eyes ;e the windows to a per- 
’ 
son’s soul. If that’s the case, the soul of the prs- 
vincial Liberal government needs a bit of enlight- 
enment. 
Back in the early days of the government, when 
it has hacking and slashing, one move it made af- 
I fected’hundreds of thousands of British Colum- 
bians. And that was removing eye exam cover- 
age from the provincial Medical Services Plan for 
people betweemthe ages of 19 and 64. 
There were sorneexceptions. If a person could 
medical necessity, coverage was contin- 
t for the great majority of British Columbi- 
ans who we& eyeglasses or who have reason to 
have their eyes checked regularly, it was a classic 
A person was faced with paying the fee of 
around $80. If they were fortunate to have medi- 
cal plan coverage through- employment, the in- 
e company paid most of the cost. But the 
still lost out because the amount the insur- 
ance company paid was then deducted from what 
it would then provide to either purchase glasses or 
update a prescription. 
’ For their part, insurance companies raised their 
rates to compensate. And those increases were 
then passed along to guess who - policy holders, 
ie. employees andc their employers: ‘ 
Ditching eye exam coverage helped balance the 
provincial government’s books. It’s an easy thing 
to do when you have the luxury of having some- 
body else pay the freight. 
Eye exams are a crucial part of ,a person’s abil- 
ity to lead a life. Nearsightedness, farsightedness, 
’ 1  
’ 
i 
’downloading. 
1 
Routine eye exams are also a key part of preven- 
tative health care. And prevention is far cheaper in 
the long run. Even literacy is tied to eye health. 
While the provincial government has continued 
to cover eye exaims for young people and older 
people, not covering the normal working years 
of a person makes no sense. The growing depen- 
dence upon computer screens of all kinds in the 
work place increases eye strain, making the need 
for eye exams even more important. 
Given that the provincial government now says 
it has turned the fiscal corner and is handing out 
mystery is that it has not addressed even the pos- 
sibility of restoring eye exam coverage for all 
British Columbians. 
Coverage was taken away in late 2001, long 
enough ago that the Liberals perhaps hope that 
people will have forgotten what they did. And that 
should not be the case. When it comes to vision 
care, universal eye exams are a necessity. Moved 
and seconded. Say ‘aye’ to ‘eyes’. 
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Special thanks to all QUP contributors and 
correspondents for their time and talents 
Move civil service out of the cities! 
t. 
VICTORIA - Here’s. two. sto- nay, or Prince Rupert? BC funding. The government has: 
ries that should have got more Ferries in Nanaimo? Mining promised to share offshore oil 2 
attention that they did, from operations in Trail? The Li- revenue with coastal commu- ; 
the media and politicians. quor Distribution Branch in nities and First Nations, and: 
Kelowna? would look at other’proposals. ; First, the news that the 
B.C. government will open a The benefits to smaller cen- First in line should be for- ; 
resort development office in tres are huge. It’s not just the est communities that have lost :, 
Kamloops. extra jobs. The government their local sawmills as the in- , 
Sure, it’s only 12 jobs. And agency buys locally, and the dustry consolidates in fewer,. 
the cynical may carp about at- employees become part of the more efficient mills. They have 
tempts to boost the electoral ‘ community. It’s a major plus, a similar case to the communi- 
prospects of Kevin Krueger especially for communities ties in the northeast, being left 
and Clauiie Richmond. that have seen government job with the need to provide ser- 
But communities across the losses over the last four years. vices without any large indus- 
province should be applaud- B.C.’s smaller centres - es- trial property base to tax. (For- -, 
ing the moye of even a small pecially forest communities est revenue to the province 
branch of government outside PAUL WILLCOCKS - should also be preparing was 30 per cent over budget 
of Victoria and Vancouver. their case for a deal like the - $300 million - this year, so a 
Government delivers a wide extended, expanded Fair Share there’s revenue to share.) . 
range of valuable services to agreement with communities In both cases, the govern- 
people, in return for tax dol- Internet and improved tele- in the northeast. ment has taken steps that ad- ’ 
lars . communications offer the The NDP had agreed to vance the interests of com-’ 
But it only favours some chance to move jobs around come up with $12 million a munities outside the Lower 
communities with the benefits the province. year for the region’s munici- Mainland in a real way., 1 , )  The V I :: 
of stable; well-paid govern- It’s not easy,*qf course, palities., The cash recognizes communities’ c,hallen 
ment jobs, and the indirect one thing employees,$+e-q’tl that they get stuck’with the is to keep the change 
benefits of another significant , keen on picking up and mov- costs of a growing oil and gas ing. 
player in the local economy. ing, and any change means industry, but little extra rev- Footnote: Neufeld also an-. 
And it always rankles a bit some significant one-time enue. The wells are out in the nounced a new $2.5-million I 
to think that taxpayers in Lil- costs. Those would be offset boonies, and there are no big program to sell communities 1 
looet, or .Prince George, are in part by the benefits of gen- central facilities paying prop- on the benefits of oil and gas 1 
paying the salaries of a big erally reduced office rent and erty taxes. and mining development. 
bunch of people in Victoria other costs outside Vancouver The government has just The “Communities and ‘ 
11 and Vancouver, money lost to and Victoria. upped the money, promising Stakeholder Engagement” , 
the local economy. But why isn’t a big chunk $20 million a year, indexed to program is likely to prove. 
Fifty years ago there may of the forest ministry bureau- industry growth and coming controversial the first time the, 
have been good reasons for cracy in Quesnel, or Prince up with a one-time $40-mil- government starts spending t o ,  
centralizing government oper- George? (The government lion payment promote a controversial pro-, 
ations. It was efficient - even missed a chance last fall, when But if the Peace has a case, posal, like coalbed methane . 
necessary - to have people in it announced‘ new chief for- so do an increasing number of drilling. 
one place to cut down on de- ester Jim Snetsinger would be communities across the prov- And the Nisga’a have just ! 
lays and improve communica- based in Prince George, where ince, especially forest commu- recently signed a protocol with 
tion. he lived before the appoint- nities. the province, providing them 
Things have changed dra- ment. None of the support jobs Energy minister Richard money and a voice in offshore “ I  
matically since then, but gov- moved up there with him.) Neufeld acknowledged other development. 
ernments have taken only tiny Why isn’t aquaculture de- regions might seek similar 
steps to acknowledge that the velopment based in Courte- deals when he announced the willcocks@rrltrctriet.ca , , 
‘* 
Bulimia’s the real villain 
OVER 12 days we watched 
I9 court appeals fail to restore 
Terry Schiavo’s feeding tube. 
Yet only in the last hours have 
I learned the origin of the heart 
attack 15 years ago which 
damaged her brain and left her 
in persistent vegetative state. 
Seems she caused her own 
heart attack. 
According to Entertainment 
Tonight March 29, Schiavo’s 
heart attack at age 25 followed 
months of bulimia in which 
she initiated vomiting after 
meals as a way to lose weight. 
In high school she weighed 
over 200 pounds. By the time 
CLAUDETTESANDECK 
J ‘  
my cinnamon buns, or keep- one tenth of their present con- 
ing a tidy closet? The notation cern on her as a child she might 
that every pound lost raises have grown up feeling so confi- 
self esteem the way unloading dent she’d,never have become 
a pickup lifts its leaf springs overweight in the first place. : 
makes no sense to me. And even if she had gained a 
Yet bulimia apparently pound or two, it wouldn’t have,,$ 
makes sense to many women warped her thinking. 1 
from Hollywood actresses to Dozens of obese people .‘ 
women in ordinary walks of have lost weight following 
life. Jane Fonda admits to bu- Dr. Phil’s seven keys. They ’; 
limia. Marie Osmond let the did it graduaIly, healthfully. 
condition rule her world for Rather then injuring their body 
years. Many not bulimic are ’ through bulimia or any other:: 
anorexic, an eating disorder quick loss method, they ended 2: 
closely related. Then there was up better off by far, with more : 
Princess Diana, who chose bu- energy, pride, and self esteem i: 
limia to cope with the unhap- gained ounce by ounce as their .: 
she married, she had lost 90 
pounds. 
Dr. Sacker, author of a book After listening to three years 
titled Dying to Be Thin, says of Dr. Phil and many more 
bulimic vomiting can drasti- years of Oprah interview- 
cally and dangerously lower ing specialists of all kinds, I 
the body’s potassium level. know how closely self esteem 
That drop in potassium can marches with bulimia. But for 
trigger a heart attack, even in the life of me I cannot under- 
a teenager. stand why women equate thin- 
Besides the risk of heart at- ness with higher self esteem. 
tack vomiting damages tooth Wouldn’t they be better 
enamel. Daily bulimic vom- off to seek higher esteem by 
iting can lead to severe tooth accomplishing something, 
decay, major dentistry and whether it’s growing sturdy 
hefty dental bills. African violets, baking yum- ’ 
piness of her marriage. 
In a recent episode of Fat 
Actress, Kirstie Allie took a 
female friend’s advice to vom- 
it as a way to reduce weight. 
Eating disorder groups bom- 
barded the show with criticism 
for making light of bulimia. 
“There’s nothing funny about 
eating disorders,” they pointed 
out. “There’s no punch line.” 
If, indeed, Schiavo brought 
this brain damage on herself 
through bulimia as a weight 
loss strategy, how sad. If her 
parents and friends had heaped 
weight dropped off. 
Sure, they gave up Sara Lee : 
cakes, McDonald’s fries, and.: 
Fritos. But by the end of their 
program they discovered those : 
foods no longer tempted them. ’ 
Bulimia teaches nothing about : 
how to live a healthy, weight : 
conscious lifestyle. The min- : 
ute they quit sticking their : 
finger down their throat, their ; 
pounds return. 
Schiavo’s supporters should: : 
warn women against bulimia i: 
while they demonstrate for :: 
right to life. 
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I Band teacher recalls 
the ‘festival fridgies’ 
M Y  FESTlVAL cxpericncc inllucnccd niy 
career path because 1 ani a successful piano 
teacher, dioral C O I I ~ U C ~ O ~ .  ilnd band tciicher 
here in Terracc. 
I believe that music and the arts help to: 
shape a character. provide a means of cx- 
pression when words cannot be found, and 
uplift the spirit. 
1 try 10 inspire my students to strive for 
exCt?lkllCe everyday because 1 believe “ex- 
my stage fright “Festival 
ciis on the rcilliiy that 1 knew for sure: I was 
well prcparcd because I’had practised daily 
for ~ I ~ I I I Y  wccks. 
So what if  I hit a wrong note? 
MY essay summed i t  up: 
”You sce it doesn’t matter what place you 
Conic in whether it be lirst, last, or just plain 
old second. It’s the fact that you can get up 
thcrc and do your best at any costs. mat’s 
what I learned this ~ ~ ~ t i ~ ~ l ; *  
cellcncc is a habit, not a destination.” 
Fridgies”. In fact, 1 even wrote an essay on 
this for Grade 8 English class! In it, I recall 
the feelings of my fingers as 
cold as ice cubes. 1 wore a pair of gloves 
or I sat on my hands before going up to 
My stomach felt a little queasy, too, but I 
1 have had the privilege to be taught by 
Some of the best music teachers the Pacific i 
Northwesl has ever had. 
As look rowad to the 
Festival, 1 remember the words of encour- 
agement bestowed on me many years ago 
and 1 find myself echoing them back to the 
next generation. 
Bonnie Juniper, Barbara Nunn, Jessica Oki- 
mi, and many others* 
As I share my gift Of music this year, I 
will be silently dedicating each number to 
these mentors from my childhood: “this 
Play. 
learned that this was just “butterflies” in my my hat goes Off to Stuart McCdlum, 
stomach. 
Over time I have learned to see this as a 
healthy reaction to the excitement of being 
well prepared and sharing my music. 
AS I sat awaiting my turn, m;tny things 
I 
I 
- -  ~~ ~~ 
FIONA ONSTEIN is a successful piano teacher, choral director and band teacher in Terrace. She still believes 
wtiat she felt in Grade 8 - the most important part of participating in the Pacific Northwest Music Festival is do- 
ing the best you can. HEAVENLY MOMENTS PHOTOGWHY/NAOMI’S PHOTOGRAPHY 
would creep into my mind: “Will I play all 
of the fight notes’?’’ 
What calmed me at this point was to fo- 
one’s *orYou.’’ 
Sincerely, 
Fiona Onstein 
-_ 
Readers recall: 
Dear Sir: * can’t remember the year - though, was 
When I was a young girl growing up when dad (Jim Ryan) had the cast iron 
in Kitimat in the 1960s competing in the church bell fall onto his hand on the day 
Terrace Music Festival - as it was called of the Terrace Community Band’s com- 
then - was a yearly ritual. petition. 
I both looked forward to the compe- I think a lot of people thought he would 
tition and dreaded it in one mixed emo- lose a couple fingers that day. It wouldn’t 
tional turmoil. have mattered to,dad. The most impor- 
I have many memories -good and bad tant thing was to get his hand stitched and 
- of my competitions. The festival was bandaged before the 6 PM performance 
very new back then - it had only exis The 18 12 O,yytufe;, , i. ~~ 
for a’year or two when 1 first started co ’ I rememberh8 hSd,bq?$n tolc$h?t if he 
peting. Am I aging myself or what?! uldn’t do it, Denni;Tup&h (an‘adjudi:’ 
Nerves have a way of making a per- cator) was prepared to step in to conduct 
former do some pretty strange things and the band. As much as he respected and 
so I have many stories of my experiences admiredDennis , NOBODY, was going to 
in the festival, but my favorite is probably conduct that band except himself. 
the following: So, the hand got 50 plus stitches and 
One year, I was competing in a Bach a huge bandage and off we went home to 
piano class. I don’t remember the name get ready. 
of the piece of ‘music, but I do remember With his suit on and hand in the air, 
that it was a “busy” dad quickly took his 
song with one really pills-. for the evening, 
big final chord:I sat For more stories: including the blood 
down at the piano, thinner! The bleed- 
,purple with fear and Histow of the ing was awful all over 
proceeded to play my Pacific Northwest Music again. So, a new set 
memorized music Festival, 61 Of bandages and in the 
through flawlessly, or he was ~~~i~ Festival. so I thought. wore memories, 83 ready to go. 
play the final big chord, 1 realized that I that night! 
.. , ~ .. 
DENISE TUPMAN showsa off a scrapbook complete with memories from her experiences with the Pacific Northwest 
nick of time, ROD LINK PHOTO 
- -  i When I got to the What a perfor- mance the hand gave end and I went to 
had played the entire piece in the wrong 
key! Because I had memorized the finger Terrace,BC Phyllis Schuldt. She treated the competi- bly. 
placement for the difficult final chord, I 
had to play it in the right key! 
I’m sure that poor old Bach rolled over 
in his grave when hc heard my strange 
rendition of his once beautiful music! 
kedlcs  10 say, thc ildjudicator wasn’t 
very inlPresscd with nIY “on the spot” 
transposing skills and I didn’t earn my- 
self a gold seal for that performance! 
back the correct notes and I finished my 
One of my favourite adjudicators was 
tors as young adults and as if each one 
of us had unlimited potential. Her public 
adjudication after each class was positive 
and encouraging, and she challenged us 
to reach high. 
1 remember being taken to hear senior 
piano classcs in the cvcning, simply for 
the shcer enjoyment of listening to accom- 
plished pianists showcasc their talent and 
hard work. It’s been about 30 ycars since 
I competed, but not much has changed ... 
my childrcn are taken to hear piano class- 
es in  thc evening, and my heart 
still beats ncrvously as each of 
my daughters prepares to corn- 
in their own classes. 
again. 
floor. We started to giggle uncontrolla- 
Finally, the adjudicator looked over 
her reading glasses at us and said coldly, 
“You may sit down, girls.” 
We grabbed our music and headed to 
our seats, humiliated and relieved at the 
same time. When I left the Civic Center, 
1 vowed that I would never play piano at 
the festival again. 
To this day, 1 admire anyone who can 
play piano in public, especially under an 
adjudicator’s eye. Because that event 
was so clear in my mind and affected me 
Terrace. My aunt, Bonnie Shaw, taught 
Val, and when I was in Grade 2, she taught 
me and I entered in several categories. 
That was the year that the REM Lee 
Theatre was built, and the Music Festi- 
Val’s gala performance was the first pro- 
duction housed in the REM Lee. 
When 1 was asked to perform as one 
of the winnners in junior speech arts, it 
was a huge moment in my young life. 
Over the years I went on performing 
in the festival and made many friends 
and learned many life skills. I attended 
a couple of provincial festivats, won the 
provinciel senior speehc arts award one 
year, and ended up teaching 
speech arts myself,, and enter- 
ing students in the festival years 
I piece. This time the sheets slipped to the speech arts from the time of the first festi- $ , Ann Carlson 
.E. 
Dear Sir, 
My memories of the Pacific Northwest 
Music Feshl l  go back 10 the early and 
mid 197°’s when I competed in Piano 
classes. 
Play the 
grand’ piano at the R-E-M. Lee Theatre* 
with adjudicators and spectators watch- 
ing from what sxmed miles away- There 
wc were, a row of nervous competitors, 
each waiting for our turn. 
Dear Sir: 1 think the worst position was near 
I have many memories for this great the end of a large class - it gave me time 
music festival. My children took part to work up a nervous sweat and a beat- 
for several years. My daughter, Laura, ing heart. How well 1 rp;member drawing 
won numerous awards which took her a complete blank in the middle of one 
to Provincial competitions several times. piece, trying again, and being unable to 
What experiences! remember what came next ... the gentle 
I think the most memorable event - I prompting of the adjudicator brought 
It was rather 
Denise ’hpmdn 
Terrace, 13C 
m. 
/n ao00, DUET was p&/jshed by 
Hodgepog Press - which proves that even for me, being on that big a traumatic experience at the, festival Can stage at the opening of the REM 
Lee Theatre remains crystalised turn into something good. 
in my mind as a daunting task 
and a rewarding achievement. 
Thank you to , d l  of the vol- 
unteers, teachers, and adjudica- 
tors who were involved in . .  the festival 
Kevan Peters 
Terrace, BC I ... - Brenda Silsbe, author 
D~~ Sir: 
the Pacific Northwest Music Festival are 
Most of my memories of so greatly, I wrote a story about it and 
sent the stow to Some publishers. 
BRUCE HALLSOR is a lawyer working in Victoria. 
b 
I ,  
EM. 
Dear Sir: 
My music fest memories started in the 
year 2000. 
My vocal teacher, Marilyn Brodie and 
my mother both encouraged and motivat- 
ed me to perform. Back then, I was so shy 
on stage with millions of butterflies in my 
tummy but I enjoyed every moment of it. 
I won the Junior- Terrace Waterpolo 
Association Scholarship of $250 and the 
Ronald McDonald Vocal Award for High- 
est Mark Junior Vocal Soloist of $50.00. 
I remembered sitting and watching aIl 
other performers and shaking in my seat 
but trying to be calm. 
Continued Page B3 
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Teacher fails MLA 
on education IQ 
Dear Sir: 
Two years ago teacher CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Copper Pots with Glass Tops, 
Kettles and Fry Pans available in The Mail Bag union representatives met with Skeena MLA Roger Harris to discuss education- ffl NEW COLOURS including red, blue, mustard & yellow. 
al issues. After reading the 
March 30, 2005 article by 
Jennifer Lang it is as appar- 
ent now as it was two years 
ago that Mr. Harris was lis- 
tening but not hearing what 
was being said. 
Many of the statements 
made by Mr. Harris in his 
’ interview with The Terrace 
Standard headlined “When 
it comes to education, things 
are better now, says MLA” 
are little more than superfi- 
cial truths and political pos- 
turing. 
Yes, the B.C. Liberals arc 
increasing funding to public 
education in 2005/2006, 
but they do not tell you the 
real per pupil funding level 
remains less than it was in 
2000/2001 under the NDP. 
Harris fails to mention the 
B.C. Liberals have cut over 
$300 million from public 
education and have down- 
loaded additional costs to lkichers are not happy about 
school districts but have not amalgamation of school dis- 
increased funding to cover tricts under the,NDP. 
the additional costs ‘(infla- Yes, teachers are angry 
tion, salaries and benefits of about the stripping Of C O k -  
all employees, heating, elec- agreement language by 
tricity and transportation). the current B.C. Liberals. 
Due to the underfunding Yes, Kithat teachers are 
I 
\ 
!, 
“They do not tell you the real per pupil 
funding level remains less than what if 
was in 2000/2001 under the NDP.” 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
wishes to advise its 
Thornhill Water System 
customers that a flushing procedure will 
be carried out 
April 11 - April 29,2005. 
This procedure is necessary to remove any 
sediment that may be present in the watermains 
and to ensure the best possible water quality 
is maintained. During c’cthis procedure ‘water 
pressures may fluctuate and water may appear 
coloured or cloudy. You are advised to run your 
water until it clears. your ongoing cooperation 
and understanding are appreciated. 
of public education, more 
and more school districts 
are considering the four-day 
instructional week. As well, 
custodial, maintenance and ’ 
transportation services cut 
by 20 per cent (hours,  wag-'^ 
es, benefits), larger class 
sizes, fewer electives, closed 
schools and decreasin’g 
teaching and support staff. 
The clainis by Mr. Harris 
that teachers have an axe to 
grind and that Kitimat teach- 
ers in particular harbour ani- 
mosity are quite accurate. 
J Teachers are not pleased 
with provincialo bargain- 
ing introduced by the NDP. 
very upset about the shred- 
ding of our fairly negotiated 
collective agreement by the 
current B.C. Liberals. 
Yes. teachers are upset 
about larger classes, less 
supports for students, 113 
closed schools and 2,500 
fewer tciichers due to B.C. 
Liberal underfunding. 
Teachers are upset be- 
cause kids matter and teach- 
ers care. 
1 Teacher involvement. in 
the political arena is about 
holding publicly elected of- 
ficials accountable and we 
intend to do so on May 17, 
2005. 
Was that an election 
promise that regionalization 
will not occur? 
Francis Boucher, 
President, 
- - Kitimat District 
Teachers’ Association 
. *  
Bakeware, Colanders & Kitchen Gadgets ?-+- 
20% f I  OFF- 
Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine 
Phone: (250) 6 15-6 100 
9 ’ Investigate your child’s options 
I 
4 
I 
1 i MLA far too modest 
WE BELIEVE. ... That yoir, the parent, are yoirr child’s 
primary ediiccitor and that yoii know yoirr child best. We 
support yorir choices and goals for yoiir child! leaniing 
arid recognize that your child is a unique individiial. 
We consider it a privilege ‘to partner with yoli in their 
educational journey. 
I 
i I in,#what has happened 
Have your children checked - 90% of 
foot problems if found early at ages 
8 - 14 yrs, can be completely corrected. 
FREE FOOT CARE CLINIC 
A-1 Orthotics 
3208 Sunset PI. 
Westbank, BC 
For appointment plense call 
1-888-313-1339 
Dear Sir: ‘ fine and exploit. Thanks to inal claims festering against 
In the interest of a fair Roger Harris and the B.C. the honour of the Crown. 
and balanced view of life in Liberals. Thanks to Roger Harris and 
Skeena under the Liberal re- * For our cash-strapped the B.C. Liberals. 
’ gime; I‘would like to addito public education system and * For the thousands who 
the list of accomplishments the moronic funding formu- have to flee Skeena to find a 
presented in the self-lauda- la that penalizes our kids for future. Thanks to Roger Har- 
tory and delusional advert not living in GreaterVancou- ris and the B.C. Liberals. 
run in the March 30 issue ver. Thanks to Roger Harris * For propagandizing 
i of The Terrace Standard by and the B.C. Liberals. us ignorant yokels to the 
Roger Harris and the B.C. * For rural B.C.’s relega- tune of tens of millions of 
Liberal to correct some seri- tion to second-class citizen- our own dollars. Thanks to 
ous omissions in the record. ship under the Liberals’ Roger Harris and the B.C. 
Thqks to, Roger Harris and vincial service entitlements. Yes, Roger. It’s time to lay 
Th&<.to Roger Harris and >.. claim to everything you’ ‘ 1 -T, Fy-,:.pp0;l,gayNmi&, &$e &e 5.CrLiberals. done for your constituents 
ting silent while our natural * For the province’s the last four years. 
resources are shipped - raw 
- offshore for others to re- 
i 
I 
i 
i 
; 
* Burgeoning food banks. ‘:critical mass” theory of pro- Liberals. 
:. the 2..c. Liberals. ‘ 
breath-taking rush to remedy 
the clearly legitimate aborig- 
John How, 
Lakelse Lake, B.C. 
Free Public Inforrriatisn Meeting 
Monday, April llth 7:30 pm 
Sandman Hotel, 4828 Hwy. 16 
. 
HOME SCHOOL or 
SCHOOLAT HOME 
I‘raditional Learning Academy offers online and paper 
based programs to traditional homeschool families as 
well as to students learning at home receiving teacher 
creditation. Funding ava 
Contact 1-800-745-1320 for info 
Derek Armstrong 
Orthotic Technician 
orthotics NOTE: Your medical may pay lor 
pur or lhofa (check yourplan) 
What elimination ob the foreign 
content limit means to you 
I 
The federal government’s de- overnight. The majority of Cana- 
cision to eliminate foreign con- dian investors were far below the 
tent limitations for registered ac- foreign content restriction, the 
counts and ‘ pensions has many number is estimated to be some- 
Canadians wondering what that where between 510% on aver- 
will mean to their cur- age, far below the pre- 
rent and future hold- 
ings. 
It is good overall in- 
vesting policy to have 
a diversified portfolio, 
which would include 
30-45% investments 
outside of Canada. 
Eva I uat ing your long- 
term investing goals 
and risk tolerance will 
help you choose the 
foreign content levels 
vious 30% restricted 
limit. Therefore, we be- 
lieve there will not be 
an immediate surge of 
funds moving outside 
of Canada., 
* Canada remains 
one of the more at- 
tractive places for 
Canadians to invest. 
While historical returns 
of some international 
mutual funds and mar- 
PERFORMANCE PICKUP*SUV CAR MINIVAN 
Wrangler AT/S** Assurance ComforTred Eagle GT-HR 0 
Dureble H-Speed Rated High 
Performance Tire w;th RaceWrap’M , 
Construction Technology 
This aggressive tire delivers a 
smooth quiet ride for most pickup trucks 
end spod utility vheicles. 
luxurious Ride for Premium Vehicles offers’ 
e smooth and quiet ride, providing the 
ultimate total luxury driving experience. 
Kevin Marleau 
Investment Representative 
appropriate for you. Foreign in- 
vestments can improve industry 
diversification and add exposure 
to countries with differing eco- 
nomk prospects. However, these 
opportunities do not come with- 
out additional risks, particularly 
with currencies. 
When choosing which countries 
to consider for investing, it is im- 
portant to determine whether 
you require income to assist with 
non-can ad ian do I la r expenses. 
Investors should also remember 
to include more than just U.S. in- 
vestments. 
What will likely be the imptact 
from the new budget ruling? 
* Your investment choices 
may be simpler, because you 
won’t n e d  to consider clone 
funds or exchangeable shares. 
These were created to help inves- 
tors achieve their goals when the 
foreign content provisions were in 
place. 
* Canadians will likely in- 
vest more money outside 
Canada aver time, but not 
kets have been better than the 
TSX and some Canadian mutual 
funds over the last 20 years, that 
may not be the case over the next 
20 years. In the last 5 years, the 
Canadian market has been one 
of the better performing markets 
in the developed world. With the 
federal budget surplus, low inter- 
est rates and low inflation, Cana- 
da is much more attractive than 
it was in the past. In particular, 
prior to the 199Os, Canada had 
high inflation, a budget deficit, 
and a struggling economy. 
MORE GREAT OFFERS FOR YOUR CAR, MINIVAN, PICKUP OR SUV: 
GOOD+R cbr4br GOOD#FEAR 
Wrangler MTIR Regatta 2 Skytrak II 
Premium Off-Road Radial All-Season Touring 
Trailbuster APR 
All-Season LiahtTruck All-Season Radial ., 
qJ0 
ON A SET ON A-SET ON A SET 
OF FOUR OF FOUR OF FOUR 
Your investment representative 
can give you more infoimation 
about an investment strategy 
that will include the correct levels 
of foreign and domestic holdings 
for you. 
Visit the Fountain Tire retailer nearest you today! ) .  
Member ClPF 
FOUNTAIN TIRE (TERRACE) 
4641 Keith Ave. 0 Terrace, BC Phone: 250-635-4344 
Manager: BK (Smitty) Smith smitty.smith@fountaintire.com Serving Individual Investors 
3508 Thomas St, Terrace, B.C. 
(250) 638-1202 or 1-877-638-1202 www.fountaintire.com 
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I :  CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD The Terrace Stamdark is 
I .  t The Maij Bag 
k 
1 -  
I t  
< '  
I L  
:: ' I  " Dear Sir: / Listen close, NDP. You can not continue www.terracestandard.eom 1: Fed up with DP Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advertising information :; I am fed up with the tone of the NDP 
z election ads that want us to pay attention to 
: the things that the Liberals have taken away 
: : since the last election. 
: ; Why is the NDP insulting our intelligence 
: 1 and our memory? I can remember quite viv- 
; idly how the NDP has bankrupted B.C. the 
' ' last two times they were in power., 
: How does the NDP expect to institute ev- 
: I  ery sort of social program and at the same 
; [ 1 time drive healthy business out of the prov- 
;. ince. 
;: The NDP sccnis to want 10 put everything 
I ' on credit for sonic future government' to try 
* !  
1 :  
, 1 I to repay. How irresponsible. 
receiving golden eggs after the goose that 
laid them has been gorged on at the last 
meal. 
The minute the NDP got into government 
last time too many business% - closed up shop 
and left B.C. 
The best place for the NDP is at most in 
the opposition side of government. 
Stay out of power and let business thrive. 
which lets tax income thrive and then, too, 
we willhavc any money to put into the many 
freebies that the NDP secnis to think arc so 
vital. 
Hill Braam, 
'l'errace, B.C. 
: I  
i i  I :  6-4 Liberals forgot items 
- 
in their election sad 
Dear Sir: also paying taxes. 
Returning home after being away for a 
few weeks. I was surprised to find that the 
man best known as the invisible man, Roger 
Harris, has become Superman and along 
with the B.C. Liberal Party, responsible for 
every good thing happening in B.C. 
The March 30 B.C. Liberal party ad is 
pointing out omissions of "good news sto- 
ries" by The Terrace Standard. 
The ad itself had some glaring omissions. 
For example, it did not mention that the in- 
tervention of Roger Harris made it possible 
to enjoy a full moon on Easter Friday. 
It also did not mention that thanks to 
Mr. Harris and the B.C. Liberals, our chil- 
dren only need to go to school four days per 
week, which, according to Mr. Harris, im- 
proves academic achievement and as a bo- 
nus, gives custodians a well-deserved unpaid 
long weekend every week. 
His government is giving B.C. seniors 
choices they did not haye before; they can 
now choose between medications or food. 
They can take credit for the government 
offices being much easier accessible now that 
most of the employees are no longer around 
cluttering up the offices and interfering with 
voice mail and other recording devices. 
The ad is also not giving credit to the re- 
markable business sense of this government 
to sell a profitable railway at a loss. 
One thing that Mr. Harris and his party is 
taking credit for is the spending of taxpayers 
money. 
It is nothing less than a miracle that af- 
ter cutting and slashing ayd cutting back on 
everything except tax breaks for the rich of 
course, they have not two months before 
election pulled hundreds of millions of dol- 
lars out of an empty hat to throw at ever rid- 
Pest Management PI% No: 
Applicant: British Columbia Transmission Corporation 
Attention: 
BCTC ROW 2005-2010 
Suite 1100, 1055 Dunsmuir St, Vancouver, BC V7X 1V5 
G. Shrimpton, Manager Vegetation/Pest Management 
Tel: 1604) 699-7409 Fax: 1604) 699-7541 
Email: gwen.shrimpton(abctc.com 
The purpose of the proposed Pest Management Plan [PMPl is to control vegetation that may impact the reliability 
or safety of the transmission system, which includes high-voltage conductors, poles and other supporting structures I 
and associated equipment. The integrated vegetation management program includes the following methods: slashing, 
mowing, pruning, herbicide application, girdling and grooming. 
British Columbia Transmission Corporation, and includes rights-of way, access roads and helipads. 
The proposed duration of the PMP is from May 22. 2005 to May 21,2010. 
The use of pesticidss is intended within the area to which the pest management plan applies. The trade names and active 
ingredients of the herbicides proposed for use under this plan include: glyphosate [Vantage, Vantage Plus, Roundup 
Original, Roundup Transorb, Roundup WeatherMax, Carbopaste); trichlopyr [Garlon 41; picloikm & 2,4-D [Tordon 1011; 
Chondrostereum purpureum [Chontrol]; clopyralid [Transline]; dicamba [DyCleer, Dycleer 24, Vanquish]; imazapyr 
(Arsenal]; diuron IKarmex DF, Diuron 80 OF]. Proposed manners of applying the herbicides include: cut surface, 
basal bark, backpack foliar, injection and aerial treatment. 
A draft copy of the PMP and maps of proposed treatment areas may be examined in detail at: 
http://www.bctc.com/about/veg_mgmt.shtml, or in person at Suite 1100, 1055 Dunsmuir Street, Vancouver, BC, V7X 1V5. 
A person wishing to contribute information about a proposed treatment site, relevant to the development of the pest 
management plan, flagsend copies of the-irjformation to the applicant at the address above within 30 days of the 
publication of this notice. 
> 
The Pest Management Plan applies to all parts of the province-wide transmission system that is managed by 
' I  
planning, BCTC is the operating C ow  corporation and maintaining responsible BC Hydro's for *ritish CORPORATION' Columbia Transmission 
transmission assets, includinq manaqinq 
=. www.bctc.com 
I BCTC04-311531 
transmission lines and rights-of-way- - 
It also forgot to mention the improvement ing in the province. 
at Terraceview and Mills memorial where Enjoy, take the money. It is yours after 
fewer beds means easier parking. I all. But remember, should you choose to re; 
No credit was given to Mr. Harris and elect Roger Harris and his cohorts, they will 
the government for ensuring that hundreds surely take it back. 
for shipyard workers were spared from the John Jensen, 
drudgery of working every day for years and Terrace, B.C. 
L 
Have you seen these 
stolen items' around?-- . 
Dear Sir: , (roughly 20-30), most of which our children 
bought us 'for Christmas and@r birthday I've sympathized with"peop1e after hear- 
;",. An.. ..In..n ..nhh,J & f t o  oc N x i n l l  o c  o fntv ;+-ma q x m  hniinht ntir- 1115 UlGJ W b l b  IUUUbU. S,l,z., UJ Wb,, uo a I b W  Ilvllli) w v  " W U ~ l l l  vu,- 
L 
b Recently, our home was vandalized. My 
husband and I found out on our way back 
selves are also missing. 
If you have any information on any of - -  . . .  _ .  _ _  .. ~ - -  -.-- , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
trom visiting his not-so-well mother, whom 
we helped care for two weeks. 
At a stop over in Edmonton, we phoned 
home to say we were on our way home only 
to find out home was broken into. We were 
devastated. 
Although we knew the police were in- 
formed, we needed to know what went miss- 
ing. What have the police done so far? What 
information do they have? 
We asked two friends and a family mem- 
ber to take care of our cats and keep an eye 
on the place and still, how could this have 
happened? 
As far as we know right now we figure it 
could only be someone who knew we were 
out of town. 
That's because the items missing are our 
27" Toshiba TV and a combination JVC 
VCR/DVD Player, which my son bought for 
us before Christmas. 
Our son's PS2 system w/internet con- 
nection and our recent collection of DVDs 
these items, please call 655-5408. 
If you have recently acquired either or 
all of these items and plan on keeping them, 
you may want the manuals to go with them. 
What good is it to own something stolen 
if you don't know how to work it? 
We are not rich people by any means. But 
still we do have to work hard at trying to re- 
place these items. 
N. Bright, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Meet Mr. Bat 
Dear Sir: 
To the person/persons who stole our 
25hp.Johnson outboard motor from our 
backyard on Mar. 27, I hope you enjoy it. If 
, you decide to visit us again, please be know 
that my friend, Mr. Baseball Bat, and myself 
would be overjoyed to meet with you. 
Shirley Griffith, Terrace, B.C. 
TEAM UP IN THE FIGHT AGAINST CANCER 
TEAM CAPTAIN MEETING! 
Wednesdav April 1Yh 
at the CCS office above the TeGace aEd Districtcredit Union. 
Please bring any outstanding registration forms and money. 
Register early to reserve your site, 
New Team Captains Welcome! 
Please call for more information or pickup registration materials at 
the office Mon-Fri, 9am-2pm. 1 
Call Morgan at 615-1192 or email 
mevans@bc.cancer.ca for more information. 
1 i 
t 
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Product of B.C. 
Assorted varieties. 
slightiy from illustrahons Some illustrations are seMng sugg&bons onb. Adverbsed p n w  do not include GST 
@Trademarks 01 AIR MILES International Trading B V, Used under license by Loyab Management Group, Canada Inc and Canada Safeway Limled 
Extreme Speclals are pnces that are so low they are limited to a one bme purchase to Safeway Club Card Members wrlhin a household Each household can purchase the limrted lems one time dunng the effectwe dates A household is defined 
by all Safeway Club Cards that are linked by the same address and phone number Each household can purchase the EXREME SPECIALS dunngthe swmed adverbsement dates For purchases over the household limns. regular pncing 
applies to overiiml purchases Extreme pnces effectwe Apnl7 - Apnl9.2005 On BUY ONE GET ONE FREE Items, both Items must be purchased Lowest pnced lem IS then free 
... . .  . 
i 
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Local fish inspection plan 
to help guides and lodges 
The Terrace Standald is 
Z‘ r- - y online 
ww w.terracesIandard.com 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for adverlising information By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
WHAT COULD have been a devastating blow to 
local guides and lodges serving European anglers 
has been adverted, at least for now. 
European anglers had been faced with a ban 
preventing them from returning home with more 
than one kilogram of fish if it had not been pro- 
cessed in a govemment-certified plant here. 
The ban had been introduced in 2002 but en- 
forcement began just last year, resulting this year 
in local guides and lodges facing cancelled reser- 
vations. 
But now, European anglers will be able to ship 
home what they catch provided i t  is first processed 
and inspected at a federiilly-regulated and Euro- 
pean Union-certified facility that meets health and 
SiIfCty regulations. says Eric Kristianson. an offi- 
cial with the Sport Fishing Institute of B.C. 
Wliilc not the best solution. it’s the best iivail- 
able at this time, he said. 
“Guesfs (from the European Union) are not re- 
turning,” Kristianson said. 
“This will allow guests to continue to take their 
catch home.” 
A longer term solution is being sought with 
the federal Canadian Food Inspection Agency, the 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans and lndustry 
Canada to’get the European Union to change its 
policy, added Kristianson. 
Because the ban’s enforcement last year came 
as a surprise to anglers, the sport fishing industry 
last season was largely unaffected as Europeans 
were already fishing in Canada. 
However, this year. area guides iirc seeing a 
drop in bookings of up to SO per cent from Eu- 
rope, says Dieter Hruby. who hils opcriitcd the 
Skeena River Fishing Lodge for I8 YciIrs. 
“Austrians. Germans ... they iirc going to Nor- ~ 
way, because licences are cheaper and they can 
catch up to 25 kilograms of fish,” Hruby said. 
Hruby is in the process of upgrading his lodge’s 
smoke house to federal specifications after a visit 
from government inspectors last week. 
If granted, the Skeena River Fishing Lodge 
will be the only establishment in the Terrace area 
that will be certified provincially, federally and 
by the European Union under the new rules, said 
Noel Gpger, chairman of the Terrace and District 
Angling Guides Association. 
Gyger, head of the 28-member association 
that<,serves the northwest, said the issue has been 
solved. 
“11’s a solution and 1 think it works,” he said. 
The salt water sport fishing industry is worth 
$5-6 ii?illion annually, while the fresh watcr sport 
fishing industry is worth two to three times iis 
muc ti. 
& Districts 
Co-op Association 
a 
Notice of 60th Annual General Meeting 
Date: Monday, April 25.2005 
Time: Meeting 7:OO lim, Supl’cr 5:45ptii 
Location: Nechako Senior Citizens IWmlsIiip Center 
To Consider: 
Review 2004 tiniitlciiil st;ttctiictii.’ Siilcs iiicrcilsed 
22% to $52.9 million & net savings increilsed 
$770,000 to $3.9 million or 7.4% of siilcs. 
Directors recoiiitiieiidotioii of ii ~ i i i t ~ ~ t l i t g ~  
dlociUion of $2.92 million or 5.6% 011 nicrnbetx 
2004 ptlrchitses. From equity and C ~ I S I I  Giick 
approximiitely $1.7 niillion to be pilid to Co-op 
Members, $300,000 income tax iIti(! $GS 1,000 
general reserve. 
m Election of 3 Directors 
H Guest speaker FCL District Director Keith Co 
Co-op Gift Certificiites. Hilypers and Door Prizes 
valued at $500. 
Conipliiiieiitciry tickets for supper i i i i ist be picked i i p  
prior to April I7th nt the Co-op Genertil Ofice. 
Sqrry, r i o  ctii/ir.cii p~ecrse. 
D - = I -  = E - - m - 
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS 
Interested in letting your name stand for the Board of 
Directors of Vanderhoof Co-operative Association? 
Directors participate jointly, with a total of nine Directors 
in planning and controlling the affairs of the co-operative, 
guided by Association Bylaws and Policies, so that it 
effectively moves toward achieving the objectives of the 
Co-operative. Please pick, up a nomination form at the 
Administration Office. The form should be dropped off 
at the office prior to April 18,2005. 1_= 
Trial moves to Rupert 
to avoid a jury bias 
The Girls and Boys Juvenile Curling 
teams would like to thank the following 
sponsors for making the trip to the 
Provincials in Nelson, B.C. a reality: 
Canadian Tire 
Skeena Valley Rotary Club 
Acer Resource Consulting 
Uniglobe Travel 
Jord-Ash Holdings 
Dr. and Mrs. Heinz Gunter 
Skeena Sawmills 
Carlyle Shepherd & Co. 
Keenleyside Insurance Services Ltd. 
Bandstra Transportation 
Bear Country Inn/Northern Motor Inn 
’ 
- , .Terrace Curling Club 
City of Terrace 1 
A very special thank you goes to 
Lynn Gascon, Vice President of 
the curling rink for all her help. 
Without the support of everyone, our 
trip would not have happened. 
A MAN accused of slashing a police offi- 
cer’s neck with a hunting knife following a 
disturbance at Hanky Panky’s in December 
2003, will have his trial heard in Prince Ru- 
pert to ensure the jury isn’t biased. 
Terrace lawyer Terrance La Liberte has 
argued successfully that Charles Joseph 
Costello’s chance for a fair trial in this city 
was compromised due to a story late last 
year in The Terrace Stnnclnrd. 
The story told of Terrace RCMP Con- 
stable Cam Joseph receiving an award for 
valour for holding a man until other police 
officers arrived even after his throat had 
been cut. 
Costello’s name was mentioned in the 
story as the man arrested at the scene. 
He now faces charges of attempted mur- 
der, aggravated assault and assaulting a po- 
lice officer. 
Despite an objection from provincial 
Crown Counsel Paul Kirk, Mr. Justice Doug- 
las Halfyard allowed the change of venue 
application to Prince Rupert because of the 
publicity surrounding the incident. 
The move won’t affect the Crown’s case, 
says Geoffrey Gaul, the Vancouver-based 
director of legal services for the provincial 
Crown Counsel office. 
‘‘It’s not going to impact on our effective- 
ness: but in our view, it was not necessary to 
have a change of venue,” he said in a phone 
interview.” 
“The court didn’t agree. Court agreed 
with the defence that a change of venue was 
necessary for a fair trial. Crown respects that 
decision and is getting ready for the trial in 
Prince Rupert,” said Gaul. 
Joseph has since been transferred to 
Penticton. His was presented the award last 
November in a ceremony at Govemnient 
House in Victoria. 
Thank You. 
Joan Kucharyshen (Girls Coach) 
;)I Sylvia Griffith (Boys Coach) 
I 
b 
~AKELSE DENTAL CENTER 
’ 
8 ORAL HEALTH-CARE TIPS 
1. Understand your own oral-health needs. Everyone’s mouth is differ- 
ent. Talk to your dentist or dental hygienist about special conditions in 
your mouth and how your general health affects it. 
2. Commit to a daily oral-health routine. Based on discussions with 
your dentist or dental hygienist, devise an effective oral-health routine 
that’s easy to follow and specific to your situation. 
3. Use fluoride. Everyone can benefit from fluoride mouth rinses or 
toothpastes. Fluoride strengthens developing teeth and helps prevent 
decay in children and adults. Toothpastes and mouthwashes are good 
sources of fluoride. 
4. Brush and\Jloss to remove plaque. Everyone should brush and floss 
at least once a day (preferably.twice or after every meal) to help remove 
e, the bacteriatliafi‘ondafitly forms on your teeth. If plaque isn’t 
removed every day, 6 can combine with sugars to form acids that lead 
to tooth decay, gingivitis and other periodontat didases. 
5. Make other oral-care products part of your routine. For example, 
Dentool(TM) is a new, revolutionary 4-in-1 oral-care instrument that 
helps Whiten teeth, increase tooth and gum health, remove plaque 
and tartar, and fight gingivitis. It consists of an explorer pick, scaling 
device, polishing cup and interdental brush. Available nationwide, the 
product has easy-to-use removable ends that conveniently reverse to 
allow access to each of the four attachments. 
6. Use water-irrigation devices. These appliances spray a high-pres- 
sure water stream to dislodge food particles from teeth and gums. 
They benefit people with braces or other types of orthodontics who 
need extra help in removing food from between their teeth. 
7. Examine your mouth regularly. Even if you visit your dentist regu- 
larly, you are in the best position to notice changas in your mouth. 
Your dentist sees you only a few times a year, but you can examine 
your mouth weekly for changes such as swollen gums, chipped teeth, 
discolored teeth or sores or lesions on your gums, cheeks or tongue. 
8. Visit the dental office regularly. You and your dentist should talk 
about the frequency of your visits. Some people need to visit their 
dentist more frequently than others. 
BR.’MARK FORGIE 
BSc D.M.D. 
4438 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.,C. V8G 1 PA 
. . .  ’ .  . 
I ’  DR. I. KEITH CORBETT D.D.S., M.S. Certified svec id id t  iM ovtijodolzticd Tammy Simonds I Union #201-4665 Lazelle Ave. Phone (250) 635-9414 I Terrace. B.C. V8C 1S8 Fax (250) 635-9412 ” -- you brush them every 
day. But do you floss? Floss- 
ing daily is just as important as  
brushing to prevent dental decay 
and periodontal problems. Flossing 
helps clean between the teeth and 
under the gumline, areas that brush- 
ing alone can’t reach. 
There are many kinds of dental floss, 
and one is no better than another, so pick 
the floss that works best for you. There is waxed or unwaxed, 
flavored or unflavored, and regular or tape. Waxed floss slides 
easily between the teeth. Flavored floss leaves a minty, fruity 
or other flavor in your mouth. Tape floss is thicker than regular 
floss, making it popular among people who have wide gaps be- 
tween their teeth. 7 
HOW TO FLOSS 
Flossing won’t be effective unless you do it properly. Here are 
some steps, courtesy of floss.com: 
1. Wrap 18 inches of dental floss lightly around your middle 
2. Firmly grasp the floss with your index fingers. 
3. Form a C shape, and slide floss up and down the area be- 
4. Gently slide the floss in between both sides of ycur tooth. 
Don’t rush, or you will not reap the benefits of flossing -- it 
should take two to three minutes. For more information on how 
to floss, consult your dentist or hygienist. 
fingers. 
tween your tooth and gum line. 
Repeat on all teeth until finished. 
official em;iil: braccs@goldcity.nct 
moves 
AFTER MORE than a de- 
cade of working <out of the 
Terrace Canadian Union of 
Public Employees (CUPE) 
office in Terrace, represen- 
tative Tammy Simonds has 
packed her bags and has 
moved to Victoria to take 
on a new position with the 
union. 
Simonds canic to Terrace 
in 1989 to work as the con- 
stituency ilssistant foriithcn- 
NDP Member of Parliament 
Jim Fulton. 
In 1990. she began work- 
ing for the CUPE officc its 
a secretary and eventually 
moved into her current posi- 
tion as an advocate for area 
CUPE locals with members 
at places such as School Dis- 
trict 82, the Terrace airport 
and the Kitselas band coun- 
cil. 
In addition to her work at 
the CUPE office, Simonds 
has volunteered for numer- 
ous organizations in Terrace 
over the years and took a 
special interest in social jus- 
tice issues. 
She has volunteered with 
Women in Development, 
the Kitimat-Terrace Labour 
Council, Terrace Anti-Pov- 
erty and numerous other 
groups. An NDP supporter 
since she was 13, Simonds 
most recently worked on 
Skeena MP Nathan Cullen’s 
campaign. 
“This job here encom- 
passes a lot of out of town 
travel and in Victoria the 
farthest distance I’ll have to 
travel is 15 minutes away,” 
Simonds says, adding she 
hopes the move will give 
her more time to spend with 
her nine-year-old daughter, 
Emma. 
I Terrace, British Columbia I V8G 1V5’ 
I I Park Avenue Dental ~h (250) 638-0679 Fax (250) 6354.4633 
i 
TAKE ORAL HEALTH SERIOUSLY 
Many people take their oral health for granted. After all, what can 
happen if you don’t brush or floss your teeth? Maybe a few cavities 
or, at the worst, a root canal, you think. But poor dental habits can 
causa oral health problems like gum disease, which in turn can hurt 
other areas of the body. 
Researchers are finding possible links between periodontal infec- 
tions and other diseases throughout the body. Current studies sug- 
gest that there may be a connection between periodontal (gum) 
disease and heart disease, stroke, low birthweight and other health 
conditions. In fact, research suggests that gum disease may be a 
more serious risk factor for heart disease than hypertension, smok- 
ing, cholesterol, gender and age, according to the American Acad- 
emy of Periodontology. 
Current theories suggest that the problems lie with bacteria present 
durizg periodontal disease. When infected, the gums may become 
inflamed and bleed, making it easier for bacteria to find their way 
into the bloodstream through open sores. Then, periodontal bacte- 
ria travel to major organs and begin new infections. 
Heart disease is a major health issue that can result from periodon- 
tal bacteria. Once bacteria reach the arteries, they can irritate them 
in the same way that they do gum tissue. This may cause arterial 
plaque to accumulate in the arteries, which may then lead to arterial 
hardening and affect blood flow. Compromised blood flow to your 
heart can cause a heart attack. If arterial plaque dislodges and trav- 
els to other parts of the body, like the brain, a stroke may occur. 
Pregnant women or those with a compromised immune system are 
also at risk for bacterial-related complications. 
SYMPTOMS OF GUM DISEASE 
One way to prevent possible illness due to gum disease is to make 
oral health a top priority. You can care for your gums by recognizing 
the signs of possible periodontal problems: 
Receding gums that make teeth appear as if they are getting longer 
’ Mouth sores developing frequently ’ Pain in your mouth 
* Gums that feel swollen or tender Pus between teeth & gums 
Spaces developing between teeth ” Persistent bad breath 
Bleeding during brushing and flossing 
* Changes in the way teeth fk together 
PREVENTING GUM DISEASE 
Preventative care includes brushing and flossing regularly with a 
fluoride toothpaste. Use a mouthwash to reach areas that you can- 
not get to thrmgh brushing and flossing. Also be sure to visit your 
dentist regularly for cleanings. 
Periodontal disease can affect young children as well, so be sure 
your children follow an oral-health regimen, too. 
DR. THOMAS NENNINGER INC 
D E ,  6% €35cPT, DipPT 
General Denti&y 
Orthodontic Services 
Park Avenue Professional Building 
#IO1 4619 ParkAvenue 
Terrace. BC VBG 1 V 5  
(250) 635-4 Zq 3 
Toll Free 1-000-549-5594 
E- MA1 L: kerrnodeia hotma il.com 
FAX (250) 635-4633 
. .  
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
MORE planes will be touching down at the airport here this spring and summer as the number of travellers com- 
ing here is expected to rise. Two airlines are boosting their schedules. FILE PHOTO ‘ 
More flights I 3  coming .here 
THE TWO airlines serving 
the Teqace to Vancouver 
run are adding extra flights in 
anticipation of more demand 
this spring and summer. 
RodHaywardof Hawkair, 
which is adding a third flight 
for four days a week be- 
ginning in two weeks, says 
there are signs the economy 
is improving. 
“We’re seeing growth in 
source’ sector,” said 
of increased traf- 
fic. Hawkair’s third flight on 
the four days will leave Van- 
couver early in the morning, 
partially in response to busi- 
ness traveller demand, he 
said. 
And its Dash 8-100 on the 
route may also be conveited 
to handle more freight by 
requcing the number-of > . ,  pas- 
senger seats qto 28. 
The curre f freight 
capacity between Vancou- 
ver and Terrace has been 
tagged as a weakness in any 
plan to make the airport here 
a transportation hub for re- 
source exploration or other 
industrial needs. 
Air Canada Jazz is add- 
ing a third flight a day but 
not until June, says official 
Angela Mah. 
It’ll then be flying ,a 50- 
seat Dash 8, almost doubling 
its current daily ‘capacity. 
“We’re starting to hear 
from people who want more 
capacity. We continually 
evaluate traffic demand,? 
said Mah. 
The airline is also start- 
ing to add 50-seat Canadian- 
made Bombardier jets into 
WesternL Canada, is buying 
70-seat Bombardier jets and 
is buying Brazilian-made 
Embraer jets in both 70-seat 
and 93-seat configurations. 
Mah doesn’t know if or 
when any of’those jets may 
be added to its Vancouver 
to Terrace run, saying the 
decision ultimately rests, on 
making a business case to 
do so. plans by Hawkair and Air 
Travel welcomed the in- And he says more freight 
creased in passenger service, carrying capacity is needed. 
saying his agents have start- , “If Terrace wants to po- 
ed to hear from clients who sition’ itself as a hub for the 
can’t fly when they want. mining industry, it needs a 
“It’s good to hear they freight service. It’s a tough 
are aware,” said Clark of the sell otherwise,” Clark said. 
George Clark of Elan CanadaJazz. 
i 
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: Paving 
contract 
awarded 1 
THE CITY of Terrace has 
warded a three-year contract 
to a new paving company 
for road maintenance 
within city limits. Standard 
Paving Inc., a Terrace- 
based company fornied this 
year, won the contract over 
Terrace Paving. 
“Our price was very at- 
tractive to the city,” said 
Michelle Scott, part owner 
along with Wade ’Cl’iebe of 
Wiebe Contracting. 
The contract runs from 
2005 to 2007 and is based 
on a unit price for the paving 
work done to a minimum of 
$250,000 a year. 
The successful bid was 
the company’s first, and 
it plans to expand into the 
northwest with a soon-to-be- 
operational mobile asphalt 
plant. 
Standard Paving’s Ter- 
race operation will employ 
eight to 10 people. 
Scott and her husband, 
Mike Scott, also have anoth- 
er relatively new company, 
Magnum Road Builders, 
which has been doing work 
in the northwest 
. .  
NED ENTERPRISES 
Airbrush Make-up offers flawless, 
natural, long-lasting and tear resistant 
coverage - perfect for bridal parties, 
prom or any special event. 
Spray Tan provides beautiful natural 
’ ,  colour that lasts seven to ten days 
end a free demonstration 
COMING TO TERRACE ’ 
RDAY, ’APRIL 9TH 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 0 7:30 p.m. 
Admission $1 0.08 
-Tickets available at 
-_ I Mistv River Books in Terrace or at the door 
r *  I \ - 5 1 4916 Highway 16, Terrace 635-7187 q 1 fDlI”€/ 40‘Y75’ ‘l. 1 y1 A W  $ jti&TAN: BUNK BEDS -I--..-.-.. 4 ?ELF 1 i I 29-x 74- Stk nukber RV007 
i 1  1 -8QO-313-7187 
DEALER #5958 ‘O.A.C. Net Of Taxes Trailer may not be axact& as shown. 
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TOP FLITE 
GOLFTOPS 
Assorted colours and styles. 
S - XL. #230131529/4317118 ... 
WAS 19.96 
MEN'S 
OUTERWEAR 
#2303068991906113155 ... 
OYS' OUTERWEAR 
#24040374017/54161 ... 
Tuna or 
Hamburger Helper 
176a-240a. 
uv13 
BUGLE BOY TOPS 
#240116236/43150/7 ... 
I 
#242205777/84/9118 ... . 
' m  
bugle boy h (Selection ma: 
varv bv store. 
6-Roll Paper Towels 
#402929. 
Krispies Squares 
#9233 745140741 
91 88016682. 
Audiovox 
2.4 CHz 
Cordless 
Deep V-Neck or 
Bardot Neck Sweater 
Assorted colours. S - 3XL. 
#341022253/60/88/95 ... 
#1324350/7/64. 
a-?, d,""... - 
Plus environmental fees where applicable.) 
r 
: * $ a ; ,  ARCTIC . . .-._ + 5 1'. *I.. .T., F - l&,EC,E,:_ 
, Assorted colours. S - 3XL. /, ~. 
#36011471017150376118 ... 
jackets vests 
87 
each I 
Cling Free 
Dryer Sheets 
120's. 
#1314101. 
(Plus deposits, levies or eco 
fees where applicable.) 
Cocktails 
1.89 L. #9246303/311 
7781 018006 ... 
I 
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Animal complaints 
top bylaw list 
Local Conservatives 
upbeat about future 
under leader Harper 
DOGS running at large, aggressive dog behaviour and 
suspicions of animal neglect topped the complaints logged 
by the city’s bylaw enforcement department last year. 
Of the 255 formal written complaints received by the 
department last year, 120 were related to animals. And 80 
per cent of the noise complaints logged by officials had 
to do with barking dogs, shows a report from the city’s 
director of development services, Marvin Kwiatkowski. 
That accounted for 59 of the 74 noise complaints re- 
corded in 2004. The city also received 35 nuisance com- 
plaints which included concerns such as unsightly prop- 
erties, excessive garbage and pest related complaints 
including excessive flies, wasps and tent catepillars. 
Fifteen street and traffic bylaw complaints were re- 
corded dealing mostly with parked vehicles obstructing - -- -- 
traffic or blocking driveways. 
The city issued 21 tickets in 2004, nine of which were 
issued by RCMP for excessive noise. Municipal ticket 
revenue last year was $2,137.53 with $750 of that com- 
ing from noise violations received during the Wal-Mart 
construction oroiect. 
How about gidg back to YO= 
COiL#nmnMIlY!! 
The Terrace Volunteer Bureau has openings for VOl- 
unteers who would like to give a little of their time. 
I 
BUOYED BY attending 
the 3,000-person strong 
ConservativeParty ofCanada 
convention in Montreal two 
I weekends ago, the president 
of the party’s Skeena- 
, BulkIey Valley constituency 
association has his sights set 
on boosting membership in 
the northwest. 
300, but Jim Bell wants to 
“We were as high as 700 
in the Reform days around 
election time, but it dways 
gdes up when there’s an 
election. We’d like to get 
it to 500 between elections. 
we had 700, we were about leader Stephen Harper. 
unbeatable,” said Bell last “I’m sure he’s happy in 
week. , how it came together,” said 
Bell, from Terrace, was Bell of Harper. “He’s cer- 
one“of seven constituency tainly got the polish now 
association delegates to at- that a few campaigns will 
tend the convention held in give you.” 
It,was the first time the py with the policy initiatives 
new party, formed last year voted on by delegates which 
by a-merger of the Progres- will now form the party’s 
sive Conservative- party platform leading into the 
and the Canadian Alliance, next election. 
had the opportunity to craft The party won’t, for in- 
policy. stance, raise the issue of ab 
The Conservative Party ortion in Parliament. 
of Canada was formed last “We’re not going to go 
spring, but was immediately near it. It really is a personal 
thrown into ’ ireparations situation and a medical situ- 
leading to the June 2004 fed- ation,” said Bell. 
eral election. Delegates did favour 
Bell was a long-time ac- introducing legislation to 
tivist in both the Reform define the traditional defini- 
and then the Canadian Al- tion of marriage as a union 
liance parties and took over between one man and one 
the presidemy of the new woman. 
party’s constituency .asso- That was passed by 75 
ciation when Lome Sexton per cent of the voting dele- 
stepped down after contract- ’gates overall and 77 per cent 
ing cancer. of the delegates from B.C. 
The Montreal convention Delegates also made free 
was Bell’s first, and he came votes in Parliament part of 
away impressed with how the party platform with the 
Membership is now about ‘ 
’ increase that to 500. 
i In the Reform days, when things went and with party 
3 
I Montreal. ’’ Bell said he was also hap- 
I ’  
~c 
I ’  
~ 
l 
* 
exception of votes on bud- 
gets and spending estimates. 
But they defeated a mo- 
tion to have a Conservative 
government establish a citi- 
zens assembly to consider 
changes to how Canadians 
vote for their Members of 
Parliament. 
That motion included a 
call to investigate measures 
such as proportional repre- 
sentation or the single trans- 
ferrable ballot, which is the 
subject in B.C. of a referen- 
dum on May 17. 
j’ ’ But delegates did pass 
a motion which would not 
permit a Conservative gov- 
ernment to endorse any elcc- 
toral changes which would 
weaken links hetwcen MPs 
and their constituents or crc- 
ate unmanageably large rid- 
ings. 
Bell said the local con- 
stituency association has ap- 
proximately $18,000 in the 
bank thanks to a new federal 
policy which provides mon- 
ey to pqlitical parties based 
on the number of votes cast 
in the last election. 
It’s about half of what 
Bell says the party’will need 
to fight the next federal elec- 
tion here. 
Also at the convention 
as constituency association 
delegates were Andy Burton 
and his wife, Ann. 
Burton was elected as 
the Canadian AllianceKon- 
servative MP for Skeena in 
2000, falling to New Demo- 
crat Nathan Cullen in the 
June 2004 election. 
The riding was held by 
Mike Scott, elected as a 
Reformer in 1993 and in 
1997, before stepping down 
in 2000, paving the way for 
Burton’s candidacy. 
0 
. a m . -  
needs volGFeerzto help, out our elderly and 
disabled persons with: 
Spring yard cleanup 
Cleaning outside windows 
Cleaning eaves 
or drop by at: 
Canadian Environmental Agence canadienne 1 * I Assessment Agency dYvaluation environnementale Jim Bell 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 
Environmental Assessment of the Keniess North Project: 
Availability of Participant Funding 
The Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency has 
established a $200,000 Participant Funding Program to 
allow First Nations and the public to take part in the joint 
panel review of the Kemess North Copper-Gold Mine 
proposal in north central British Columbia. The total 
funding amount will be made available in two separate 
phases. 
Phase I: Up to $50,000 will be provided id participant 
funding to help individuals to take’part in the review of the 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Guidelines. The 
EIA Guidelines serve as a guide for the proponent in 
preparing an assessment of the projected impacts of the 
proposal on the environment. 
A funding review committee,,independent of the joint 
panel review, will consider all applications and 
recommend the allocation of funds to applicants according 
to the eligibility criteria set out in the Participant Funding 
Program Guide. Only expenditures incurred following the 
allocation of funding will b,e eligible. 
Applications received by April 15,2005, will be 
considered. Successful applicants will be required to sign 
a contribution agreement with the Agency. 
Phase 11: Up to $150,000 will be available to the public to 
prepare for and take part in the panel hearings. 
Information regarding funding applications for Phase I1 
The Participant Funding Program Guide, the application 
form and information on the panel review process of the 
project are available on the Agency Web site at 
www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca . 
Northgate Minerals Corporation proposes to develop the 
Kemess North copper and gold deposit, 250 km northeast 
of Smithers. The project is located 6 km north of its 
existing Kemess Mine, which is projected to close in late 
2008. The project includes development of a new open pit, 
modification of the existing mill, and related 
infrastructure. The milling capacity at the operating 
Kemess mine would increase from the current 55,000 
tonnes per day to up to 120,000 tonnes per day. 
For more information on the Participant Funding 
Program, or to submit an application, please contact: 
Peter Bedrossian 
Participant Funding Program 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
Ottawa, ON KIA OH3 
Tel. : (613) 957-0254 
E-mail: peter.bedrossian@ceaa-acee.gc.ca 
For information on the joint panel review process, 
please contact: 
Susan Toller 
Kemess North Copper-Gold Mine Review Panel 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
160 Elgin Street, 22”d Floor 
Ottawa, ON K1A OH3 
E-mail : susan.toller@ceaa-acee.gc.ca 
0 
> 
, 160 Elgin Street, 22”d Floor 
i 
i” - ,-- -will be announced at a later date. ... 
Call centre grant given 
- THE-GITKSAN Government Commission 
is rece iv in~~~5 ,~O, ‘ from. the  province to M1,A Dennis MacKay said. . , . I 
provide call centre training in-the c o g u -  
nitv of Hazelton. 
role in bridging the digital divide,” Liberal 
“This project not only helps bridge the 
digital divide, it is also a boost to our local - 
“This merins jobs for young, unemployed 
Gitksan and it allows them to take an active 
economy,” he said. The Hazeltons have a 
high unemployment rate. 
I 
BC- It’s Working 
Cellulose Scale building located in the 5000 block of 
Keith Avenue. Damage was done to the inside of the 
building. The vandals spray painted throughout the 
building with marking paint. The same marking paint 
was later used to spray paint profanity on Veritas and 
Skeena’hnior Secondary Schools. On March 21st, 
2005 Cassie Hall Elementary School was broken into. 
l’heives pried opei the school doors with a crow bar, 
rummaged through the office and fled the scene after 
setting off the alarm. 
These incidents have caused needles damage to both 
private and public property. The RCMP requests public 
assistance in solving these senseless criminal acts. 
If you have information about this or any other crime 
Dr you know the identity of the person or person’s 
responsible for this, or any other crime - Crime 
Stoppers would like to hear from you. 
, 
Our business is in a complete turnaround compared to  2001. Today in 
Prince George, we have a healthy, vibrant economy because provincial 
government policies have restored confidence in the forestry and 
resource sectors. An irnproved economy means more money in people‘s 
jeans, and more confidence in families and communities. 
Bill Lynch 
REMAX Centre City Realty, 
Prince George 
-----.---.-----------I 
I 
Crlmaatoppars offers a cash reward of up l o  SZ,oM).OO for lnformatlon 
leading to thd errad and charges being laid agalnst !hls or any other 
unsolved Crlma. If you have any lnformatlon call CRIME STOPPERS at 635- 
TIPS, that‘a 635-8471. Callers will not be requlred to reveal thelr identity or 
testify In court. Crlmestoppers does not subscrib to call dlsplay. / I  
S M A L L  B U S I N E S S E S  A R E  B E N E F I T I N G  FROM SOUND PROVINCIAL G O ~ E R N M E N T  DECISIONS: 
\ 
‘3 A revi ta l ized resource  sec tor  across BC 
* Almost 200,000 jobs c rea ted  since December 2001 
‘35mTIPS 
4 H o u s i n g  starts have  doubled s ince  2001 a n d  are  a t  a ten year  high 
‘ 
SECURITY SYSTEMS 
Commercial & Residential Security Data Cabling 
Wireless Systems 
Q Access Control 
0 Surveillance Cameras 
Fire Alarms 
Electronic Services 
24 hour Monitoring 
Specializing In Digital And 
P.C. Based Camera Systems 
”24 Hour Property Profection” 
Letk keep BC moving foward. 
A Message from the Coalition of BC Businesses. BC’s small and family-owned businesses. 
w\w.labourpolicies.com 
877-71 3-9588 
250=638m6070 
Fax: 250-638-600 1 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
--.---- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ .  
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I 
268 ’ F8 
, product of Canada or USA., 5 Ib bag 198 5.47lka 
Canadian blade 
> simmering steak 
no name club packTM 
smoked hams 
boneless, cut from Canada A grades 
of beef or higher 
each 050427 S.Slkg 
/Ib assorted varieties, boneless 
fresh navel 
7 oranges 
’ I 9 8  each product 17324 of California, 5 Ib bag 
Christie 
cookies 
ForemostTM 
ice cream 
assorted varieties, 300-400 g 
965881 F Flrit 2 per lamllypurchaia On combined varlsller 
assorted varieties, 4 L 
each 53270 each 059647 248834F - 
SeaQuestTM cooked 
shrimp ring 984 2-ply, 24 rolls frozen, 227 g box -1 
no name club packTM 
bathroom tissue 
I #  ..-. . < I 
Rogers 
white sugar 
.. .”. - A L.  . I h I r  o r .  . r . , . ,  . .. I 
fine, granulhted, 4-kg 
028157 - each 075961 each 094011 c 
Leonard0 12” 
deluxe pizza 
pepperoni, Hawaiian or 3 cheese, 
611-814 g 
each 069700T On wrnblnedvarlalles, when you buy3 
product of California, or coleslaw, 3 Ib bag . 
599President’s ChoiceTM laundry detergent 
Betty Crocker 
Hamburger Helper 
liquid, 2.9 L 
each 221947F 697 
Becel 
margarine 
General Mills 
kids cereals 
1.81 kg 
031484 First 1 psrfamllypurchaie 
Chicken or Tuna Helper, assorted varieties, 
176-240 g 
each 155721F each 45286 
assorted varieties, 400-425 g 
582866T Flrsl2 psr famlly purchasa On comblnsd varlellen 
- wm nonameTM . mm Bakeshop . .  I c. I n n o  no nameT! . .  IomaIo soup 4,,g~ CIUD pacKlM Duns 
condensed, 284 rnL 
679445 Firit4p.rfsmllypurchsn. orks out o be .24 087566~ 
selected varieties, pkg. of 24 
orange juice 
assorted varieties, concentrated, 
frozen, 341 mL 
8510511 
3 x 8 5 g  
252883 
teddy’s choiceTM 
mega t mi n in g pants 
Always maxi pa 
assorted varieties, 38-42’s 
407415F First4 per family purchase 
club packTM, 
assorted varieties, 
2 x 28’s,2 x 36s 
421209T 
Hamilton padded 
hammock 
Fuji Quicksnap 
single use camera 
complete with sunshade 
651292 
800 ISO, 27 exposure 
095148 
Reactine 10 mg 13 watt mini cempac Life @ HomeTM 
extra strength f luorscent bulbs chrome bbq lighter 
tablets similar light output to a refillable 623673 60 watt incandescent bulb 
each 097633 332675 48’s 
no nameTM extra long 
life light bulbs 
Esso Extra 
motor oil 
60 or 100 watt, 5000 hours, 4 pack 
059998/079998 
10W-30,12 x 1 litre case 
055877 
Prices in effect until closing Saturday, April 9,2005 or while stock lasts. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Some items may have ‘plus deposit and/or environmental charge’ where applicable. 
il 
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I Call Coast Inn Licenced Liquor Store and have your bottle delivered. 
urns ,into 
of crime 
STURBANCES caused wall at 4421 Queensway ,Drive. 
ild 
ons, 
smashed several windows on 
of the Terrace Christian Reformed Church. 
Damage is estimated at $4,000. 
Someone shattered the front door glass at 
h e  Easy Home furniture store at 1:30 a.m. 
on April 2. The suspect, or suspects, entered 
and a TV and computer monitor are believed 
to have been stolen, say police. 
And just half an hour after that, a male 
was spotted kicking cars at Terrace Honda. 
Police say he was wearing a black and red 
And in a strange home robbery a man 
was injured after he answered a knock on 
the front door of his residence at Woodland 
Trailer Park at 4:30 a.m. When he opened 
the door, a female sprayed his face with bear 
spray and demanded money. She,fled in a 
vehicle after obtaining about $20. 
Anyone with information on any of these 
incidents is asked to call the Terrace RCMP 
or Crimestoppers. 
2 
The value of the items is not yet known. 
L About 15 minutes later, a van drove off 
the road and . -  crashed % _- through a cinder block 
I Call635-6300 \ 
2005 Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation I 
March 31 Garvin Wallace $100 
April 01 Victoria Klinger $100 
April 02 Ron Clark $50 
April 03 Hilda Wirtl $50 
April 04 Tanya Corstanje $50 
April 05 Gail Munson $50 
April 06 Leanne Nahulak $50 
your1 complete family 
I hair care centre -- 
Joico .AG 
Matrix " ONioxin 
.Paul ".American Y cMitchell Crew 
!@ I Bus: (877) 635-2404 
I look forward to sewing this area for 
many years to come and as niy logo says ... 
SERVING KITIMAT 
PRINCE RUPERT 
/, 
. . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .  
DUSTIN 
QUEZADA 
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OMMUN I T Y 638-7283 
CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Alloneword 
took a distance course by telephone at NWCC 
quite a while back. The instructor, who was 
in Fort-St-Something, wrote things out on the I board in his non-virtual classroom but then 
had to read them out to the rest of us in Terrace and 
George and Rupert. 
One time he had a list of URLs to read out - 
Web site addresses. 
“Http, colon, back-slash, back-slash,” he would 
say at the beginning of each. This was excruciating 
after the first half-dozen or so. 
Finally my friend Mo burst out, “Couldn’t you 
just start with the double-you, double-you, double- 
you! We can assume the http://!” 
Of course, these days we rarely bother with the 
www. We just say, for exaniple, “terracestandard- 
dot-com.” 
I asked my friend Lois in Halifax about the dot. 
She was taking her Master’s in Library Science 
some 15 years ago and was at the cutting edge of 
technology. 
“Why do you guys all say ‘dot’ instead of ‘pe- 
riod’?’ I asked her. “It is a period, you know,” I 
said. (I was an English major and therefore familiar 
with the names of punctuation marks.) 
“I’m not sure,” she replied. “I think it’s, like, 
more modern.” I 
When I would ask her what she learned at school 
that day, she was likely to say, “I was surfing the 
Infomiation Super Highway.” 
Remember when we called it that: surfing! Like 
a sport. And the Information Super Highway! I 
scoffed at thejnotion, because in my limited experi- 
ence at the time, all I could find was discussions on 
Star Trek or other nerdy topics. And a lot of weird 
little smiley faces typed in. 
Then we called it the World Wide Web, then the 
Web, now the internet. 
“May I ask, do you have access to the internet?’ 
some kindly person on the phone from Vancouver 
will enquire gently. 
“No,” I often feel like saying, “My igloo is off 
the grid! But we are hoping to get a shipment of 
eight-track tapes in spring when the ice melts! Of 
course I have access to the internet!” 
But I just say, “Yes, yes I do.” 
Remember when people first started getting e- 
mail addresses. “All lower case,” we felt obliged to 
say, “all one word.” 
Because the natural thing for people to do, for- 
mer English majors or not, is to use proper punc- 
tuation, which includes upper and lower case and 
spaces between words. 
“ctoews”-I became, instead of C. Toews, or 
sometimes “see-dot-taves.” 
Many conipanies try to establish and enforce a 
pattern in e-mail addresses, so if a customer or sup- 
plier knows your name and your company name, 
they can figure out your e-mail address without 
phoning first. 
Last name first, then first initial then @. But 
some companies have first name first, then first five 
letters of last name then @. So there is no pattern, 
which obliges people to leave messages on voice- 
mails to say, “I’m sending you an e-mail: what is 
your address?“ 
With e-mail and voice-mail we needed a new 
name for mail mail so we started calling it “snail 
mail.” 
So slow, so un-modem! 
1 wrote a letter the other day and re-discovered 
its joys. For example, you can draw silly pictures 
right in the text without any special software. You 
can write upside down. or sideways along the mar- 
gin. 
It is fun! You can make charts, graphs, diagrams, 
and even make up your own font, all with only a 
pen. Crayon or felt marker is okay, too. Now, that 
is mod! 
And it is easy to figure out how to attach attach- I 
ments: a paper clip is the traditional tool, although 
hockey tape works or duct tape or masking tape 
or fold down the comers of the paper together, or 
simply stuff the extra thingie in the envelope of 
whatever size you have to hand.Very adaptable in a 
cross-platform kind of way. 
I took a UNBC creative writing course some 
time ago and bragged to my classmates about 
my technological find. “My word processor has a 
printer built right in! No cords or plugs or adapters 
needed.” 
“No way,” they said. “That sounds great! Where 
did you get it? What is it called?’ 
“Oh, a friend gave it to me,’‘ I said. “It’s called 
a typewriter.” 
Once, due to a series of unfortunate events, I had 
no phone, no email and no fax. There were no mes- 
;ages to check or reply to. There were no rings. It 
was eerily quiet even with the radio on. 
It was only for a few days, but I felt like a Pio- 
neer Woman in the North Woods. I visited friends 
m person, and they often gave me cake. It was a 
:aIm and delicious time. 
SUPPORT worker Blaine Stensgaard helps Tsinshian catyer Sandra Wesley mount her plaque on the door to officially open a renovate1 
room dedicated to the victims and survivors of residential schools at the Terrace Emergency Shelter and Hostel March 30. The piece depict 
four tribes - killer whale, wolf, raven and eagle - surrounding a circular shape made of lines of four colours. 
DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOT( 
Residential remembering 
BY 
DUSTIN QUEZADA- 
TERRACE EMERGENCY Shelter 
and Hostel stafT unveiled a room 
dedicated to survivors and non- 
survivors of the federal government’s 
controversial residential school 
program March 30. 
And the renovated quarters are 
due in large part to a mutually-ben- 
eficial donation and Blaine Stens- 
gaard’s moose meat soup. 
Stensgaard. an outreach support 
worker with the house, was asked by 
the Northwest Band Social Workers 
Association (NBSWA) to feed 300 
people attending a healing cercniony 
in November 2004. 
The shelter’s excecutive director 
suggested the donation he received 
in  turn be directed toward renovat- 
ing the rooni that was in a state of 
disrcpair, according to Stensgaard. 
One of ninc rooms in the shelter, 
it‘s the only one suited for couples. 
The money bought a new bed, 
bedframe, along with the box spring 
and mattress, lamps, framed pictures 
and dressers. The sole corporate do- 
nation was the bedding contributed 
by Wal-Mart. 
The opening, initially planned for 
late February, was delayed while the 
room‘s centrepiece was completed. 
Tsinishian carver Sandra Wesley 
contributed a plaque for the room’s 
door. 
The piece depicted four tribes 
- killer whale, wolf, raven and eagle 
- surrounding a circular shape made 
of lines of four colours. The colours 
represented protection, ancestry, 
gratitude and healing coming to the 
middle or the creator. 
dozen people gathered took part in a 
cleansing ceremony featuring drum- 
ming, singing and sage smoke being 
spread throughout the house. 
“(Residential schools) hurt a lot 
of people, a lot of generations - even 
today,” Stensgaard said, as he began 
the ceremony. “We want to let the 
community know we are here to 
Before the plaque‘s mounting, the . 
help.” 
The house, funded by variou 
government agencies, offers shelte 
mostly to the area’s homeless mer 
but also to women and couples fc 
up to a month. 
Kathy Wesley-Scott, a counsel 
lor with the NBSWA, attended th 
opening. 
Her group operates the Residen 
tial School Abuse Outreach Pro 
gram, offering counselling and in 
tervention to survivors. 
When the group asked ’ Stens 
gaard to get involved byipreprinl 
a feast, they had no idea it would in 
directly result in a cause so close tc 
its heart. 
Music fest history 
Around Town from those who 
Comic raises spirits 
andmoney 
IAN BAGG’S March 26 performance at 
Gat‘or’s Pub was a success. 
Not only did the Terrace-born comic 
keep the laughs coming for90 niinutcs. but 
he was doing so in front ovcr 1 GO pcoplc - a 
blood transfusions because of low blood 
Icvels. 
Donations can be made in two ways: the 
trust account at the Bank of Montreal fund 
under Isaak‘s name for Megan’s mother 
Michcllc. or at a variety of donation boxes 
at stores i n  the Skeena Mall. 
Call Rhoda at 635-2450 for infornia- 
t inn 
near capacity crowd. 
The show’s success also nicnnt a big 
boost to the Dare to Dreani Foundation. a s  
all proceeds went to the community proj- 
ect. 
Minus advertising costs. thc campaign 
netted about $2.300. 
Jones wished to thank the Best West- 
ern Terrace Inn for donating thc space and. 
most of all, Bagg for lending his name to 
the fundraiser. 
Trust fund set for 
hospitalized girl 
THE FRIEND of a Terrace family currently 
in Vancouver 
s e e k i n g  
treatment for 
their daughter 
has set up a 
trust fund for 
donations. 
M e g a n  
Soucie, 10, 
who suffers 
from pancoli- 
tis. has been 
at Vancouver 
C h i l d r e n ’ s  
hospital since 
early March. 
Terrace amnesty 
action circle formed 
A DOZEN people met March 30 to form an 
action committee tied to the global hunian 
rights activist body Amnesty International. 
The group‘s contact, Shelby Raymond, 
a member of Amnesty International, head- 
ed the action circle’s first meeting. 
Attendees exchanged ideas, from cam- 
paigns to target and fundraising options to 
assist. in dcscribing hisher vision for the 
group. 
The group, open to new members, will 
continue meeting for letter-writing nights 
(bring pens. paper. envelopes and stamps) 
on the last Wednesday of each month at 
5:30 p.m. at the Kiva Sport Cafd on the 
Northwest Community College campus. 
Next meeting is Wednesday, April 27. 
E-mail Shelby at amnesty@dsrhome. 
com 
I 
Vote on theatre’s 
renovation looms 
TERRACE LITTLE Theatre’s executive 
board will vote on a renovation and addition 
plan on April 13. 
The board didn‘t have enough niem- 
bring it all together 
IRENE KUHAR has been 
involved in some capacity 
for 30 years with the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival. 
She started as a volunteer, 
doing a variety of roles for a 
deca&. She moved on to her 
current title, corresponding 
secretary. 20 years ago. 
“I love everything (about 
the festival),” she said. 
“1 joined, I liked it and 1 
stayed.” 
“Why not stay with some- p rov in -  
thing you enjoy,” she said, cial lev- 
adding she knows the job in; el. 
side out. As a 
Kuhar said while num- full-time 
bers have fluctuated, the total p i a n o 
participants have s!eadily in- teacher,  
creased. she en- 
Kuhar said 20 years ago 
the festival would see 800- 
900 participants, while this 
year it’s expected 3,800 (indi- 
willtakepart. . 
“It’s exciting,” says vol- the festi- 
unteer Lorna Schmidt, a valabout 
one-time festival participant 6 years ago, and now serves 
who gathered historical infor- as its president. 
mation featured in a special As president, she*s privy 
booklet festival-goers can to adjudicator feedback. 
purchase this year. “They rank our festival 
Not only has the number of as one of the best-organized 
competitors increased. but the festivals in all of B.C.,” she 
scope of the festival has wid- said. “They can’t believe how 
ened. saw festival Dresident wonderful our volunteers are 
courage 
compete. 
viduals and group members) L i m a  Lorna 
j 0 i n e  d Schmidt 
dance, strings, guitar, piano 
vocal and choral, speech arts 
brass, band and woodwinds.” 
Lima, citing the festival a! 
“a yearly tradition as long a! 
I can remember,” began com. 
peting in it around the age o 
seven in dance, piano and v o  
cal disciplines. 
In 1989, she won thc 
Knights of Columbus Schol. 
arship and went on to compete 
at thc 
S 
dents to ,, I 
to them and how everyone 
goes above and beyond their 
duties.” 
She said one adjudicator 
even wrote in the festival’s 
intemption, it was only piano and choral. comment book: “Terrace-the 
city that won my heart.” 
$ancolitis is bers present - 60 to 80 per cent - March 
30 to aPPro\‘e the Plan Put forward Gar- 
nett Doell. the theatre society’s director of 
building maintenance. 
The PWosal would allow the theatre’s 
SeaSon to continue 
while adding up to 100 seats to the venue. 
~ i & ~ .  
a relatively common disease involving in- 
flamlnation of the colon. The cause is un- 
known. 
Family friend Rhoda Isaak. who has 
started the trust fund. said Megaii has not 
yet responded to treatment and has received 
“We certainly have grown 
to include more areas of mu- 
sic,” she said. “I believe the 
first year the festival operated. 
Now we are made up of 
. .  . -  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ’. .... .(” . ” . . < . .  _ . _ . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . ~ .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Theatre Clubs I;& pubs 
H Terrace Little Theatre presents Stephen 
Massicotte’s award winning play Mary’s 
Wedding. It is the eve of Mary’s wedding 
and anything is possible as she dreams of 
her love, Charlie, oceans away. An evocative 
love story set against the drama of the First 
World War. Mary’s,, Wedding plays at the 
McColl Playhouse March 31: April 1-2, 
7-9,14-16. Tickets are $14 at Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel. > 
GEORGE’S PVB: Sugarfoot April 8-9; Semi 
Chronic April 15-16 
HANKY’S: Tues. karaoke, free foosball/Wed. 
karaoke, free pool/Thurs. college games nightl 
Fri.-Sat. dance music & door prizes/Sun. live band 
<THORNHILL PUB: Karaoke Sunday nights. 
THE TERRACE LEGION: Friday night music 
or karaoke, Saturdays meat draw and jam sessions 
from 4-6 p.m. 
Liye ‘=Music Etc. Pacific Northwest Music Festival presents 1 
Tromboni at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Saturday, MARY’S WEDDING, featuring Janine 
April 9 at 7:30 P.m. Tickets $10 at Misty River Hamming and Brian Wyatt,’ continues 
Books. Sponsored by Standard Broadcasting and this week at the Terrace Little Theatre. 
Artstarts. 
W Pacific Northwest Music Festival celebrates 
its 42th anniversary April 7-23. The 17-day 
festival celebrates the music and culture of the 
I 
, 
~ Northwest with a Variety Of activities for all ages. 4 The Terrace Art Gallery presents April’s 
COmpetitiOnS in disciplines Of dance, StfingS, exhibit Spring & Winter, featuring local 
guitar, piano, vocal and choral, speech arts, brass, watercolour artists Rita Anderson, Wally 
band and woodwinds. Local and Out-Of-town H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  Karen Millard, Lorraine Jordan and 
performers. Contact Carol Lomas, the festival’s Danielle. April 1-24. For info call the gallery at 
’ publicity director, for info at 635-4729. 638-8884. 
H The House of Flying Daggers (subtitled) 
plays at the Tillicum Twin Theatre April 27 
as part of the Terrace Not Paris Film Festival. 
An astounding martial arts epic, featuring the 
formidable talents of megastars from China. 
Nominated for best foreign language film at the 
2005 Golden Globe Awards. Show starts at 7 
p.m., cost is $8. 
H ‘The Terrace Public Library, in conjunction 
with Misty River Books, is hosting a poetry 
contest. Submissions accepted at the library until 
April 29. Prizes will be awarded in children, teen 
and adult categories. 
I Tickets $14 at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO Visual arts 
Our offfcial ttcket outlet is 1 
APRIL SPECIAL§ 1 ’  
,For The Month Of April, Enjoy! 1 I 8 
Community groups and entertainers wanted. 
Now scheduling trade show entertainment for 
April 22-24. Call Tony at 635-5333 
The Happy Gang Centre holds gospel meetings 
each Wednesday in April between 7:30-830 p.m. 
The North West Health Unit presents the Parent 
& Child Mother Goose Program starting Thursday, 
April 7, running weekly until May 26 from 10-11 
a.m. Simple rhymes and action songs to delight 
your child (newborn to 18 mon!hs). ,No charge;.To 
register call 638-22Ob. 
Terrace Public Library presents four authors 
shortlisted for the B.C. Bookprizes sharing their 
books on Thursday, April 21 at 7 p.m. Join Aislinn 
Hunter, Sandy Frances Duncan, Cynthia Nugent 
and Kevin Hutchings. 
On Friday, April 22, the library hosts children’s 
author/illustrator Dianna Bonder. She’ll read and 
discuss her illustrations. Call the library at 638- 
8177 to register for the free presentation. 
Hand drumming workshopslcontinue Sundays at 
7 p.m. Members $6.50/Drop-in $8. 
Terrace Women’s Centre presents an April 
series of drop-in discussion groups on self-care 
and relaxation. Fridays 12-1 p.m. April 8: Sacred 
Women with Laurel Ballard of Nirvana Metaphysic 
&Healing; April 15: RestorativeYoga with Maureen 
Hamilton; April 22: Honouring Gaia - Mother 
Earth Day celebration on the lawn. Centre open 
Wednesday to Friday from 11 :30 a.m. to 430 p.m. 
at 4542 Park Ave. (near the pool). Call 638-0228 
or drop by. 
1 1 . 1 1 1 1 .  .... I ~ . .  . i
- 
COMMUNITY €VENTS I The ladies Auxiliary will be serving a d MARCH 31. APRIL 1-2.7-9.14-16 
u \ are $14 at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel. I on Sunday A p d  10 
APRIL 1-24 
several local artists and students from April 1- 
24. Gallery. hdurs”drefWe’dn’ys, Thursdays 
and Saturdays 12-4 p.m., Fridays 12-6 p.m. and 
Sundays 1-4 p.m. 
””’ 
Dinner -Includes 
Salad, G.arlic 
Bread, Dessert And 
Tea Or Coffee 
- 
‘ 
APRIL 3-17 
Special gospel meetings wit be held at the 
Terrace Gospel Hall, 4802 Scoot Ave., Sunday 
to Friday from 7-8 p.m. Speakers include John 
Fitzpatrick from Corvallis, Oregon and Cap 
vander Wetering from Abbotsford, B.C. Everyone 
welcome - no collection. For info, call 635-6627 
or 635-3874. 
WEDNESDAY, pPRlL 6 
The Mission and the outreach committee of Knox 
United Church is hosting a panel discussion with 
representatives from local social service agencies 
at 7:30 p.m. at Knox United Church. Public 
welcome. Call Linda at 635-3582. 
APRIL 7-23 
The Pacific Northwest Music Festival celebrates 
its 40th anniversary. The 17-day festival celebrates 
the music and culture of the Northwest with a 
variety of activities for all ages. Contact Carol 
Lomas, the festival’s publicity director for info at 
635-4729. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 9 
The Pacific Northwest Music Festival presents 
I Tromboni at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Saturday, 
April 9. Tlckets $10 at Misty River Books. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 9 
Ducks Unlimited Canada’s Terrace chapter is 
celebrating their 20th annual fundraising dinner 
and auction at the Terrace Arena Banquet. Doors 
open 6:30 p.m., dinner at 7:30 p.m. Dinner $35 
each/$6O couple. Call Claire at 638-8314. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 15 
The Northwest Speaker Series presents Maureen 
Atkinson: Finding Odille at 7:30 p.m. at the UNBC 
campus, 4741 Park Ave. The second of three in a 
free series of speakers. Everyone welcome. Call 
Alisa for information 61 5-5578. 
Dinner After 4 p.m. 
C. 
** 
e. 
4702 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-6302 
-* 
ro2 
TERRACE mmmEm 
I www.terraceautomall.com 
The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
cancer support group for family and friends 
meeting every second and fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7 p.m. Next meetings April 14 and 28. 
The cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It’s 
open Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet 
access for cancer research is available. For 
information about emergency aid or peer support 
programs, call 638-8583. 
TERRACE rnmami!i TERRACE e- 
info @ terraceautomall.com 
Baby’s Name: 
Joel Anthony Watson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 6, 2005 at 6:28 a.m. 
Welght: 7 Ibs. 8 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: 
Monica & Dwayne Watson 
Baby’s Name: 
Harry Boyd Hawkins 
Date &Time of Birth: 
March 22, 2005 at 3:28 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 9 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: 
Heather & Scott Hawkins 
“uttle brother for Scoff Ir. 
& Braeden” 
Baby’s Name: 
Gillian Renee Guerin 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 8,2005 at 1:07 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 8 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
Anita Hein & Francis Gueriri 
0 
Baby’s Name: 
Syiera Fowler 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 22, 2005 at 5:43 p.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 12 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
Percy Jr. & Suzette Fowler 
Baby’s Name: 
Raedyn Georgina Morin 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 9, 2005 at 6:55 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 1 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
Denise Nole & Rob Morin 
Baby’s Name: 
Diego Patrick Rudy 
Marcus Gray 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 9,2005 at 4:36 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 12 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: 
Candace Quock & Pietro Gray 
"Little brother hr Anton/o” 
L 
I 
I , advertlslng8terracestandard.com newsroom8 tarracestandard.com 
Women Empowered is a drop-in support group 
for women who have experienced or are in an 
abusive relationship. The group meets each 
Tuesday from 7-9 p.m. at the Terrace Transistion 
House. Call Allison for details 635-701 8. 
by 
~TMDARD 
Options for sexual health is a Tenace agency 
dedicated to preventing unplanned pregnancies 
and providing reproductive health information. 
The clinic, located at the health unit, is looking for 
volunteers to commit to two shifts per month on 
Tuesdays from 7-9 p.m. Pro-choice and a non- 
judgemental attitude is a necessity. Training is 
provided. Call Catherine at 61 5-81 32 for details. 
Society for Creative Anachronism (SCA) hosts 
a Learning Workshop - Penguin Crusade 111 April 
2% to 24 starting at 8 a.m. at the Mount Elizabeth 
Senior Secondary School in Kitimat and at the 
RC Legion. The SCA is a non-profe historical re-- 
enactment group focusing on the Middle Ages/ 
Medieval time period. This weekend workshop 
includes classes on period crafts and techniques, 
rapier fighting, full armour fighting, and a served 
feast. Contact Lady Cinara (Lisa Santucci) for 
more information at: 250 632 6764. 
Single parents, couples, grandparents, foster 
parents, babysitte rs... everyone is welcome when 
lunch is served at the Parent Connection Group. 
Every Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the 
Skeena Kalum Housing building at 4616 Kalum. 
Toys, transportation and crafts provided. Call 
635-7087 for more infdhnation. 
Dad’s Group meets Mondays from 5:30-7:30 
p.m. at 4665 Park Ave. It’s sponsored by the 
Terrace Child Development Centre. The focus 
is recognizing and supporting the valuable role 
fathers play in their child’s life. Parenting support, 
speakers, information. Call 635-1830. 
The Thornhill Fire Department is looking for 10 
more volunteer fire fighters. Training and safety 
equipment is supplied. Call 638-1466. 
Your website/email address 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
SUNDAY, APRIL 17 
Greater Terrace Beautification and McDonald’s 
invites or challenges groups/businesses to “clean 
up our town” in annual Garbathon. McDonald’s 
parking lot 1-3 p.m. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 23 
The Kiva Sport Caf6 on the campus of the 
Northwest Community College presents Shane 
Philip, didgeridoo psrformer from Smithers. 
Tickets $8 adults/$5 seniors & students available 
at the Kiva and Misty River Books. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 30 1 
Rotary Club of Terrace presents the 7th Annual 
Wine Festival at the Coast Inn of the West at 7 
p.m. Tickets available from any Rotary member 
or at the Coast Inn of the West front desk (638- 
8141). 
5, 
~ ~~~ 
For more iaf0ntadio;r - go to our web&e‘6t‘rtiml&i.nef 
April 
7 - 23 The Pacific Northwest Music Festival. See the 
best in dance, music and speech and support our talented 
perfomiers. (see program for specifics) 
32 - The Pacific Northwest Music Festival - Scholarship 
Night. The best of the best. See students from all 
disciplines compete. for the grand prize. 6:30 pni - Tickets 
$7.00 Available at Misty River Books 
23 - The Pacific Northwest Music Festival - Gala and 
Awards Presentation 7:30 pni Tickets $12. Available at 
Misty River Books 
26 - All Candidates Meeting. Sponsored by the Terrace 
Standard. 7:OO p.m. Free Admission. This is your 
opportunity to pose questions to the candidates. 
27 -All Candidates Forum on Public Education - 7:00, Free 
Admission. Sponsored by Twelve Parners in Education. 
Bring your questions 
PSAs 
Terrace Nisga’a Society hosts a monthly 
membership meeting Sunday, April 10 from 1:30- 
4:30 p.m. at St. Matthews Church Hall. Ail Nisga’a 
members welcome. Nisga’a youth can sign up for 
swimming and basketball camps at the society 
office. 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair holds monthly meeting on 
Monday, April 11 at 7 p.m. at the Terrace Public 
Library’s boardroom. New members welcome. 
Phone Joan for information at 635-3624. 
Terrace Concert Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1 :30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa for more information 
at 635-4906. 
Greater Terrace Beautification needs perrennial 
plants for its annual fundraiser sale on May 7. 
Drop off at 5242 Soucie Ave. or call Chris for pick- 
up at 638-1 049. 
i 
From PageA5 
Readers recall continued: 
When it was my turn to sing, I was very nervous because 
it was niy first time on a big stage. I could hear no one but 
the piano and myself. 
The bright stage light made it hard to see but the feeling 
of singing and telling the audience a story through a song 
was an amazing moment that I experienced. 
Winning a scholarship at the music fest is a rewarding 
experience. Since then, I have come to realize how much I 
love to sing and I have decided to make a career out of my 
singing. 
Theresa Fenger 
Terrace, BC 
m m m  
I 
Dear Sir: 
My first experience in the music festival was at a ten- 
der age in 1968 when I played a little piano piece called 
"Kick'en Stones" in a class of over 20 children. 
1 was asked to play it three times and was surprised to 
receive a first place (1 hadn't realized it was a Competition). 
Reportedly, the adjudicator said something to the effect 
of being able to taste the music and he was hungry because it 
was past his lunchtime. Looking back, perhaps that humor-, 
ous note of encouragement changed my life. 
For the next 10 years I participated, enjoyed successes 
and humiliations, and learned and grew as a person. One of 
my favorite memories was playing a &page Mozart con- 
certo with my piano teacher (Marylin Davies) when I was 
about 15. 
' 
It was one of those milestones that made me feel good. 
As a festival participant over the years, I discovered I loved 
the challenge and excitement of competition, but found my- 
self in a lot of classes of one in the teen years. 
1 would have benefited by having more participants to 
listen to, l e m  from, and motivate me. 
Young people now are very fortunate that the festival has 
thrived and grown thanks to the hard'work and dedication of 
so many passionate teachers and volunteers. 
The study and discipline of music creates so many op- 
portunities in so many different ways, and prepares young 
people for life, with skills such as self-discipline, focus, 
memory, and dedication. 
Learning these skills is well worth the price of all those 
years of lessons. Although I did not go on to pursue a career 
in music, I know that it was those skills that made it possible 
for me to learn an eight-month, second-year organic chem- 
istry course at university in seven short days before the final 
exam (don't ask why I didn't start until the last week). 
Our region is fortunate to have so many people so pas- 
sionate about music, and I am very grateful to have had the 
opportunities I did. 'A  more recent special memory I have, 
is playing a piece for my father at his memorial service. 
Music is just the greatest thing. It never leaves you, and 
I'm sure ifhelps make better people. All the more reason to 
keep it in the schools. 
Carolyn (Hagen) Fassnacht 
m m m  
Dear Sir: 
The Pacific Northwest Music Festival played a varied role 
in my life from first grade through to adulthood. 
I entered my first competition in the speech arts compo- 
nent of the Festival at age seven. Hours of practice with both 
niy;mother and my classroom teacher, Mrq. Jo Faulkner, led 
to a, first place finish in lyric poetry with my rendi 
ing by J.M. Westrbp. , . / ,  % . a ,  
I was hooked! 
From there, my parents sought the expertise of a wonder- 
-. 
i r  
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Festival president's 
THERESA Fenger captured the Terrace WGer Polo 
Scholarship in 2000 and says the music fest made her 
realize she wanted to pursue a music career. 
SUBMIRED PHOTO 
ful woman who would be my speech arts teacher and mentor 
for many years. 
Every year, in the months leading up to the festival, I 
would work under the guidance of Mrs. Bonnie Shaw. 
,Tireless energy poured through her as she coached me to 
victory many times. As the years went by, we would enter 
into more competition categories: lyric and dramatic po- 
etry; Shakespeare; story telling; sight reading; prose - even 
mime! 
In Grade 8, I was selected to represent the Pacific North: 
west to compete in the First Annual B.C. Festival of the Arts. 
(I'm not dating myself, ani I?!) 
The experiences I've had as a result of competing in the 
PNWMF have been valuable and rewarding. 
As a young adult, I returned to the Festival from a dif- 
'ferent angle. 
This time, I was the tutor. The first year, with only one 
student (who won gold with her Performance). 
I was hooked again! 
> 
~ I gave back to the festival many hours of coaching while 
accumulating students in several categories of competition. 
My final year, I juggled 10 students, who entered a com- 
bined total of 23 competitions. Our efforts resulted in six 
second place, 15 first place, plus the added honour of five 
Class awards. 
I was so pleased, not to mention proud, to be a part of 
such determination and accomplishment. Much more so 
than thit very first Gold Seal way back in grade one! 
A personal thank you to Mrs. Bonnie Shaw. Your bright- 
eyed enthusiasm for the arts certainly motivated me to do my 
best in whatever I set out to do. 
Has my experience with the PNWMF helped me in my 
adult life? 
If you count on effective conimunication, creative flare, 
dedication to detail, and the drive of competition -then yes, 
I would definitely say so! Thank you to everyone involved! 
Sinc!??ly,, , ,, ,- 
Cheryi Pelletier, OwneE -. 
Baskets Unlinlited 
Gifts by Design 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
message \ .for 2005 
THE PACIFIC Northwest Music Festival 
has always been a positive part of my life. 
From the time I started competing in it at 
the age of eight, right up to its 40th anniver- 
sary and being its president. 
I cannot remember a time when I wasn't 
somehow involved with it. Competing in 
the festival was of course, extremely nerve 
wracking, however, it always felt so great to 
accomplish what I had set out to complete. 
I was fortunate to have wonderful adjudi- 
cators all the way along and never had any 
bad experiences. 
My one big fear though, was never of the 
adjudicator. 
In fact, I always felt very comfortable 
playing for them. It was.my piano teacher 
and niy mother, who is also a piano teacher 
whom I feared the most! 
Instead of playing for only one judge 1 
had three sets of ears listening intently to niy 
every note! 
However without any of them, 1 probably 
wouldn't be where I am today - teaching 
piano alongside my mother. " " 
Now as the president, I want to pass on the 
amazing reputation our festival has all across 
Kelly L&a 
President PNWMF 
1 
this province. Our adjudicators always leave 
here feeling absolutely spoiled by our warm 
hospitality which far surpasses any of the 
bigger festivals in the lower mainland. 
Our participants are well prepared and 
open to hear how they can improve upon 
their already wonderful talent. 
Our volunteers have gone over and above 
their regular duties, taking the adjudica- ~ 
tors for scenic drives and to their houses for 
coffee or tea, making them feel at home and 
relaxed. 
I would also like to add that while our 
committee is incredibly dedicated and hard- 
working, there is one lady in particular that I 
would be lost without. 
Irene Kuhar, our secretary for over 30 
years has seen Presidents come and go. She 
is the rock that holds us all together. Thank 
you Irene! 
I would like to wish all of our 40th anni- 
l versary festival participants the best of luck! 
Please look out for our special Alumni Book 
at the local venues. 
Sincerelv. 
Strength, Style and Performance 
These are the three main benefits to Pre-Flex hull !ethnology. 
Strength 
By incorporating Pre-FlexTM or 'pre-bending' our hulls, su- 
perior strength i s  formed into the aluminum as the hull i s  
built, virtually eliminating any vibration of hull noise com- 
mon in other aluminum boats. 
Style 
Smooth, complementary lines and superior finishing; our 
boats catch attention wherever you dare to venture. Our 
hidden hull seams are backed by our lifetime hid war- 
ranty which is transferable to a new owner if you feel the 
need to purchase a second Harbercraff boat. 
look underneath any of our boat models at what really 
counts; the hull design. Our hulls are built on a steel iig 
system, each aluminum sheet is formed into shape before 
the final welding procedure. Once removed for the steel 
Performance 2005 HARBERCRAFT 1975SK 
Special Features 
*Mercury 175HP Sport Jet W/SS impeller * ~ z  clean iet intake 
system *Galvanized 28001b all welded trailer *Drv's side 
windshield wiDer *painted white w/aranite zolotone 
I . "  
iig the hull retains the shape our engineers intended, di- 
recting the water efficiently and correctly, reducing fuel $ 
use while creating a smooth ride in any kind of water. 
plus taxes. Price includes 
freight and PDI.' 3 599% a 0 0  
Low monthly payment of $343.78 0.A.C 
Qne ride in our boats and you will accbpt nothing less than a 
Pre-FIexTM Harbercraft _- - - or Jetcraft boat. 
, 2005 HARERCRAFT - 
1875 §K 
Special Features 
*Mercury 175HP Sport Jet w/ss impeller *Ez clean 
'jet intake system *Galvanized 22OOIb all welded 
trailer *Windshield wiper kit * 1 /2 canvas top w/ 
drop curtain *Painted black w/tan zolotone 
plus taxes. Price 
and PDI. 
$32695 oOQ includes freight 
Low monthly payment of $312.26 0.A.C 
4946 GreigAve.,Terrace 635-2909 
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MARGARET SPEIRS S m T S  I’ 638-7283 
ROB BROWN 
J 
Haidagwaiislands 
verything looks better with the sun shining 
on it, even Port Clements. The town is s 
mutt: it’s part fishing village where shan. E ty-like, weather-worn houses compete fot 
yard space with grounded boats; it’s part lumbei 
town with decaying trailers and trailers in transi- 
tion acquiring a wooden cocoon prior to pupation 
Like most hybrids it has patches of well-tendec 
houses and yards, manicured and green and punc- 
tuated with new daffodils: and in amongst those 
markings are tourist spots, a fishing lodge, a newlq 
constructed campsite and naturc viewing area nexl 
to the estuary of the Yakoun River and small fresh- 
ly painted shops offering indigenous bric-a-brac 
and coffee in various forms. 
Mutts are generally friendly. This one certainly 
is. As we roll into town searching for tidal licences 
that will enable us to fish trout, char and grilse in 
the tidal reaches of Graham Island streams, a cou- 
ple of children wave at us. 
The proprietress of the cafe/gas station greets 
me7with a warm s h e  and a cheery “good morn- 
ing” and refers me to the motel named for the now 
deceased Golden Spruce for licenses and propane. 
I thank her and go there. As I enter the office/ 
cafeAodge/motel, I’m enveloped by the rich aroma 
of breakfast. I pick up a small bell from the counter 
and shake it. 
“In a minute,” a soprano voice sings from some- 
[ where, in,the interior of the building. Sooner than 
,promised; -a,,blonde. woman appears, wiping. her 
handsaon h’er apron in the same way my grandmoth- 
er used to. She looks Dutch but her accent suggests 
she’s not - Swiss perhaps - as she tells me apolo- 
getically that she’s out 6f licences &d that I will 
probably have to drive to the Co-op in Massett to 
get some. 
The sole item on our grocery list is milk. 
“We may as well get it here,” Karen suggests, 
so we turn the truck around and head back towards 
the sea, past the sign that some wag has changed to 
read “Welcome to the Golden Stump.” 
“Have you noticed that so many places serve 
more than one purpose, like coffee and gift shop or 
art gallery and book store?’ observes Karen., 
The grocery store has a bit of everything, even 
a selection of organic produce, at island prices of 
course. 
I notice a display of kinderart by Mrs. Marsden’s 
Grade 3,4,5 class next to the meat counter. Nice 
work done with felt pens on foil. 
‘‘There’s a school in town then?’ I ask the 
woman behind the counter who is scooping up large 
dollops of hahburger with a white bowl and mak- 
ing uniform meat mountains atop white Styrofoam 
dishes prior to packaging them. 
She says there is, for a while. Then she tells me 
how the loss of a few more kids will probably force 
the school to close. 
“If that happens it will kill our community.” 
She notices the puzzled look on my face and 
adds by way of explanation that no new families 
will move in if the town has no school and that the 
closure will probably encourage the exodus of resi- 
dent families. 
“Where will the remaining kids go to school?” 
I ask. 
“They’ll.have to take the bus to Massett,” she 
says. “And that would be a shame. We have such 
a nice school here, such good teachers. The parents 
don’t want to send their kids to another commu- 
nity.” 
I empathize. Everyone is someone in a small 
class; everyone is someone in a small school; it’s 
3s simple as that. 
I’ve taught in small schools located in small com- 
nunities and know that when they are well mn they 
ue places where there are no cracks for children to 
:all in, thanks largely to their small classes and their 
;mall, tightly knit teaching staffs. Communication 
ind coordination are easier in these schools making 
hem generally warmer, more caring and, ultimate- 
y, more efficient places to provide young learners 
I solid, well rounded start at education. 
When it’s working well, a school is the heart of 
i small community. It’s a meeting place and a rec- 
*eational space, a cultural centre and a repository of 
:ommunity pride. 
For all their irregularities we grow to love mutts. 
f i e  woman in the meat department has obviously 
;rown to love and feel protective of hers and now 
L government enamoured of scissor-bill economic 
heories advanced by unimaginative bean counters 
vho have no columns in their ledgers for human, 
,ocial and cultural capital and fail to recognize that 
he best economic returns are realized by investing 
n education, are about to cut its heart out. 
Thinking of it that evening fills me with a sad- 
less that even fishing trout in brown water under 
blue sky with sand dunes and the sea at my back 
an’t scrub away. 
THE NEW AIYANSH girls team took second place at the Junior All-Native Basketball Tournament held in several Terrace school gymnasiums 
during spring break. Here they pose with their trophy and medals at t h e  awards ceremony in Caledonia gym on Mar. 24. , 0 
Fast feet and super scoring , 
characterize J r. AI I-Nat ive 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
THE JUNIOR All-Native Basketball Tournament 
filledCaledonia,ThornhillandSkeenagymnasiums 
with roof-raising cheers and standing-room-only 
Local teams played against the top-ranked 
ones from the west coast, who gave them a run 
for the trophy 
The New Aiyansh girls team took on Prince 
Rupert’s Friendship House in the)final, a battle 
from the beginning in front of a loud, drum-bang- 
ing crowd that filled the bleachers and surrounded 
the court on Mar. 24. 
The teams traded scoring until some missed 
shots by New Aiyansh put Friendship House up 
36-15. < a  
Most of the game involved each team getting 
control of the ball and running it down to score. 
During the time outs, a boy with a Nisga’a flag 
ran around the court followed by another boy with 
a sign stating “Whose House” on one side and 
“Friendship House” on the other to the delight of 
the crowd. 
A long throw down the court by New Aiyansh 
during spring break. 0 
just over one minute left, raising the score to 46- 
24 for Friendship House. 
A foul against New Aiyansh led to a point from 
the second of two foul shots. 
New Aiyansh forced a turnover at mid court by 
grabbing the ball away but missed the throw to a 
teammate at the edge of the court. 
Two steals with less than one minute to go 
failed to capitalize. 
The final score gave Friendship House the 60- 
34 victory and the medals, trophy and banner for 
their third consecutive year. 
New Aiyansh took the second place trophy and 
medals. 
Local girls scored some’awards. - 
4 Valerie Wright of New. Aiyansh wonithe most 
valuable player award and was named high scorer 
for dunking 138 points during the tournament. 
Felicia Robinson and Tanya Vickers of New 
Aiyansh and Gitwinksihlkw player Samantha 
Azak made the All-star team. 
The boys final between Skidegate and Prince 
Rupert was an even match with each team racing 
down the court to either tie it up or take the two- 
bounced up off the rim and slid into the net with point lead. 
Last rocks decide 
u 
Logger’s victors 
THE 50TH annual Logger’s 
Bonspiel saw visiting teams 
shut out the locals during a 
weekend of extra ends and 
challenging curling. 
David D. Hull, Ter- 
race Curling Club presi- 
dent, praised the skill of all 
teams. 
“Any given team on any 
given day can win,” he said, 
adding that local curler Bill 
Kawinsky lost the Grand 
Challenge on the last rock in 
the final end. 
Two of the five event fi- 
nals wcnt to extra ends and 
two weren’t ovcr until the 
last shot. 
“It shows the high level 
of curling here,” he said, 
adding pll entrants were ca- 
pable tetims. 
“There were another 10 
teams who had the ability 
to walk away with the nia- 
ior prizes. People in fourth 
Zould’ve come in first.” 
One highlight was the re- 
turn of former mayor Gordie 
Rowland, the only person to 
lave also attended the first 
Logger’s Bonspiel. 
Another highlight was the 
ierfect ice condition. 
“The ice played very true 
md fast all weekend,” he 
aid. 
At the awards ceremony, 
nany visiting teams wanted 
o take the mike to comment 
In the ice quality, Hull said, 
tdding he personally re- 
:eived dozens of thanks. 
The ‘spiel spurred an im- 
xomptu RV park outside 
he club with close to 20 mo- 
orhomes at its peak. 
Two different camping 
ueas offered merriment, fri- 
rolity and even sing-songs 
DAVID D. HULL, right, helps his teammates sweep a 
rock over the hog line during the first draw of the 50th 
anniversary of the Logger’s Bonspiel on Mar. 23. 
among the many locals who 
relaxed in their vehicles after 
their draws, Hull said. 
Overall, Hull was pfeased 
with the turnout despitemiss- 
ing his goal of 64 teams. 
Out of 53 rinks com- 
peting, 21 came from out 
of town. Thirty-two teams 
played last year. 
The 21 visiting teams, 
representing Courtenay, 
Vancouver, Grande Prairie 
Alberta, Stoney Creek Al- 
berta, Kitimat, Prince Ru- 
pert and Smithers, numbered 
close to the record for most 
out-of-town rinks, Hull be- 
lieves. 
The 24-hour play over 
four of the five days is what 
curling is all about, Hull 
said. 
“To play at 2, 3, 4 a.m. 
and get off the ice at 6 a.m. 
when the sun is coming up, 
that’s a bonspiel,” he said. 
The winners shared in 
A Event 
over $25,000 in prizes. 
Brad Leroux, Smithers 
Bill Kawinsky. Terrace 
Kevin Sparks, Courtney 
B Event 
Lionel Kurkowski, 
Prince Rupert 
Steve Ketenics, Terrace 
Scott Blanes, Terrace 
C Event 
Fred Stephenson, Grand 
Prairie, Alberta 
Mike Brise, Telkwa 
Brian Fugere, Terrace 
D Event 
Ron Vanderstar, 
Lyle Bazanski, Prince Rupert 
Roy Armagost, Terrace 
Smithers 
E Event 
Rick Maksymetz, 
Derek Steinhaeusser, 
Ryan McDonald, Kitimat 
Grand Challenge 
Kevin Sparks, Courtenay, 
Bill Kawinsky, Terrace 
Kitimat 
Terrace 
Hot Shots Competition 
Mitch Griffith, Terrace 
At one point, Skidegate was up 49-42. 
Soon Prince Rupert tied it 50-all. 
Skidegatc missed a shot and took a foul leav- 
ing Prince Rupert to take two free throws, with 
the second swishing through the net. 
Skidegatc then put i t  to 52-all. 
The game went up 52-55 then 55-all. 
A Prince Rupert shot swam around the rim and 
dropped for 58-55. 
Skidegate intercepted and ran down the court 
to go to 61-64 with two minutes left. 
Prince Rupert missed a couple of shots but 
scored after Skidegate missed a pass on the side- 
line. 
The score was 64-all with 35 secpds left. 
Skidegate scored to move ahead 64-66.with 18 
seconds left. 
At the buzzer, a Prince Rupert player threw the 
ball, which bounced twice on the rim and missed 
the net, leaving Skidegate with the victory and to 
right to celebrate. 
Friendship House acccptcd the trophy and 
medals for second. - 
At the awards, New Aiyimsh’s Chris Gosnell 
WiN named to the All-star team. 
Sports Scope 
Hoops for kids coming 
CHILDREN BETWEEN Grade 3 to I2 can start signing 
up for the second annual Hoops for Kids baskctbidl 
camps that shoot into town next month, 
The camps run at the Skecna Jr. Sccondiiry gyni on 
April 9 and 10 from 9:30 3.111. t i l l  noon for Grades 3 ta 
,5, from 1 p.m. till 4 p.m. for Grildcs G through 8, and 
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. for Grades 9 lo 12. 
Kids can register the free camps or lcarn tiiorc infor- 
mation about the free canips by callifig Dave Crowlcy al 
635 -91 36 or Toni Nisyok at 638-5339. 
Time to tee off 
THE SKEENA VALLEY Golf and Country Club 
opened its doors last week on a daily basis. 
Times vary for weekday and weckcncl golfing. Call 
the pro shop at 635-2542 for more details. 
Vote for your favourite 
River King 
TO CELEBRATE their fourth place finish and thank fans 
for their overwhelming support during lheir first ClHL 
season, the River Kings are throwing an awilrds banquet 
in the basement of the Terrace Inn this Saturday. 
Choose the award winners by voting on the River 
Kings wrebsite (www.terraceriverkings.net). 
I 
Sports Menu 
E April 8 
Sign up for Terrace Minor Lacrosse at the commu- 
nity room in Skeena Mall from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Inter- 
ested a,pletes from age 4 on up can register. For more 
info, call Kevin 635-7361, Karen 635-30 I I ,  Carla 635- 
6776 or Roger 61 5-3 166. 
II April 10 
its regional swimmers. 
W April 23 
Totem Saddle Club riders begin their season with 
a team cattle sorting event at the Thornhill Commu- 
nity Grounds. Call James Muller at 635-5 100 for more 
info. 
Terrace Bluebacks host an in-house swim meet for 
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730 RV's 
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424 Condos 
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432 For Ron1 Or %Io 
436 Holls/Audiloriumr 
440 Hwwo, 
444 Mivallons~li 
448 Mobile Homos 
452 Modular Homer 
456 Rooms 
460 Room a h r d  
464 Soniorr/Raliromanl 
kcommoddono, 
A68 S h a r d  Accommodalions 
472 Sloroga 
476 Suilor 
480 Tourirl AFcommodol:ono, 
484 Tamhourno, 
488 Wonled To Ron1 
492 Womhouws 
15.00 16 17 18 19 
< 
15.27 15.54 15.80 16.07 17.61 
27.02 27.29 27.55 ' 27.82 28.09 
16.87 17.14 17.41 17.68 17.94 
28.36 28.62 28.89 29.16 29.43 
For longer nd, please use a soparnle sheet 
' 
- . .  
Phone Fax Clip & Mail This Form To: Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton SI., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 s TAEARD 638-7283 638-8432 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excludlng oblluerles ................. 99.24 C O h  
OBITUARIES INTERNET PO~TING (sio.oo)+ ................................... 99.24 col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING .............. J ................. $16.38 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.86 per Issue, plus GST ($10.40 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
~ AUTOMOTIM 750.799 
756 Conopio, 
762 8 Cars lonics , 
774 Port, 
700 S W r  R dad's 
786 lruchs 
792 Vono,/Buwo, 
NOllCES/lENDERS 800449 
815 Lqol  Nolicor 
830 Tendon 
SERVKFS 300.3W 
302 Accounlino 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy Direct 
Assembling products I Stuffing 
envelopes. NO experience need- 
(1) Civil Engineering Technician 
(1) Instrumentation Mechanic 
(1) Warehouse Person 
(1) HR Coordinator 
I Kemess Mine is a large open 
pit mine, located in north-central 
British Columbia. 
For a complete list of job qual: 
ifications and experience criteria 
please go to our website www. 
northgateminerakca 
All of the above positions except 
the HR coordinator will work a 
two week inltwo week out sched- 
ule. A chartered flight is avail- 
able for these positions from eith- 
er Prince George or Smithers. 
The HR Coordinator position 
will work a four day in and 3 dav 
Laminate....$.49 sq/ft, 12 ml ed- Free information www.home- (1) Electrician 
laminate ..... $1.99 sa/ft. Lami- workersnetwork.com Ref# 7-702 or (1) Heavy Duty Mechanic 
Call ENERGUIDE for Houses 
Energy Assessments 
Energy Grants 
1-888-599-4999 
1 Serving Northern British Columbia 
www.energuidc.info 
I 
nate tile (from) .... $.s i  sq/ft, 1 x 6  
knotty firor pine .... $1.75 sq/ft, 3 
1/4" oak, maple or bamboo pre 
fin .... $3.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" Japanese 
cherry pre fin ... $4.75 sqlft, Oak,= 
maple, ash engineered .... $2.99 
3342. 
Sq/ft. TONS MORE! 1-800-631 -
COMPUTERS FOR Sale $50 to 
$350. (250)615-0414 (14P3) 
FUTON COUCH & Chair $700. 
2 Book Shelfs $60 each. 1 Book 
Call 1-705-726-9070 
SECURITY ALARM Installer re- 
quired immediately. Must have 
valid (TQ) certificate. 1-3 years 
experience. Install/maintain 
alarms. Signing bonus, great 
wages, company vehicle & much 
more. Email questions/resumes 
to alarmtech@shaw.ca 
SKEENfi VRkLEY 
FRKNERS ~IRKKET 
There will be an 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
for the 2005 Farmers Market 
Wednesday, April 13th 
7:30 p.m. e Carpenters Hall 
Sparks Street, Terrace 
Dea Motres Yoga 6entae 
New set starting April 1 1 th Relax, Energize, Relieve Tension 8, Stress 
N E W  STUDENTS WELCOME 1 ST CLASS FREE 
Phone: (250) 635-3336 
#21,4506 Lakelre Ave., 2 ~ d  Floor, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P4 
ESTABLISHED HEATING com- 
pany looking for career-minded 
SERVICE TECHNICIAN. Must 
be a qualified Gasfitter. We offer 
a competitive salary and benefit 
For more information, phone 
, Lynne Ghr[st,iansen 615-0025 , , ,, , 
_ _ _ _ - 
Shelf $35. Office desk $300. package. Resumes to: BOX 665, out schedule. A ihartered flight 
White kitchen table 8 chairs SmitherS, Bc VOJ 2NO. ' for this position is available from 
$200. Queen mattress-set $1 50: '' HAVE'YOU' been' told,' you'd be ' Vancouver, Kamloopsl Kelownal 
Call 635-2256 (evenings) to great in sales? Are you a lead-' Prince George Or 
er with direct sales experience? gA!$z candidates are invited view. (1 4P3) 
MOWING SALE1 5pC bdrm suite, to: K ~ ~ -  
lnglis stove, kenmore w/d, hide- ess Mine - Northgate Minerals area. 1-888-765-4401. 
a-bed, 4 swivel kitchen chair on WORK FROM home. Be your Corporation, H.R. Recruiter, 
casters, computer deskhutch. own boss, free live training. Fax: (604) 639-8501. Email: 
250-638-1 089 (1 3P3) www.cashlessnomore.com 1- (We sin-' 
Earn UP to 170K. Work in your to send their 
Watch for the opening of the 
Farmers Market Saturday, May 7th! 
cerely appreciate the 'interest 
of all applicants however; Only 
888-306-7906. 
BUSY SEASIDE restaurant on _ _ _ _ ~  
MULTl FAMILY Garage' Sale. Salt Spiing Island, BC seeks those candidates selected for an 
Rain or Shine, 4738 Spring experienced cooks and bakers. interview Will be contacted). 
Creek ave. (off merkley) Sat Fax 250-653-4836. Email tree- MACHINIST POSITION avail- 
April 9th. 9 - 1:OO. (14P1) house@saltspring.com able at busy machine shop in 
B.C. ROAD Construction Con- Fort St. James, BC. Preference 
tractor requires experienced will be given to applicant with 
August 28,1945 
- March 15,2085 experience in hydraulic com- 
ponents. Will consider 3rd or 
4th Year Apprentice. Competi- 
tive wagebenefit package and 
a positive work environment. 
Fax resume to Fort Machine 
Works (250)996-2298 or phone 
(250)996-8231. fmworksQtelus. 
net < 
operators, crushing, survey per- 
sonnel. Competitive wages, 
benefits, L.O.A. FAX: 250-546- 
8955. ' 
CLASS 1 Drlver Required: 
Superbee and Tridem Drivers 
with flatdeck experience to 
haul general freight throughout 
BC and Alberta. Newer trucks. 
Comparative wages. Benefit 
package. Fax resume and ab- 
stract to 250-374-1 677. 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy Direct 
Laminate .................. ..$.49sq/ft., 
12 ml Laminate ....... $1.99 sqlft., 
Laminate tile (From) ... $.99sq/ft., . 
1 x 6  knotty fir or pine ... $l.75sq/ 
ft.', 3 1/4' oak, maple or bam- 
boo pre fin..: ........ $3.99sq/ft., 
3 114" Japanese cherry pre 
fin ......... $4.75sq/ft.,Oak, Maple, 
ash engineered ...... $2.99sq/ft. 
TONS MORE1 1-800-631-3342 
NEED-A-PHONE. $24.99 
FIRST month. Reconnection 
with no credit check, No one 
refused. Email: csrQneed-a- 
phone.com Web visit: Need- 
A-Phone.com Tollfree at 1-866- 
FOUR DRAWER lateral filing 
cabinet for sale, excellent condi- 
tion. $350 obo. Ping Pong Table. 
Like new, rarely used. $75. Man- 
444-381 5. 
God looked around His garden and saw an empv space, 
Then He looked down upon this earth, and saw your loving face. 
He put his arms around you, and lifted you to rest, 
His garden must have been beautifvl, He always takes the best. 
He knew that you were suffering, he knew you were in pain, 
And knew that you would never get well on this earth again. 
He saw your path was difficult, He closed your tired eyes, 
He whispered "Peace be Thine" and gave you wings to Ry. 
When we saw you sleeping, so calm and Free from pain, 
We could not wish you back on earth, to suffer once again. 
Youte leh us precious memories, p u r  love will be our guide, 
You live on hrough your children, you're always by our side. 
~ 
Heavy Duty Mechanic/ Seniceman 
Job Opportunity 
Wagedbenefits commensurate with job experience 
and credentials. 
Send Resume to jhloaObulklev.net 
or fax to (250) 845-2383 
Closing Date: April 30,2lW5 
Hitnech Logging Ltd., Houston, B.C. 
It broke our hearts to lose you, but you did not go alone, 
For part of us went with you, on the day God called you Home. 
7 Buzanne, Kelly, (Suzette),. Susan, Cindy, (Rob) IT; am joyous to announce the upcoming zmion 
R Tammy Kennedg l I' '1 ual Tread Mill. $50 obo. Large ne with no padding, 
ndition. $50 638-2824. 
FOR SALE established busy 
night club in growing Okanagan 
WANTED : Trans for a '- tion email: club4sale@hsirnail. 
150 4x4 auto. E40D 638-0145 
- 0  Community. F r more i n f o y d  
and 
GLn Davies DID YOU ever follow the Lead- 
er? The Cowichan News Lead- 
er is turning 100 in April. To cele- 
brate, we're producing a special 
edition commemorating the last 
100 years of the newspaper 
and the Duncan area it serves. 
We're also hosting a community 
party at the BC Forest Discovery 
Centre on May 1, 2005. If you 
used to work for the paper, or 
have any stories to share, or if 
you just want to join in the fun, 
contact the Cowichan News 
Leader at 100years@v inews- 
arour>.com 
Fountain Tire - is one 'of Canada's 50 Best Managed 
Companies - our plan for continued growth' in the growing 
tire and mechanical sector has an opportunity for a Counter 
Salesperson with potential growth to management in Terrace. 
The successful candidate must demonstrate strong 
communication skills, the ability to work within a team 
environment and commitment to customer satisfaction. You 
will be required to learn our point of sale system and parts 1' 
inventory control. Additional duties include promoting a safe 
work environment and assisting in all areas of this fast paced 
environment. The candidate must possess a minimum 3-years 
experience within the tire and automotive industry, mechanical 
and mechanical estimating knowledge and computer skills 
would be considered assets. Required to provide a current 
driver's abstract, with a maximum of 5 demerits before first 
day of employment. 
We offer a safe, clean environment, opportunities for 
advancement, excellent training programs, competitive salary 
range and full company benefits. Reliable transportation is 
necessary. 
- GUlll I 
A $16,800 investment can net 
up to $1200 - $1800 in first 
month - No selling, P/T/F/T, safe 
& secure, turn-key set-up, prov- 
en product. Free Info 1-800- 
(13P3) 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will pick up. Please call 
250-635-3772 (1 2p6) 
321-6126. - 
REALISTIC %lOWMONTH 
potential income. Work from 
home. Training Provided. 800- 
366-1 375 x-1115 or www.dream- 
sbecomereality.net 
WORK AT HOME ONLINE 
$100-$10,000 per week. 
No Selling! No Recruiting! 
No Risk! 24 hour info: 
www.goldenpaycheck.com 
1-877-211-7716 
SCHMIDT AUCTION 
AUCTION #1 - Saturday, May 7, 
2005 for Mrs. Agnes Bergen and 
other consigners @10:00 a.m. 
@ Decker Lake Hall - 8 Kms 
west of Burns Lake. Consign- 
ments welcome. 
AUCTION #2 - Saturday, May 
28, 2005 @ 1O:OO a.m. Farm 
Auction for Myles Skolos. Six 
Mile Hill - 40 kms west of Burns 
Lake. Two Tractors, D4 cat, C5 
* Reward for recovery Of skidder, one ton truckhailer, hay 
Kokanee 17" Mountain & tillage equipment, 81 Ford bike. Black and Dark Green. pu. Artic snowplow and much Missing from Aquatic Center bike more. For info on either 
March 29th. 635-1390 (14P1) 698-7351 14p3) 
LOST LADIES gold watch,  
March 23 in the afternoon. Park 
Avenue Clinic and downtown. 
Phone Jacquie. (250)635-2608 
(13P3) 
rack between 4-6 pm Tuesday' sale call Richie @ 698-7377 or 
COMPUTER CRASHED? 
Don't lose data. Professional 
hard drive recovery, PC repair. 
Certified technician, 10 years 
experience. 24-hour telephone 
support, onsite service. Free 
consultation, reasonable rates. 
(250)638-6226 (1 1 P3) Interested candidates should forward resumes to Mr. BK 
(Witty) Smith, 4641 Keith Avenue, P.O. Box 978, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 4R2, email: smittysmith@fountaintire.com. Phone: 
250-635-4344 or Cell: 250-61 5-7471 or Fax: 250-635-4354. 
Closing date: April 23, 2005. 
Visit our website at: www.fountaintire.com 
We woulh like to thank all applicants for their interest, however, 
only those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
TEST DRIVE 
Uni ue opportunity to own and operate a 
200% Pete with zero down. You must have 
a minimum ONE YEAR llat deck highway 
experience able and willing to run 
CANADA I USA and possess good 
Steve or Andre (800)663-0099 
ace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest Bronze Plaques 
Terrace Crematorium 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
Phone 635-2444 Fax 035-635-2160 Funscas swvk6 
I' 
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 6,2005 
WANTED> IMMEDIATELY Cer- EXPERIENCED DIAMOND drill- JOURNEYMAN re- 
titled Millwright & certified Fab- er to operate Longyear Super 38 quired immediately- Electrical 
ricators. Union rates apply. & Boyles JKS Super 300. Excel- Power Line Contractor requires 
Must be self motivated. Apply to lent pay. Bonus from collar. Stea- a full time Journeyman Lineman 
Beamac Installations Ltd., 1085 dy work. Fax resume (250)994- for Lower Mainland. Fax le604- 
South Lakeside Drive, Williams 3337 Attn: Sandy. 524-5726 or Email: trir@ca 
Lake. 250-398-8123 or fax re- EXPERIENCED PROCESSOR 
' 
Required for local hotel and liquor store. 
Individual must be a team player and 
must have exceptional computer skills. 
This is a working position requiring 
total motivation. Forward resumes 
with hand written covering letter to: 
File #202, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrice, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Counter Intelligence Merchandising Inc., a 
national based company seeks a high energy, de 
pendable service representative to provide merchan- 
dising services to retail outlets in the Terrace area. 
Access to a car is  a must. Prior merchandising expe 
rience is preferred. If you are looking for part-time, 
occasional hours this i s  the JOB for you. 
Plese fax your resume to 1-800-459-4508 
Only conriderad condidatas will be contachd. 
Northwest Counselling 
Centre Ltd. 
invites applications for a part time/ 
full time counsellor for the Terrace 
and Kitimat area offices. Candidates 
must possess: 
a Masters Degree in Counselling, 
Counselling Psychology, Social 
Work or related Field 
excellent interpersonal behaviour 
and communication skills ,~ 
good organization, time and 
general management skills 
well developed written and verbal 
communication skills 
knowledge of group process and 
facilitation techniques 
demonstrated knowledge of 
relevant formal counselling and 
assessment techniques 
direct experience with community 
social services sector 
experience in working with a 
variety of cultures 
Applicant must be willing to travel 
between communitiesand workoutside 
of normal business hours as needed to 
facilitate the needs of the clients. 
Please forward your Curriculum 
Vitae and all inquiries to 
smcandrevr@monarch.net 
sume 250-398-6452. 
BUSY ISLAND DealershiD re- 
(limmitt) Operatorsforthe Camp- 
bell River area on beautiful Van- 
couver Island. Camp situation. 
14 and 7 union wages and ben- 
efits. Please fax resume to Ted 
Leroy Trucking Ltd. (250)286- 
HEAVY DUTY MechanidServ- 
iceman Job Opportunity. Wag- 
es/ Benefits commensurate with 
job experience and credentials. 
Send resut-& to jhlog@bulkley. 
net or fax to: (250)845-2383. 
Closing date: April 30, 2005. Hi- 
mech Logging Ltd., Houston, 
HOUSEKEEPING STAFF re- 
quired to join our Clean Team 
at Mount Layton Hotsprings Re- 
('sort. Must have reliable trans- 
portation.Please fax resume to 
250-632-5911 or email minet- 
tebay@uniserve.com. No calls 
please. (1 4c3) 
JOBS LOTS of jobs!! A legit- 
imate shopping company re- 
quires evaluators in Burns Lake 
and Houston to audit Business- 
es. We pay you - you pay no 
Feesl! ADDIV online and start to- 
3661, (1 3P3) 
(, B.C. (14P3) 
quires fulltime licensed Auiomo: 
tive Technician (Ford experience 
a plus.) Nice salary and benefit 
package. Fax resume to John: 
250-287-7101. Email:@n@ste- 
vemarshallford.com 
NORTH OKANAGAN - Flooring 
Opportunity. Experienced floor- 
ing salesperson required in an 
existing full service flooring op- 
eration. Send resume to: Shep- 
herd's, P.O. Box 37, Armstrong, 
BC VOE 1BO. 
ESTABLISHED, B.C. Central 
Interior Wood Re-Manufacturing' 
company seeks full-time Electri- 
clan: This position requires a 
motivated tradesman to oversee 
all electrical and control aspects 
of the sawmil!, paneling, and re- 
'manufacturing operations. An 
excellent benefit and wage pack- 
age is available for the most 
qualified applicant. A British 
Columbia contractor's "A" ticket 
is an asset. Reply to: C/O Box 
"W", Quesnel Cariboo Observer, 
, 188 Carson Ave., Quesnel, B.C. 
CONTROLLER 
Privately held group of companies based in 
Terrace with interests in heavy equipment 
contracting and related support services 
requires an experienced accountant. Several 
years experience essential, strong financial 
and computer skills, hands on approach 
with knowledge of AccPac, Excel. Cash flow 
management, monthly financial statements 
and close liaison with management. 
Competitive salary and benefits. Submit 
resume with references to: ' , 
Northern Management Services Ltd. 
PO. Box 669, Terrace, B.C. V8G 468 
nmsltd@telus.net 0 
At Weyerhaeuser, our focus is as much'on building our 
people as on building the business. Take L9e for example - 
he was given the opportunity to develop and install a new 
Mill Horn System. Weyerhaeuser is committed to creating an 
environment where individuals can flourish, where diversity 
is encouraged and where community is supported. 
Weyerhaeuser is one of the premier forest products I organizations in the world. 
I Industrial Mechanic/ 
Millwright I Okanagan Falls, BC 
You will undertake work that ranges from trouble-shooting 
to general preventative maintenance, including genisral 
equipment repairs as well as some project-related work. 
You will need to be an interprovincially or BC ticketed 
Industrial Mechanic/Millwright who has experience working 
in an industrial setting. Other requirements include: the 
ability to follow safe work practices and procedures strong 
trouble-shooting, problem-solving and communication skills 
well-developed planning and organizational abilities a 
willingness to work alternate shifts. 
Okanagan Falls (20 minutes south of Penticton and 40 
minuteslnorth of the US border; _www.bbritishcolumbia,com/ 
beautiful Skaha Lake in the southern Okanagan Valley. The 
Valley's outstanding beauty, gentle climate, excellent 
transportation and availability of world-class recreational 
opportunities justify its claim to be one of the great places 
in which to live in Canada. 
If you are Interested in joining a world-class 
company that believes strongly in safety, 
please forward your r6sum6 by April 18, 
2005 to: Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, 
I 
monsftowns/? is located at the south end of townlD=3439) 
rant in Terrace, BC looking for 
certified Chef. Managerial ex- 
perience an asset. Wage nego- 
tiable. Please Contact Gill or 
"Tanya at 250-638-0021 or fax re- 
* * sume to 250-638-0442 or e-mail 
LILI'STUTORING has newserv- 
ices, available. French and Eng- 
lish tutoring from K to grade 10 
in all subjects. We are now offer- 
ing basic computer skills,Word 
Processing,Spreadsheets and 
Internet Navigation. Orthon-Gil- 
lingham Approach also avail- 
able. 250-638-0775 (1 1 p6) 
for an 8 year old girl. Must speak 
Filipino. Please fax resume to 
(250)63!&540 or call Dal or 
Candi @ (250)638-0823 (13P3) 
LOCAL MOTEL IS LOOKING 
FOR chambermaid/desk clerks. 
This person should be mature, 
reliable and hard working and 
able to work unsupervised. Ex- 
perience an asset, but not nec- 
essary. Apply in person with a re- 
sume to 3867 Hlghway 16 E. No 
phone inquiries please. (14~3) 
NORTH CARIB00 Christian 
School in Quesnel is looking 
0 for two Christian, BC-Certified 
teachers to begin September 
2005 -on for half-time Kindergar- 
ten, the full-time for grades 4 - 9 
Math, Science and PE. Contact 
Mrs. Jennifer Moore (250)747- 
4417 email: nccs@shawca- 
ble.com (14P3) 
PART TIME Front Desk Clerk 
required at Mount Layton Hots- 
prings Resort. Shift work includ! 
ing night audit. Some computer 
experience necessary. Must 
have reliable transportation.,, 
Please fax resume to (250)632- 
5911 or Email minettebayuni- 
serve.com No calls please. 
(1 4c31 
Take a great spring break this year - 
into a FULL-TIME 
PERMANENT CAREER in Alberta 
- -info@westcoastfishing.ca 
CONTRACTOR SALES Dosi- 
tion is available with a progres- 
sive Home Hardware Building 
Centre. Only applicants with 
prior experience in a Contractor 
Sales position including Com- 
modity purchasing will be con- 
sidered. Wage is negotiable 
depending on experience and 
will include an excellent Benefit 
package. Please Fax resume to 
Pioneer Home Hardware Build- 
ing Centre, Campbell River, BC. 
250-286-9962 or email to 
neerhardware@telus.net Attn: 
Gary. 
LlFTMECHANlC/MlLLWRlGHT 
' wanted at Panorama Mountain 
Village. For a full job description 
or to apply go to www.panoram- 
aresort.com or contact Adam 
Hopper at (250)341-3061. 
SOKILEXPRESS Lines requires 
highway driver to run BC and Al- 
berta. l Must have minimum 2 
years experience. Fax copy of 
current abstract and resume to: 
Lakeside Packers, Canada's largest beef processor, is coming 
to your area on April 8th to give an information session and to 
hire great production team members for our Brooks, Alberta 
facility. As a member of the Tyson Foods family (the world's 
largest protein producer), Lakeside offers full-time, permanent 
jobs with a future. 
We are currently hiring to various departments, including 
slaughter, processing, hide plant and maintenance. Applicants 
must be at least 18 years old, be able to work in a physically 
demanding, fast-paced environment, and have a positive 
attitude. Starting at $12.35/hour (or $12.00 for day shift), 
team members can be making $17.00 or more in as little as 
15 months, with an excellent benefit package, paid on-the-job 
training, and advancement opportunity that only the undisputed 
world leader can provide. 
application (available on our website - 
www.lakesidepackers.com) to ' 
(403) 501 -2239 or call us at 
1-888-700-0903. We hope to see you soon! 
If you are interested, fax your resume or 
TERRY'S 
HANDYMAN SERVICE 
Home & Business repairs, 
doors, windows, plumbing, roof- 
ing, minor electrical, cabinets, 
painting, siding, etc. Assembly 
of various products, free esti- 
mates. All work guaranteed. 
Reasonable rates. Phone Terry 
(250) 635-3338 . New phone 
number(l2~6) Fax: 250.497.7210; email: (with r6surn6 ' contained within the body of the 
meshge): jeff.roos@weyertiaeuser.com. 
A Weyerhaeuser 
The f h r e  is growing" 3 i 
weyerhaeuser.com/carrs 1 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICE for 
small to large businesses. Sev- 
eral years experience. AccPac, 
Simply Accounting, Quickbooks, 
and other office applications. 
Reasonable rates. References 
upon request. Terrace 638-8468 
(7P3) 
SHORT ORDER COOK re- 
quired at Mount Layton Hots- 
prings Resort. Must have reli- 
able transportation and be able 
to work flexible hours. Please 
fax resume to 250-632-5911 or 
Email minetteba@unserve.Com. 
780-474-9325. 
EXPERIENCED SUPERIN- 
TENDENTS, Carpenter & Car- 
penter Apprentices required for 
commercial industrial Company 
I located in Edmonton, Alberta. 
Competitive wages, benefit pack- Since 191 2, CitiFinancial has been helping people realize their financial goals and dreams. With close to 300 CitiFinancial branches in evezy 
proyince an$ t h e u k o n  Tem*tory, we're a part of the communities -ye,72 
serve. Our branches are staffed with friendly, knowledgeable Yeople who 
live and work right in your neighborhood. They understand your needs 
and can tailor a loan solution for just about every situation. We currently 
have an opportunity in TERRACE as . . . 
No calls please(l4c3) 
SILVICULTURE SURVEYER! 
Accredited Silviculture Survey- 
er Hazelton area, some camp 
work.'Submit resume to grid- 
works@navigata.net or Box 59 
South Hazelton BC VOJ 2R0 
113P3) 
ARE YOU looking for an oppor- 
tunity to work in a fast paced 
customer driven environment? 
If so, dolyou also possess the 
skills we are looking for -.ability 
to work under pressure, mechan- 
ical aptitude or parts experience, 
attention to detail, problem solv- 
ing skills and a multi tasking 
team player. Equal opportunity 
position. Apply in, person with 
resume Monday to Friday, 4627 
Lazelle Ave, Webb House of 
Repair. No phone calls please. 
age available. Fax resumes] 1- 
78OL489-1646. 
one of the largest forestry companies in Canada currently has 
openings for: 
JUNIOR ACCOUNTANTS 
. .  1 
~ .. 
These positions will attract those individuals who are interested in 
advancing their career in accounting. The successful candidates 
will be placed at one of our operations in Western Canada and 
will show a willingness to move in the future to further their career 
with the company. 
LES ASSOCIATE/ SMALL FINE Dining Restau- rant in Terrace BC looking for 
certified Chef. Managerial ex- 
perience an asset. Wage nego- 
tiable . Please contact Gill or 
Tanya at (250)638-0021 or fax 
resume to (250)638-0442 or e- 
mail info@westcoast.fishing.ca 
(1 3P3) 
THE CHOICES PROGRAM (Ter- 
race & District Community Serv- 
ices) is looking for Casual/On- 
Call employees. Applicants must 
be 19 years of age.lf you have 
Grade 12 and are interested in 
working with people who are de- 
velopmentally delayed, and you 
must obtain: TB &Tetanus, Crimi- 
nal Record Checks,Level 1 Adult 
Care First Aid Ticket, Must have 
valid Class 5 and must obtain 
Class 4 Driver's License with- 
in 3 months. Must be avai!able 
to work weekends. We support 
cultural diversity. Please pick up 
' an application at the Choices' of- 
fice at 491 6 Lazelle Avenue,Ter- 
race,B.C. For more information 
call the Choices' Office at 250- 
WE ACCEPT re)sume for the p 7  
sition of waitress. Please drop 
off your resume to Shan Yan 
Restaurant at 4606 Freig ave., 
Terrace. No phone calls please. 
(12P3) 
635-7863 (1 1 ~ 3  
CCOUNT MANAGER 
F U L L - T I M E  The successful candidates will initially be involved in accounting 
and financial reporting of division's woodlands department. 
Desired qualifications include: 
Some post secondary education, preferably in Commerce. 
Current enrollment in the 3rd - 4th level of a recognized 
accounting program. 
Accounting experience in the forest industry. 
Only those invited for an interview will be contacted. 
Please fax or mail resumes to the Off ice Manager, 
West Fraser Mills Ltd. 
1250 Brownmiller Rd., Quesnel, B.C. V2J 6P5 
Fax: 250-992-9233 
As a member of the branch team committed to sales and service, you will 
have initial and frequent contact With our customers and be responsible for 
selling loans and insurance products, soliciting from customer base/leads, 
making recommendations, ofyrzdit worthiness, suggesting solutions on 
collection accounts, performing administrative tasks, and servicing 
accounts. This entry-level role offers the opportunity for advancement. 
If you're an aggressive and enthusiastic go-getter, please apply in writing, 
to: Branch Manager, CitiFinancial Canada, Inc., 4664 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, BC VSG 4R1 Fax: (250) 635-3964 
We thank all applicants in advance; however, only those selected for 
interviews will be contacted. No phone calls, please. 
We are an equal opportunity employer. 
(11~3) 
EVERGREEN INN looking for 
Chambermaid.Experience nec- 
essary. On call. Apply in person 
0822 or e-mail everinn@telus. 
net. (11~3) 
EVERGREEN PUB looking for 
Experienced ServedBartender. 
Successful candidate will have 
the following :Experience,Serv- 
ing it Right License Certificate, 
Pleasant Demeanor,Can work 
under Pressure.Drop resumes 
off at the Evergreen Inn Office 
0822 or e-mail everinn@telus. 
a5442 Hwy 16 W, faX250-635- 
6'5422 Hwy 16 W,fM 250-635- 
cffifinancial, . net.(ll c3) EXPERIENCED DIAMOND drill- 
er to operate Longyear Super 38 
& Boyles JKS Super 300. Excel- 
lent pay. Bonus from collar. Stea- 
dy work. Fax resume (250)994- 
3337 Attn: Sandy (13P3) 
Bringing the North Closer 
Accounts Bayable Clerk 
Terrace, B.C. 
Competition# FINO1 
Status: On-Call, Part-time 
Hawkair Aviation Services Ltd. i s  seeking a n  Accounts 
Payable Clerk for the processing of payments for 
goods and services. 
Working with the Accounting Supervisor and reporting 
to the Director of Finance, the Accounts P,ayable Clerk 
will be responsible for: High volume processing of 
invoices - Dealing with invoice and account queries - 
Account statement reconciliations - Mail distributions 
- Data Entry (Excel and Simply Accounting) - and any 
associated administration. 
The successful candidate must have a minimum of two 
years of experience as an Accounts Payable Clerk. 
Having formal training in accounting and as well as 
experience in other accounting procedures, such as 
accounts receivable, i s  an asset. 
Hawkair offers a stimulating environment in a 
demanding industry for a professional who loves to be 
challenged. Competitive salary and benefits including 
industry standard airline travel privileges are offered. 
If you fit the above criteria and have strong 
communication skills and the ability to successfully 
work as part of a team, please send your resume and 
cover letter, clearly stating the competition number to: 
hr@hawkair.ca or fax them to (250) 635-1 353 no later 
than 5:OO pm Friday, April 8Ih* 2005. 
While we thank all applicants, only those selected will 
be contacted. 
CONTINUING EDUCATION DEPARI'MENT 
First Nations Artist in Residence 
I .  
Northwest CommunHy Collego,Tena us, i plications for an auxiliary 
instructor to deliverthe First Nations Artist in Residence Program, Part It, commencing 
May 9, 2005 and terminating July 5, 2005. The program will consist of 25 hours for 
preparation and 200 instructional hours. Salary will be in accordance with the Collective 
Agreement between the College and t 
Duties: To instruct. First Nations Artist rt II, class including 
advising on purchase of materials and design for cedar panel. To provide guidance 
and mentorship through ins 
campus. To assist in the sele 
in program delivery. 
Qualifications: The successful appli n artisan of First Natio~$ descent, 
preferably of the Tsimshian Nation. Applicants must be a Master carver (10 years or 
more experience) including design and various carving projects, particularly panels. 
Must have experience in training apprentices. and must identify Band affiliation and 
heritage. The preferred applicant will have strong organizational, interpersonal and 
communication (written & oral) skills with a demonstrated background of related 
experience. Experience working with adults in an educational setting combined with 
a capacity to provide a motivational learning environment is required. Applicants 
demonstrating a combination of education, skills, and experience are encouraged to 
apply. A porlfolio or photographic samples of your 
Respond in confidence by submfotlng a nt 'resume and quo 
competition # 05.01 78 to: Human Resources Department, Northwest Community 
College, 5331 McConnell Avenue BC V8G 4x2 FAX: 250.638.5475. 
Email: soatesQnwcc.bc.ca 
Norib west ,Community Co d to employment equify and 
encourages applications W m  First Nations people, women, persons 
with disabilities and members of visible minorlifes. 
Requires: 
You must be 19 years or older. 
Apply 'in person only. 
Tuesdays, Thursdays 
& Saturdays Only! 
4:OO pm. to 8:OO pm. 
Lucky $ Bingo Palace 
4410 Legion A m ,  Terrace 
No phone calls please. 
We thank all applicants for their interesi; 
however, only those selsc@d for an 
interview will be contacted. I 
Closing Date: April 14,2005 1 Take a closer look. 
I 
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All- Inclusive 
North Tweedsmuir Park 
Set Up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for 
over 9 years. Phone 250-635- 
9592.KTFNI 1' SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
<\ 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
" Jdy 7th-1 lth, 2005 
Pondosy Bay Wilderness Resort 
5 Days of Fishing, Hiking, Siglit Seeing e5 Relaxation 
FOR LEASE SPACE 
7,200 sq. ft. Sales/Warehouse Kenney & Pohle Ave 
(or 4 modules of 1,800 sq. fk) 
2,017 sq. ft. Sales/Warehouse 5008 Pohle Ave 
998 sq. ft. Office/Sales 5008 Pohle Ave 
1,735 sq. ft. Sales/Warehouse 2801 Kenney Street 
4820 Hwy 16 West 7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse - 
3 
KitchenlBath Cabinets, Sun 
Decks, Custom built wood pro- 
jects. Call Roger (250) 61 5-0469 
for,free estimates. (13~3)  
HARRIS TIMBERBUILT $675.00/person 
Children Free 1 
7 250-695-6677 
Complete Itinerary posted at: 
ww.vantineeuiding.com - _ 
Homes, Specializing in design/ 
building of timber frame homes, 
decks and outbuildings. We also 
provide complete home renova- 
tion services. AI1 work comes 
with warranty. Please call Shawn 
Limited space Zvailable. Call Now! , 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need money? We lend!l If you 
own you own home - you qualify. 
1-877-987-1420. www.pioneer- 
west.com Member of the Better 
Business Bureau. 
COZY NEWLY decorated apart- 
ment in Thornhill for mature per- 
son. F!S, no pets. $400 plus de- 
posit. 635-3165. (13P3) ' 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom Apt. in 
center of town, available imme- 
diately. Call 635-2360 (12P3) 
OFFICE AND 
.RETAIL SPACE 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
600, 1000 & 1600 sq. ft. 
SECOND FLOOR 
256,628, S84 & 935 sq. ft. 
25061 5.7543 or 635-3475 
I Centrally located. Approximately 1,500 sq. ft. of second floor space; also 500 sq. ft. on I the lower floor. Contact 635-3333. 
ckm%a 
770 Enterprise Crescent, Victoria, B.C. 
h r & w m i  I mil 
2 Bedroom Aporhmts 
Clean And Quiet 
laundry Facility 
Clare To Swimming Pool 8 Town 
References Required. 
Available Immediately 
Small Pets Welcome 
0 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Spring and Summer interior, ex- 
terior residential and commer- 
cial psinting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% labor 
discount. Professional ' quality 
work. Reasonable rates. Free es- 
timates. References available. 
Call Karl. 250-615-0199 (13P3) 615;='7662 
FURNISHED BEDROOM for 
rent in a 4 bedroom house. 
Share rest of home. On bus ro- 
ute. $260 per month, includes 
utilities. Ph. 635-3126 /14P31 1 
2 BEDROOM apartments in 4- 
plex (Soucie Ave) and 5-plex 
(Haugland Ave) No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $550/month. 
Phone 250-638-1 648(14p3) 
2 BEDROOM apartments-Riv- 2 BEDROOM trailer for rent, 
er Drive. $375-$400/1nonth. Sunny Hill Trailer Court. Rent 
No pets. References required. $'425/month, utilities extra. 
W~one 250-638-1 648 (14P3) Fridge, stove, washer/dryer. Ref- 
3 BDRM, 1 1/2 bath duplex, lo- erences required. 250-638-0438 
cated upper Thornhill. Carport, (14p3) 
large lot, storage room, $6501 3 BEDROOM trailer in Thornhill, 
month. Damage deposit and ref- wood fireplace, large livingroom, 
erences required.250-615-9120 kitchen with island and wall 
(4ctfn) oven, 4 pc bathroom, new floor- 
3 BEDROOM on park, w/d, f/s, $6oo/mO R.R. req'd. 
small storage unit, $600/mo. (250)635-9040 (1 3p3) 
(250)635-6224 (13P3) J MODERN CLEAN, newly reno- 
~-PLEX CLEAN 3 bedroom, for vated two and three bedroom 
rent. F/s, W/Q. dishwasher. No mobile homes. Will furnish if 
Pets. References required. Se- needed. Close to SChools and 
curity deposit $290 Rent $585. bus routes. Includes fridge, 
(250)635-5954 (1OP6) stove, blinds and storage shed. 
Available immediately.To view 
THREE side by phone 250-638-1885 (14~3) 
side duplex located in Horse- 
shoe area, close to schools, SMALL bdrm. trailer On a lot* 
w/d, n/g heat. N~ smoking, no shop. Good/clean condition. 
downtown and bus routes. F/s, 
parties, no pets, $700/month. ~ $550 + Utilities. (250)635-3756 
fk w/d, privacy hedge, 22x16 
34x60 STEEL building, 14 foot 
doors, suitab!e for Logging truck. 
Concrete floors, Compressor, 
Work Bench, Wood Furnace. 
3 BDRM Condo, 1 1/2 bath. 
F/S, W/D, newly renovated 
close to downtown. #13-4714 
Davis. Available immediately. 
$6OO/month utilities not included 
NICE 3 bedroom Condo. 4 ap- 
pliances. no dogs. Good refer- 
ences required. $550/mo. 638- 
8639 (13P3) 
(250)635-3908. (14P3) 
Royal Oak Industrial Park 
30,385 square feet which can be divided ONE BEDROOM apartment for 
rent in Thornhill. $275/month 
utilities extra. 250-638-0438 
A NEW 2 Bedroom Apartment 
Suite 2 floors, very clean & qui- 
et area.' Has covered parking. 
Come with fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer. No pets please!! Available 
immediately. Phone 635-4571 ( 
13P3) 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Quiet, clean two bedroom,sec- 
ond floor apartment. Close to 
town, security entrance, on-site 
management. No pets. $4501 
month + damage deposit. Call 
.,approximately 18' ceilings in warehouse 
ample electric service 
air conditioned office space plus luncheon 
secure compounded yard with access off 
four (4) 16' grade level loading doors 
fully sprinklered . 
extensive ventilation systems in place 
paint booth, spray booth and ample parking 
For further information please contact 
Ty Whittaker, Michael Miller 
or Ross McKeever 
' e-mail: ty.whittaker@colliers.com 
e-mail: michael.miller@colliers.com 
e-mail: ross.mckeeve@colliers.com 
and reception 
Glanford and Enterprise Crescent 
(14P3) 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet, new paint, laundry 
facilities, on site management. 
Available immediately. Call Bri- 
an 250-61 5-2777 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill, Single available immediately, $400 a month rent. Call Rob 250-635- occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 635-07740 
2065 (1 2P9) ;1 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- 
hill F/S W/D Dishwasher. Avail- new 2 bedroom apartment close ONE, TWO and three bedroom imked&tely, no pets, $450 to schools, hospital and Wal- apartments for rent. $350, $450, 
Mart. Three appliances with $550 Heat and hot water includ- plus damage deposit' (250)635- 6011 (13P3) storage room, blinds and beau- ed. Newly renovated. Security 
tiful oak cabinets. Non-smoking. on premises. Please call 250- 2 BDRM 112 Duplex whase- 
Available April 1 st. (250)635- 
2389 (1 1 P3) it references reauired. Please 250-635-6426 (32C.TFN) ROOM FOR rent. Furnished 
with TV. Use of washerldryer. 
Modern kitchen with dishwash- 638-0436 (1 4P3) 
er. Asking $550/month. Call TWO AND a half bedroom apart- 
635-3333 - days, 635-1 41 7 - ments. 4623 Haugland, full kitch- 
evenings. (13C3) en and livingroom. Recently ren- 
room apartment. F/S, W/D, gas PIUS $300 deposit. Available im- 
fireplace + blinds. Secured en- mediately. Call (2501638-1 348 
trance w/ parking. $575 monthly. Maria Or (250)635-5800 Tony. 
NIP and NIS. Call 635-1622 or (50CTFN). 
635-2250. (8C) TWO BEDROOM apartment 
for rent. Available immediately.  PARK & CLINTON\ Close rity ntrance, to '  \downtown. damage deposit Secu-
MANOR APT§. required,references required. 
Unfurnished and partially furnished 4500/month. 250-635-2174 
apts. Bachelor units,ane bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside 
swimming pool. One of the best 
maintained apts. in town. N o  pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
ences required. $360 + $180 5652 or leave message at 250- 
$550 per month. Security depos- 638-001 5, 250-615-0345 Or menta Must see. Thomas St- 
tained 2 bedroom apartment. $325/month. Close t0 town. 250- 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 2 bed- ovated, electric heat. $6OO/mO. 
2 BEDROOM basement 
Or 6353475/ suite,close to town and schools. 
- 
" 
250-638-0404(11 ctfn). 
AVAILABLE NOW. Briaht. like- 
call: 635-6316 (13P4) 
BRIGHT. SUNNY. well main- Call 250-635-1 971 (12P3) 
TWO AND ONE BEDROOM Internet: http://www.colliers.com basement suite. Clean and 
bright. NIS, NIP and No par- 
ties. F/S, Prefer working couple 
or Seniors. Right in town. Also a 
two bedroom ground level. 
(250)635-9684. Available imme- ' 6062 (!3p3) 
diatelv. I1 2P3) 
$5OO/mO plus power. (250)635- 
2, BEDROOM basement suite, 
w/d, $400/month, also 2 bed- 
room upper unit,$550/month 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin utilities included, w/d on site, 
Hut, Capacity 120-1 60, kitchen Thornhill 250-635-5992 or 250- 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 615-6832 (12~3) 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 2 BEDROOM Suite. Fridge, 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 stove, dishwasher, washer & 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- dryer, plus natural gas fireplace. 
tendina Services available. Fenced yard overlooking the 
Skeena River. Cablevision in- 
cluded. Available May 1 st. $5501 
mo. Call (250)638-8093 I1 3P31 
Septic Backup Cleanup, Insulation Removal, 
Grease Traps, Municipal Sewer Flutihing, Vac 
Excavation & much more... 
1 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
hill. Close to Schools, stores, 
laundry mat, etc. $375/nlo. 
Economical heat and lights 
1 BEDROOM, heated garage, 
satelite tv, w/d, furnished $4501 
mo, unfurnished $400/mo plus 
utilities. Available May 1, lo- 
cated in Smithers. Call Steve 
1 BEDROOM, heated garage, 
satellite TV, w/d, furnished 
$450/mo, unfurnished $4OO/mO 
plus utilities. Available May 1 
located in Smithers. Call Steve, 
3 BEDROOMS, 2 bathrooms, 
full basement family home in 
central location. F/S, W/D &dish- 
washer. Available May 1st. Ref. 
required. Pets Negotiable. $850 
p/m250-890-2045orralphgg@te- 
1u.s.net (13~3) 
5 BEDROOM 2 bath house Avail- 
able APRIL 1st. Walsh AVE. 
close to downtown and schools. 
F/S, W/D, DAM. Laminate floor- 
ing upstairs, includes finished 
basement suite with separate 
kitchen. $900/mo Call 250-798- 
2027 (1 1 p3) 
5 BEDROOM plus storage avail- 
able immediately. 2 bathrooms, 
$850/month plus utilities. Close 
to hospital, non-smoker pre- 
ferred. (250)635-5276 (13P3) 
FOUR BEDROOM house close 
to school and Hospital. No pets/ 
smoking. References required. 
Available May 1 st $850/month 
+ utilities. Contact 635-0570 
FOUR BEDROOM house 
with two bathrooms for rent in 
Horseshoe. No smoking. Pets 
ok. $724/month. References re- 
quired. 638-2824 (12P3) 
FOUR BEDROOM upper suite 
on Southside for rent. Close to 
schools. $700 per month utilities 
included Contact Brent 250- 
635-8875 (37ctfn) 
LARGE EXECUTIVE Family 
home in the horseshoe, 4 bed- 
rooms, 3 bathrooms, F/S, W/ 
D, Dishwasher, non-smoking. 
No pets, References required. 
$950/mo. Available May 1st 
(250)890-3693 rkbolton@shaw. 
ca (1 4P3) 
OLDER 3 bedroom house . 
Thornhill.Available immediately. 
Pets ok. $550/per month. Refer- 
ences required. Close to schools 
and bus route. Phone (250)635- 
4453 (1 3P3) 
SMALL PRIVATE 2 bedroom 
fenced yard, patio, small shed, 
located downtown central, fruit 
trees. Available April 1st. $650/ 
mo + utilities. (250)635-6845 
(250)638-8052 (11 P3) 
(604)302-0787 (13P3) 
(604)302-0787 (13P3) 
(10P6) I\ 
(11 P3) 
No pets. No smoking. Phone 
250-638-8246 (1 4p3) 
AVAILABLE JUNE lst, fur- 
nished, self contained, execu- 
tive suite, mountain vista drive, 
utilities included. $650/mO. 
BASEMENT SUITE 1 bedroom 
available immediately. $350/mo, 
$150 security deposit. Phone 
LARGE ONE bedroom suite 
in owner's residence. Cable in- 
cluded, hydro extra. No pets. 
References reauired. $4OO/mO 
(250)635-1767 (14P3) 
635-6930 (1 1 P3) 
S T O T  PILATES & YAMUNA BODY ROLLING 
SPRING SESSIONS BEGINS APRIL 14 
Fitness, sports conditionirig, post- 
rehabilitation arid management of 
chronic pain. Semi-private and 
private sessions available. 
Call Lorna Trent 635-7342 
3 BDRM Townhouses close to 
downtown & schools,f/s,w/d 
hookups, or wld available, free 
cable T.V. Runs from $5451 
month. Terrace Manor 4514 
Scott Ave. 250-635-4980 (14~3) 
3 BEDROOM townhouse, f/s, 
w/d, blinds, 2 storage sheds, 
fenced back yard, elec. heat. No 
pets. $575/mo + D.D. Ref. Req. 
(250)635-5278 (13P31 
eneral Household Maintenance & ReDair Summit Square 
Apartments 
'I & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
CHILDREN & ADULTS 
on 1 personal assistance 
with various subjects 
English, French, Math ... 
FREE INTERVIEW 
for new students 
hone: 638-0775 
YOUNG COUPLE new to Ter- 
race seeking acreage or out 
of town house on a rental pur- 
chase, with option to buy on 
6-12 month term up to $1200 
a month rental purchase. Call 
638-1 182 anytime. (1 3P3) 
4 BDRM house on 5 acres. See 
info at www.fsboc.comchtto:// 
(250)638-8639 (1 3P3) 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 4893 Scott he., Terrace 
(P50) 635-3330 ite. utilities included, private en- 
trance, F/S, w/d, gas fireplace, 
available immediately. $500 
month (250)635-3756 or 615- 
2532 (1 4P3) 
PARTIALLY FURNISHED base- 
mentjsuite for single non-smok- 
ing person. $400 per month in- 
cluding utilities. Damage deposit 
and references required. Avail- 
able immediately. Ph: 635-1355 
(1 4P3) 
8 I 
PERSONAL INCOME TAX 
BOOMKEEPING 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
*ty telephone & data outletc 
*satellite dishes 
*internet and networks www.fsboc.com add 1063. 
MAKE AN Offer!! 2.5 acres on HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
*Ample parking 
Laundry facilities , 
Close to schoo!s & downtown 
On bus route 
On site management 
No pets 
References required 
To view call 
638-1 748 
* t
*enerlainment systems 
installations & service 
*28 years of experience 
-A *residential &commercial Halliwell by Uplands School. 
2.5 acres on Halliwell with 1600 
SQ.FT shopiheated, wired. 11 
acres Krumm Road and Hwy 37 
with 1991 14x68 foot Trailer and 
Addition. 195 acres - 4Km on 
Kitselas Road. Approximately 5 
acres on Park Ave behind Cana- 
dian Tire zone for Light Industrial 
or Multifamily. Phone 635-2895 
or 61 5-7275 (1 1 P3) 
Over 35 years  experience 
Best Canadian Tax Computer 
Software Available 
RELIABLE AND REASONABLE 
Rock and Reel ent. 
5006 - \Vnlsh Avenue Randy ~~~~i 
Terrace, B.C. 260-615-6440 
635-6062 Cnnndn dozzi@monarch.net VRG 31-17 
POODLES PLUS - DOG CROON 
All  Breeds of DOQS 0, CATS I Era TWO BEDROOM AND three be- 
droom upper suites in Thornhill. 
Close to schools. $375 - $5001 
month. Contact Brent 250-635- 
8875 f5OCTFN) I .  I Siding, Gutters u w  I 1 Window clean int'erior/exterior .. . I CALL 645-8918 
son Bay Mountain. 50% share: 
Sleeps 8. Located near Prarie 
T. Deeded land. $40,000 firm. 
847-0032. 
_. ~ 
#anr offering FURminator Shed-less Treatments 250-61 5-1 123 CREATING A PAWSITIVE EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR DOG I 2000 SQFT office space. 4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250-635- 
71 71 
website construction 
virus removal 
custom programming 
PC maintenance 
Call Lennard at 635-7623 
BC Housing 
RENTAL ACCOMMODATION 
The Willows, Seniors Building 
Applications are being taken for well-maintained 
Bachelor and 1 bedroom apartments: 
0 Close to the downtown and transportation 
Fridge and stove provided 
Cablevision and laundry available at minimal costs 
No security deposit necessary 
Tenants pay no more than 30 percent of gross 
For information, please call 638-1619 or pick up 
applications from #103-3404 Kalum Street, Terrace 
or call 250-627-7501 to have an application mailed. 
monthly income. 
all appliances. V. hean. On Pari; 
Ave close to pool. Must see. Ask- 
ing $129,000 - 635-7610 (12P3) 
FOR SALE or Rent, Classy, 
Clean 1400sq.ft. Rancher. Spa- 
cious Bright rooms, fenced yard, 
deck & shed. Wood/electric 8, 
gas heat. WID, F/S. $85,000 
or for $650/mo. Available April 
1st. 4608 Davis Ave. 635-4162 
(1 1 P31 
88 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 6,2005 
THREE BEDROOM 1700sqft 
ranc~er located in Jack Pine 
' Flats. Two and a half acres, 
, newer home. Call 250-638-7074 
(14P1) 
14x70 MOBILE, many reno- 
vations. fruit trees. raSDberrv 
FOR SALE BPI OWNER bushes, garden shed,' play house, storage building, horse 
more. Cablecar subdivision, Kiti- 
mat. (No agents, please) Asking ' 
$97,000 (250)632-C902 (1 OP3) 
1993 MOBILE in quiet Thornhill 
park. 2 br, 2 full baths, 8x10 
add, skylights, 5 appl. Recent 
stall, horse shelter and much 4+ Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms 
3852 Coftonwood Crescent 
Asking $130,000 
New hardwood floors and paint upstairs. 
Large backyard opens o n  to park. 2004 Monte Carlo 
Factory Warranty 
Only 20,000 km 
NOW $20,995 
- -  
635-7091 
b-room reno: Large yard - must 
see. $43,900 Call 635-0167 to 
view 22. (1 4P3) 
. 10ACRES 15MINUTES East of 
Prince George (Carison Road) 
To VImw cal l  
2800 sqft, Gbdrms, 3bathrooms, 
double garage, sauna, hot tub, 
full basement. Neighbor to golf 
course. Horse pasture with 
shelter, out buildings, motocross 
track, seasonal creek, 2ponds. 
New 40ft x 50ft insulated steel 
shop with 20R peek, 16ft side 
walls and 14ft door. Recent 
appraisal available. $245,000 
(250)963-9346 cell (2501960- 
' The good is getting better at , 
P H t W ! M E S  
More homes, more selection, more deals I C 
93 Buick Lesabre 
Leather, Auto, N C  
ONLY. $4,995 
, 2004lmpala 
Only 12,800 km, 
Clean 
ONLY $19,995 
. I  
0356. . 
3 BEDROOM house in ToDlev 
RSF wood htr, partial bsmeni, in'- 
cludes FISNYIDIDW, large corn- 
er lot. 30x40 shop, woodshed, 
gard shed, garden, grn house, 
playhouse, Asking $75,000. 
Heather (250)847-8869 (12P3) 
HOME FOR Sale. 840 sq. ft. 
with 10' ceilings. 400 sq ft cov- 
ered deck, 20'x26' shop,' on 1 
acre. 20 miles east of Burns 
Lake.. Quiet country setting. 
$45,000 OBO. Call 690-7261. 
4+ BEDROOM, 2 bathroom 
house. New paint/floors and ren- 
ovations uoStairs. some down- 
. 
. . 
+ ' Ask for James. 
" Best Prices In The Northwest! 
..-.. 
2001 Impala 
Auto, Air 
ONLY $6,995 ' a  Call Philip or Leon at (250) 692-3375 *Am or toll free 1-866-620-3375 
2004 Buick 
Century 
Factory Warranty 
Only 16,000 km 
ONLY $19,995 
stairs. Large fenced in backyard 
opens on to park. RV parking, 
Shed, Car port, & Covered pa- 
tio in back. Located on Thorn- BEAUTIFUL JACK Rt~ssel 
hill bench. Must see. Asking 
$130,000. Phone (250)635-7091 
or (250)453-9612 111 P20) 
Puppies, from reg. ParentWJn 
site. Tails docked, dew claws re- 
moved, 1st shots. Ready to go .- I . - ,  
now. $450.00 250-635-6429 
jack-russellterriers.com (1 2p3) I 2004Honda I 
,CR 85 R 
' $3,500,00 
' tionion 7.6 acres 15 km south 1990 JD 310C back hoe, very 
of Quesnel. 30x50 shop with good condition. 5900 hrs, ex- 
hoist, compressor. Set up for tend-a-hoe, clams-doser buck- 
. horses. $115,000. (250)747- et. Very good rubber, 4 wheel 
2300 13P3 drive (4x4). Spare !ear tire on 
A M& . 1992-980 sf.2 rim. 2 spare front tires ob rims. 
,,pely landscaped, N~~ lami. bucket. All in excellent condition. 
nate and ceramic tile floors, new lo ft anblow doser pins 
bath room. B~~ window in din- All service manuals etc. Asking 
Large sundeck, 2 garden sheds. - '' 5-6078 l1 p3' 
Very well maintained, extremely RADIO PHONE Tad M8 with 
clean. Motivated to sell $85,000. loggers channel, A.G.K. and BC 
Open to offers. 250-638-6872 Tel, Telus mobility installation, 
13p3 push button dial up mic also MU)ST see. 1992 - 980 sf 2 long range, high gain antenna. 
6078* (11 p3) 
bedroom home in Jack- 1-14" trenching bucket. 1-24" 
pine Flats, Private 2/3 acres digging bucket. 1-36" cleanout 
paint, new lighting, new drapes 
and blinds, Large kitchen and 
ing area.Skylights. Very bright. 
on in place of front bucket. Also 
spare filter part 81 clam cylinder. 
$30,000 for package. 635-4773 
bedroom mobile home in Jack- Asking $800. 635-4773, 615- 
pine Flats. Private 2/3 acre nice- 
ly landscaped. new laminate and 
ceramic tile floors, new paint, 
new lighting, new drapes and 
, blinds. large kitchen and bath- 
room. Bay window in dining area. 
Skylights. Very bright. Largesun- 
0 deck, ,2 garden sheds. Very well 
maintained, extremelyclean. Mo- 
WANTED LOG house logs sitka 
spruce. Must be 45' minimum. 
16-20 Butt. And minimum 1 2  
Top. (250)635-7557 (11 P3) 
Victor Cavalheiro Eddie Vance Kellv Bulleld Call Toll Free 
I -800-~~862-3=926 
io04 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace 635-4941 
www.maccarthygm.com 
I700 4x4 w/winch I 
condition. -Must Sell. $;1200 I 10'Zodiac I OBO. (250)635-3644 (11 P3) 
w/4hp Yamaha Subscribe Today 
I
R Trailor 1 1958 FORD Falrlane 500. 2 
Door, H top, has collection plates 
with V8 auto trans, P.S., P.B., 
continental kit, cruiset skirts, 
new paint, new tires, 7800 origi- 
nal miles, excellent condition, 
sharp looking cruiser. Asking 
I 
$18000 635-4773. 615-6078. 
tivated to sell $85,000. Open to 
offers 638-6872. (12P3) 
I M~JTIVATED TO Sell COZY, 28 FT BAYLINER NEW LEG, re- 
Bright, 2 bdrm mobile home on built motor, depth souuder 8 112 
large lot. Great starter home or beaur crabtraps, rods, tackle, 
for revenue income needs exte- 300 ft rope, 314" anchor. $5000 
rior finishing. many unique fea- PHONE 635-6235 LEAVE MES- 
tures, lots of potential. Asking SAGE. ( 1 2 ~ 3  
$44,200 obo. Call Mary 635- BOAlTOPS a FRAMES,water 
proof seams, console canopys 
boattop repairs,recovering of 
boat seats with water proof ma- 
terial by Satellite Viny1,Fabrics & 
Canvas Works. 4520 Johns Rd. 
FRESH LEAN pork sold on the 250-635-4348 250-615-9924 
side, Premium quality raised in Email rolandpuetz@hotmail. 
the Bulkley Valley,delivered to 
your door. $1.40 Ib. 250-847- (12~6) 
4537 (1 3p3) 
1981 21' motorhome excellent 
mechanical condition, every- 
IIORSES FOR Quarter thing works great. Health forces 
!-brses and Paints, AQUA, good sale. Just fill the fridge and go. 
breeding, registered and unreg- $6500 (250)638-1427 (1 3p3) 
istered, 2 to 7 years old, some . 
(11P3) 
1958 RAPIER Sunbeam Sa- 
- - . 
~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) -  
that are important to the northwest 
with the paper that 'cads the way in 
Keep on top of all the news and views 
Quality News Coverage 
(SENIORS) 
1 Year .., ................ $65.17 (t$4.56csT) loon, fully restored with only 59,000 original miles, original 
colors with matching interior, eli- 
gible for collector's plates. Runs 
and drives great, asking $6850. 
Willing to look at serious offers. 
(250) 833-2637 or 833-5727. 
1997 FORD Ranger XLT Extend- 
ed Cab. Stepside, 4x4, automat- 
ic, cruise. Black with grey interi- 
or, power everything. A/C BFG 
All Terraine 31 xl0.5 tires on 
stock 15:~ aluminum rims. Key- 
less entry, command start. Pio- 
neer Premier MP3 player with 
Soundstream Class A 5.2 Amp 
2 JL Audio 1 2  subs, 125,000 
kms. Never been off road, high- 
way driven. Excellent condition. 
A Must To See. Reduced to 
Merc 8 Hp. 
Short Shaft 
$799.00 
I 
I clip & mail to 
I a Yes, I would like to receive the : 
Terrace Standard every week, I 
I 
I 
Encbsed is $-, (GST included) for a one year subscription. I 
n 
Name 
Address 
Town Postal Code 
Phone I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 1 I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1 I l l l l l A l  
I 3210 
; Clinton Street 
; Terrace, B.C. 
; VSG5R2 
greon broke. Phone (250)847- 
3421 or (250)847-1279 (TFN) 
Im I I I I I I 1 I I I I $14,000. Call 567-9846. 
BODY WORKTHERAPY w 
problems? Biomechanicallssues? 
d Movement? Soundness Concerns? 
I assess and treat the whole horse including cranial, 
cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral, pelvic & shoulder 
misalignments. Results based therapy using nod 
invasive fascia release & massage techniques. 
New to Hwy 76 -Serving Prince George to Terrace 
Call Mark @ (250) 698-7790 
1997 
k p t a  
Tacoma sit5 
V6, 4x4, 
112,000 km, R i m  
Bedliner, upgraded 
stereo & alarm. 
$20,0QO 
635-6556 
1 1987 
WlNNEBAGO 
32' class A moulded F/G 
body, 454, air/tilt/cruise, 
disc brakes, air suspension, 
two roof air, rear quean bed, 
generator, excellent condition. 
CONTACT 
635- 140 1 
OR 63 1 -2285 
$23,900m OBO 
GUARDIAN PUPPIES Born 1995 TIAGA motorhome. 24' 
March 14, 2005. Ready May long roofidash air. Fully loaded, 
10, 2005. Akabash X Marem- sleeps 6. 350 engine with over- 
ma $300.00. Parents eliminate drive, very good on gas, almost 
predators. 971-2205. new mich. fires & awning. Very 
FEMALE BORDER Collie pup. good condition. Well prices at 
Registered. Born February 5, $~4*OOO. TO view phone (250) 
2004. Shots. 971-2205. 635-4233 (1 2P3) 
80 GALLON Salt Water acrvlic 1978 Frontier Camp- 
- 
aquarium. C/W custom metal ha- er, working stove, fridge,' lights. 
lide light system on timers, built $500 obo- (250) 638-8185 
in trickle filtration system, pro- (13p3) 
tein skimmer, live rock, and fish, 
and animals over $5000 replace- 
ments. $2000 obo. Call Derrick 
638-8700 days, 61 5-5443 eves. 
(13P3) terracestandard.@em CH.dc out our slte or call 638-7283 for edvelllslng Infarmatian 
. .  
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NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION ACT 
R.S.C. 1985, CHAPTER N-22 
Lisims Forest Resources Limited Partnership, hereby gives notice tho! 
an application has been made to the Minister of Transport pursuant to 
the Navigable Waters Protedion Act for approval  of the work described 
herein and its site and plans. Pursuant to Section 9 of the said Act, Lisims 
Forest Resources l imi ted Partnership has deposited with the Ministry al 
Transport, and in  the office of the Government Agent Prince George, 
British Columbia under deposit number 1000230. A description 01 
the following work, its site and plans of the br idge over Anudal Creek 
located a t  k m  0.1 on the Anudol Main l ine  Forest Road. 
Comments regarding the effect of this work  an marine navigation 
m a y  b e  directed to ; The Superintendent, Nav igab le  Waters Protection 
Program, Transport Canada, 200 - 401 Burrard Street, Vancouver, BC 
V6C 3S4. However, comments will be considered only ii they are in 
wri t ing a n d  are received not later than 30 days after the date of this 
notice. 'r 
Although all comments conforming to the above will be considered, 
, ,  
Save Big On Trucks, Cars, 
SUV's, Vans, many unreserved! 
Auctions in Kelowna every Satur- 
day 11:OO am viewing Mon-Sat 
9am - 5pm. Call Toll Free: 1- 
866-967-5365. 
Invitation to Tender 
Nechako Northcoast Construction Terrace 
Project No. T-07-2005 
REST AREA MAINTENANCE 
Registration Deadline is April 15, 2005 
1991 4x4 King Cab Ranger Ca- 
nopy 6 cyl. 145000 km. Ranger 
no rust $1 500 (250)635-6235 
leave message.(l2P3) 
1991 DODGE Shadow $1200, 
excellent shape, new tires over 
$1000, just put into front end, 
breaks, cu joints, 'calipers, ball 
joints, ect. Runs great. No dents, 
no rust. 638-1182 (13P3) 
A bid security will not be required: The lowest o r  any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
Tenders will be received by Nechako Nor thcoas t  Construction at 
the address noted below no later than 2:OO P.M. April 15, 2005. 
Tender documents are available at our Operations Office located 
at: 
5720 Highway 1 6  West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G4C3 
Phone: 250-638-1 881 Fax: 250-638-8409 
Peter Lansdowne, 
General Manager 
Nechako Northcoast Construction ,CON tAUCT,ON TCRAACE 
Terrace "2 / 9.,*I,YUnUITSLIO 
no individual response will be sent. 
Signed in Prince George this 30 day of March 2005. -_ -
ALLNORTH CONSULTANTS LIMITED - _ Kelly Grebliunal 
GraduAteg of &e & 
Cot U\tiIl4, 
BC TIMBER SALES CALLING FOR TENDERS ~ o l  
Bwrlcll SITE SUPERVISION AND CONTRACT ~~m 
MONITOR ENOGTSKHA-400 I 
TYLOR M. 
EVANS 
am no longer 
responsible for 
the debts 
acquired by 
SHERRY E. 
PARNELL 
as of 
APRIL 6, 
200s 
\ 
CHAMP Program 
Sealed Tenders for the following Site Supervision and Contract Monitor Contract wlli be 
received by the Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Tiniber Sales Office, Skeena BUdness 
Area, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1 L1 on the dates shown below, at whWl 
time all tenders will be opened in public: 
Contract #: ENOGTSKHA-400 
Contact: AI Harrison, Engineering Technician 
Closing Date: 
Phone: 
Tenders musl be submined in accordance with the terms and condltions specified in the 
lender package. The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as 
outlined in the Conditions of Tender. Tho lowest priced ok any tender will not necessadly 
be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the time. 
Acontinuous service without further tendering Is desired. Therefore, the contract being 
lendered contains an "option to renew" clause whereby the Ministry reserves the M h l  
to renew the contract for another Term, up to a maximum full term 01 three (3) years, 
subject to funding and satisfactory Contractor performance. See the specimen contract 
lor further details. As renewal is not assured, bidders are cautioned to prepay3 their 
lender price on the basis of a single term contract only. 
Packages are available by contacting the receptionist at (250) 638-5100. An electronk 
version of this notice and particulars package Is available on BC Bid.. Further information 
may be oblalned by contacllng the above mentioned Engineering Technician. 
April 27.2005 9 9:OO am 
(250) 842-7623 (Hazelton Field Team) 
for child amputees 
are carrying on 
the tradition of 
"amputees helping 
BC TIMBER SALES 
@ NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR F:z' 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A76743 
Take notice that, the invitation as advertised in the Terrace Standard. for timber sale 
licence A76743 tor sealed tenders for the sale of 11,022 cubic metres, more or less. 
to be accepted by the District Manager, Terrace, British Columbia, was advertised with 
an incorrect opening date. Timber Sale A76743 will close on April 14" 9 8:30 am and 
open on April 14'" 9 930 am. 
Electronlc version of thls nollce 6 tender pkg Is available at: 
httpd~5.for.gov.bc.cdnotl~nil.ddnolice~ I d 4  672 amputees" and 
protecting CALLING FOR TENDERS 
IMOGTSKTE-107 CORRECTION 
Take notice that. the invitation as advertised in the Terrace Standard on March 16m 
and 30m, 2005, for Implementation Contract IM06TSKTE-107 Located in the Terrace 
Business Area. The paragraph in the Ad that read: "Only lhose contractors who have 
successfully completed an Implementation Contract of the same type and size within the 
past two (2) years are eligible to bid." 
The paragraph should read: Only those contractors who have successfully completed 
an Implementation Contract of previous work of like size and kind within the Coastal 
Westem Hemlock Biogeoclimatic zone wet submaritime (CWHws 1 8 2) and very moist 
(CWHvml) subzones and the Interior Cedar Hemlock Zone moist cool (ICHmcl 8 
mcla) subzones within the past four (4) years are eligible I? bid. 
CONTRACTOR: Hovland Contracting Ltd. 
This is to certify that the work described therein has been SUBSTANTIALLY 
PERFORMED on February 25,2005. For all purposes under the contract. wherein the 
rights, duties and obllgations of all parties concerned are descnbed, and for all purposes 
under the Lien Legislation applicable to the place of work, Substantial Performance 
shall be regarded as equivalent to 'Completed" as descnbed thereunder. 
Timber Sales Manager, Skeena Business Area, KO0 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
C 
Canada's 
militarv historv. BC TIMBER SALES 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A64101 
&&! NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR z" 
Blurat 
Coimitin 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence A64101 
is being offered tor sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Terrace FleM 
Team. 
Closlng Date: 
Geographlc Location: Williams Creek FSR 
Estlmated Volume: 
Thls timber sale licence has been designed for harvest using cable logglng. The use 
of other systems may be subject lo the Forest Practices Code of British ColumMa Act 
and its regulations. 
The upset stumpage rate $ 28.22/ma for the competitive volume, approximately 15,099 
m'. was determined by the variable cost method and is applicable only to conlfemus 
green sawlog grades (except Interior Grade 3). This Umber sale licence Is fully 
developed. 
Specles percent: Balsam 41%. Cedar 9%, Hemlock 50% 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or corporations regislered as a BC Timber 
Sales Enterprise in Category 1, 2 or 3. Applications will be accepted by the Timber 
Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office. Skeena Business Area, 200 - 5220 Kelth 
Avenue. Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1Ll. Tenders will be opened In publk at 990  
am Apnl28.2005. 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider in their application. Thls 
material which includes application forms and other Information about the TSL can be 
Dbtained from the above BC Timber Sales OMce by contacting the receptionist at 250 
638-5100. Contact TreKor Shannon at 250 638-5112 for Field enquiries only. 
Electronic verslon of thls nollce & tender pkg Is svallabie a t  
httpd~5.for.gov.bc.cdno~lceJlnlt.ddnollce Idol665 
April 28,2065 9 8:30 am 
19,607 cublc metres. more of less Tom: 18 months 
OTHERS 
Re: The estate of 
JOANNE MARGARET SNAIR, 
deceased, formerly of Stewart, 
British Columbia 
Creditors and others havin! 
:loims against the estate of Joann, 
Margaret Snair are hereb 
iotified under section 38 of Ihi 
Trustee Ad that particulars of thei 
:laims should be sent to the undei 
iigned Executor at #2006630 Lc 
zelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VBC 
1 S6, on or before May 15, 2005 
dter which date the Executor w i  
jistribiite the estale among h i  
mrties enlitled 10 it, having regari 
m l y  to the claims that have thei 
men received.- 
loni lee Snair, Executor. 1 
Warner Bandstro Brown, Solicitor! 
0 
To see a listing of our Canadian Military 
Heritage documentaries, 
visit our Web site at www.waramps.ca. 
Documentaries can be borrowed 
free-of-charge or purchased 
at cost-recovery prices. 
To order a pamphlet that lists our 
Canadian MiDitary Heritage 
documentaries, contact The War Amps 
E-ZEE ACCESS: Tel.: 1-800-250-3030 
Fax: 1-800-21 9-8988 
Charitable Registration No.: 131 96 9628 RROOOl un8slW 01 
BC TIMBER SALES I 
CALLING FOR TENDERS FwosD 
EN06TSKTE-426 
Sealed Tenders for the following Maintenance Contract will be received by the Timber 
Sales Manager, Terrace limber Sales Office. Skeena Business Area, 200-5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G lL1 on the dates shown below, at which time all tenders will 
be opened in public: 
Conlract I: EN06TSKTE-426 
Closing Date: May Zm, 2005 at 1 :30pm 
Arnandatory site viewlng will be held on Wednesday, April 20m. 2005. To register !or the 
site viewing, or for further information, please contact Brian Ness at 250-638-5104. 
Tenders must he submined in accordance with the terms and conditions specified in the 
tender package. The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requlrements as 
ouUined in the Conditions 01 Tender. The lowest prjced or any tender will not necessarily 
be awpted.- ContraclAward is subjedbfunding being available at the time 
Packages are available by contacting the receptionist at (250) 638-51 00. An electronic 
verslon of this notice and particulars package is available on BC Bid. 
BC TIMBER SALES 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A73448 COlUh!UL4 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act. timber sale licence A7344 
s being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Hazelton flel 
Team. 
Closlng Date: 
Geographic Location: 1 km 900 Rd. Tea Lake FSR 
Estimated Volume: 
This limber sale licence has been designed for harvest uslng ground based bggiy 
The us0 of other systems may be subject lo the Forest Practices Code 01 BrltIS 
Columbla Act and its regulations. 
The upset Gumpage rate $11 .34/m3for thecompetilive volume, 
was determined by the variable cost method and Is applicable only to conlferous gree 
sawlog grades (except Interior Grade 3). Thls timber sale licence Is fully developed. 
Specles percent: Balsam 13%. Cedar 9%, Hemlock 77%. Pine 1% 
Thls licence requires Ihe building of approximately 0.8 kilometres of on-block mads. 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a BC Timbs 
Sales Enterprise In Category'l, 2 or 3. Applications wlll be accepted by the Timbe 
Sales Manager. Terrace Timber Sales Office, Skeena Buslness Area, 200 - 5220 KelU 
Avenue. Terrace, British Columbla VBG 1L1. Tenders will be opened In public at 91( 
am on April 21,2005. 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider In their application. Thl 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can bc 
ibtained from the above BC limber Sales OMce by contacting the receptionlst at 2s 
j38-5100. Contact Steve SI. John for Fleld enquiries only. 
Electronic verslon 01 lhia nollce 6 lender pkg Is available at: 
ittpd~5.for.gov.bc.calnotlc~nlt.ddnotIce Id4668 ' 
8 NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR zd 
6M!,Sl I 
April 21.20059 8:30 am 
7,583 cubic metres. more or less Term: 19 months 
NOTICE TO 
CONTRACTORS 
Invitation to Bid 
. -  Mills . Memorial " .  
I.C.U./Emesgenty 
Addition & 
-"=Hospital. -. . , 
I . I + . .  
Renovation 
Consisting of renovations to 
3000 square feet the existing 
Emergency Department of the 
Hospital and a new 3000 
square foot concrete building 
oddition to house a new 
Intensive Care Unit. 
2 sets of Drawings and 
m e  set of specifications 
we available at no cost 
to Qualified General 
Contractors from: 
Dan Condon Archi tect  
fax 250-635-1 598 
Tenders will be received up 
'0 Thursday, May 5, 2005 at 
2 pm. at the Architect's Office 
in Terrace, B.C. 
A site visit i s  scheduled for 
Nednesday, April 20, 2005 
D t  1O:OO a.m. 
250-635-1 578 
I & BC TIMBER SALES CALLING FOR TENDERS &?@AI 
I QF FOREST SERVICE ROAD MAINTENANCE F:zTd CONTRACT ENO6TSKHA-401 
Sealed Tenders for the following Forest Service Road Maintenance Conlract will be 
received by the Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office. Skeena Business 
Area, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1 L1 on the date shown below, at which 
time all tenders will be opened In public: 
Contract #: 
Contact: Ai Harrison, Engineering Technician 
Closing Date: 
Tenders must be submined in accordance with the terms and conditions specified in the 
tender package. The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as 
outlined in the Conditions of Tender. The lowest priced or any tonder will not necessarily 
be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the time 
Packages are available by contacting the receptionist at (250) 638.51 00. An electronic 
version of this notice and particulars package is available on BC Bid. Further information 
may be oblained by contacting the above mentioned Engineering Technician. 
ENOGTSKHA-401 
April 2P,  2005 9 1O:W am 
Phone: (250) 842-7623 
NOTICE OF PETITION 
NOTICE TO: WALTER LOZINSKY 0 
TAKE NOTICE that TERRACE & DISTRICT CREDIT UNION has 
issued a Petition wherein you are named as a Respondent in 
the Supreme Court of British Columbia for foreclosure of an 
Indenture of Mortgage dated the 28th day of February, 1992 
and registered in tho Prince Rupert Land Title Office on the 2nd 
day of March/l992 under Number TF002441 for default of 
payment under the aforesaid Indenture of Mortgage. 
AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that i f  you wish to be heard at 
the Hearing of the Petition or wish to be notified of any further 
proceedings, you must give notice of your intention by filing a 
form entitled "Appearance" in the Terrace Registry of this Court 
within fourteen (14) days from the date of the publication of this 
Notice/ inclusive of such date. 
AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that this Notice of Petition i s  made 
pursuant to the Order for Substitutional Service granted by The 
Honourable Mr. Justice Meiklem on the 29th day of March, 
2005. 
DATED at the City of Terrace, Province of British Columbia, this 
1 st day of April, 2005. 
This NOTICE is filed by Don Brown, of the law firm of WARNER 
BANDSTRA BROWN, Barristers and Solicitors, whose place of 
business and address for delivery i s  200-4650 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terraw, British C o l u m b i a  V8G 1 S6. 
fi THE C I f t  F 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENTION 
CITY OF TERRACE 
TERRACE 
TAKE NOTICE THAT, in accordance with Section 24 of the 
Community Charter, the Corporation of the City of Terrace 
(the "City") intends to provide assistance, as defined under 
the Community Charter, to TLC Sawmills Ltd. (the "Company") 
located at 4900 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC for the purpose of 
assisting the Company to acquire, operate and maintain the 
Sawmill. The City proposes to lend the sum of $950,000 to 
the Company, repayable with interest to the City over a term of 
10 years. The proposed assistance will be provided through a 
partnering agreement with the Company under Section 21 of the 
Community Charter. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 
24 OF THE COMMUNIN CHARTER, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
Ron Poole, Chief Administrative Officer 
&$ 
BRITISH 
COLUMB~A 
PUBUC REVIEW AND COMMENT ON THE PROPOSED 
BC TIMBER SALES, SKEENA BUSINESS AREA, 
2005 FOREST STEWARDSHIP P I A N  FOR 
THE #ALUM FOREST DISTRICT OPERATING AREA 
Ministry of 
Forests CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
HERITAGE DESIGNATION 
BYLAW AMENDMENT 
Notice i s  hereby given that the Skeena Business Area, BC Timber Sales proposed 2005 Forest 
Stewardship Plan [FSP) is available for public review and comment. The Forest Stewardship Plan 
describes: 
1. The planned areas of interest [known as Forest Development Units or FDUs) that will contain 
harvesting and road activities. 
2. Strategies and results for each FDU that are consistent with applicable legislation and objectives 
set by government. The objectives are described in the Forest and Range Practices A c f  and its 
associated regulations. 
The Plan will be for a five-year term and applies to operations within the Kalum Forest District 
Operating Area including areas in: 
the Nass Timber Supply Area 
the Kalum Timber Supply Area 
Tree Farm Licence 1 
Tree Farm Licence 41 
The Forest Stewardship Plan will be available for public review and comment from March 24" to 
May 23d 2005 during regular operating times at the following locations: 
BC Timber Sales Office 
#200-5220 Keith Ave. Terrace, BC 
(Monday to Friday, 8:OO am to 4:OO pm) 
Terrace Public Library 
46 1 0 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC 
Please forward any comments, concerns or questions, in writing, no later than May 23d, 2005, to: 
For areas North of Kifimaf: 
Gail Campbell, R.P.F., Planning Forester 
E-mail: gail.carr1pbell@gems8.gov.bc.ca, E-mail: les.pawlakQgems4.gov.bc.ca, 
Ph: 250 638-51 15, Fax: 250 638-51 76. 
Mailing address for both is BC Timber Sales Office, #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 111 
Kitimat Public Library 
940 Wakashan, Kitimat, BC 
Government Agent's Office 
703 Brightwell St., Stewart, BC 
For areas South of Kifimaf: 
Les Pawlak, R.P.F., Planning Forester 
Ph: 250 638-5 120, Fax: 250 638-5 176. 
TAKE NOTICE THAT application has been made to amend heritage 
Designation Bylaw No. 978-1 982. 
THE INTENT: 
To a m e n d  Section 1, of Heritaqe Designation Bylaw No. 978- 
1982 to identify that the Georg;! little Nouse Municipal Heritage 
Site is located on the roperty, legally described as: 
Parcel A (Bylaw P k n  BCP7073), District lots 361 and 
369, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 4 1  8 1  2. 
BYLAW IMSPECTIOW: 
THE PROPOSED AMEHDMENY BYLAW AND RElEVAHT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENYS MAY BE INSPECYEP in the reception 
I 
area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, 'B.C., between the hours of 8:30 
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. each day from Wodnerdoy, h r c h  301h, 
2005, to Monday, April 1 1 th, 2005, excluding Saturdays and 
Sundays. 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
application may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE 
PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS, AT ROO P.M. ON MONDAY, APRIL 1 lTH, 2005. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS: 
RON POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
/I 
DARD 
321 0 Clinton St. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
I r 
i 
// 
n 
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B’ball boys survive the ups 
and downs at provincials 
CALEDONIA played the ~ 
province and gave it their all 
but the scoreboard failed to 
show their hard work. 
The boys basketball team 
finished their season at the 
60th AAA High School 
Boys Basketball Provincial 
Championships in Vancou- 
ver from Mar. 15 to 19. 
1 The squad ended the 
tourney with a record of 0-3, 
placing them between 1 1 th 
and 20th. 
“They actually played 
fairly well in the first cou- 
ple of games,” coach Cam J 
Carly Snider won gold alongside their Prince George Northern Blade teammates at  
the BCAHA Girls Senior A Provincial Hockey Championships in March. The team 
plays at the Western Shields in Regina this weekend. 
. _ _  . .  
i J  o MacKay said. 
Their first opponents, the 
one or two BC team play- 
Go Id en g i rls go east Brookswood Bobcats, had 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
A YOUNG hockey player who scored gold 
at a provincial championship as the lone 
Terrace girl on the host team is on her way 
to the western hockey chanipionships this 
weekend. 
Raina Karrer, 18, and her Kitimat buddies 
Cwly Snider, 15, and Leah Kolodinski. 18, 
compete in the Western Shields in Regina 
from tomorrow through Sunday. 
The trio play for the Prince George North- 
em Blades women’s hockey team, who won 
gold in the BCAHA Girls Senior A Provin- 
cial Championships .last month. 
At Provincials, the team went undefeated 
in the round robin, beating Campbell River 
They blasted Campbell River 5-2 in the 
final after coming back froin a 2-0 lead with ers, y0~111g, Llnstoppablc b;g 
’ 5-3, Fleetwood 4-2,and Kamloops 3-2. 
guys, MaEKay saib: five unanswered goals. 
Karrer scored one goal and one assist. Brookswood led all the 
Kolodinski netted two goals. way. ending the first half41- 
Karrer’s mom. Trtmmy. said her daughter 33 and winning 85-57. 
has played for the Northern Blades for four Several Grade 1 I players 
years and they always lost in the finals. found <how tough the com- 
This year she believes the team found petition can be, alld discov- 
their footing with better consistency and ered their weak spots, good 
hard work on and off the ice. experience for next year, 
Tammy wasn’t sure if her daughter’s MacKay said, 
team would medal at the Western Shields. In their second game 
“I don’t know what the competition is against the Pitt Meadows 
since this is their first time going,” she said. Marauder Air Force, Cal 
If the team wins the Northern Shields. played better. 
they travel to the national championships. Pitt Meadows led 21- 
8 after the first quarter but 
ics in the Terrace Men’s Rec League. Cal matched them point for 
- 
“ Karrer also plays for Blue Ridge Graph- 
a Lacrosse 
“wants you 
0 
ANYONE who missed the lacrosse sign up earlier this year 
has a second chance this Friday. 
’ Players from four years old on up can register at the com- 
munity room in Skeena Mall from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Lacrosse organizer Kevin Fletcher had high hopes for 100 
youth to sign up this year, only to 6e pleasantly surprised. 
So far 110 children have joined the league, and 7 1 of 
those are new this year. 
Christine Kamlah, women’s league organizer, said all 
interested women should sign up so organizers know how 
many want to play. 
Even if you’re not certain you’ll drop in, organizers want 
as many women to register as possible, she said, adding the 
women’s league will likely be a beginner league. 
The lacrosse season starts with an open floor time at the 
arena on April 16. 
“We want to see all the kids out,” Fletcher said. 
He believes the season will continue through mid-JuIy. 
If the sport garners enough interest, lacrosse will move 
outdoors to the fields for the summer. 
Fletcher said the midget team, who travelled to the BC 
Summer Games last year, “had a blast” despite finishing sec- 
ond last. 
“Everyone I’ve talked to wants to go again this year,” he 
said, adding the Games only play every two years. 
He’d love to take a team to the provincials in Quesnel 
this year. 
Those registered on teams can attend a free player devel- 
opment camp on May 7 and 8 at the Terrace Arena. 
Former national team members will teach the camp along 
with Kerry Sushecki of the Minnesota Swam. 
The league is looking €or coaches, volunteers or anyone 
with a knowledge of lacrosse to help out. 
Fletcher said the league only supplies goalie equipment 
so other players need their own, which includes a lacrosse 
stick, kidney pads and lacrosse gloves. 
Potential referees can travel to a free clinic in Kitimat this 
Saturday if they agree to ref six games this season. 
For the first time, the men’s division will playful1 contact 
against Kitimat. 
All registered players are eligible to enter a contest to de- 
sign the logo and name the team. 
’ 
Awards cap 
i, hockey career 
A FORMER LOCAL bantam player has won two individual 
awards to cap off his Junior A hockey career. 
Josh Murray won the co-MVP award and was named 
most inspirational player by the Williams Lake Timber- 
wolves this season. 
“They were nice awards to get for sure,” Murray said last 
month after arriving back in town. 
I n  his best wcekend this season, he scored two goals and 
assisted on three in the Timberwolves’ 6-4 win over Co- 
quitlam, and netted one goal and two assists against Langley 
to launch him into third spot among the Timberwolves’ top 
scorers this season. 
John Amos, who coached Murray when he played for the 
bantams here. said the former bantam and midget captain is’ 
a great player and role model for Amos‘ team. 
“They all look up to him and were quite excited when 
they got to watch him this year.” he said, referring to the 
same weekend. 
Murray had a great year but the Timberwolves finished 
one point out of the playoffs. a big disappointment. 
“Especially in my last season it would’ve been nice to 
make a run in the playoffs,” he said. 
Murray’s reached the age limit for playing with the team 
but has some ideas in mind for his future. 
“I’m talking to a couple of universities down in the 
States,” he said. adding those schoois are the University of 
Alabama in Huntsville and Western Michigan. 
Both are NCAA division one teanis. 
Despite receiving an entry package from McGill Uni- 
versity in Montreal. Murray‘s not considering the Canadian 
school. 
“My goal has always been to go down and play division 
one in the States,” he said, adding he’d love to make the 
NHL in the future. 
Over the summer. he plans to keep in shape by weightlift- 
ing and running. 
game they had all year.” 
Mount Baker could do no 
wrong. 
“We’d bounce the ball 
off our shoe or whatever,” 
MacKay said. 
Cal suffered a record 
number of turnovers, most 
unforced, letting Mount 
Baker score 35 points on 
their mistakes. 
Each quarter, Mount Bak- 
er scored a consistent 23 to 
27 points, while Cal dunked 
between 7 and 17 points. 
The final score saw 
Mount Baker reign victori- 
Several players stood out 
throughout the tourney. 
Jag Aujla was the tourna- 
ment’s #I3 top scorer with 
ous 100-53. 
CALEDONIA’S MIKE HARRIS, left, seen here during 
point in the second, ending 
the first half still down by 13 
points, 38-25. 
The third quarter ended I’ 
55-36. 
Cal outscored the Van- 
couver teah 19-13 in the 
fourth and narrowly lost 68- 
55. 
“This team has 6’9” and 
6’6“ [players] and our big- 
gest is 6*2”,” MacKay said. 
“They played w’el!: a 
good, defensive game. Then 
“we played Mount Baker and 1’ 
the wheels fell off. It was 
a terrible game, the worst 
a home game against Charles Hayes in Jan, scored 
the 10th best free throw percentage at the AAA High 
School Boys Basketball Provincial Championships in 
Vancouver during spring break. J 
59 points, an average of al- 16 free throws, an 87.5 per 
most 20 points per game, in cent accuracy rate, putting. 
the three games. He was the him in 10th place. 
#20 rebounder, grabbing 27 ’ Ten players return to the 
in total, 19 of those while 011 team nex! year, twice as 
the offensive. many as usual and they’re 
Arnan Parmar made five alreadrthinking about next 
blocks, listing him as the season. 1 
ninth top blocker. “Most are pretty ramped 
Brian Lambert sank six up about it,” MacKay said. 
free throws and Jared Ste- “They didn’t like the way 
phens netted four, a 100 per they finished so that pushes 
cent success rate for both, them even more.” 
landing them second and The players will start 
third in overall free throw training for next season with 
percentage. skills drills later this month, 
Mike Harris sank 14 of MacKay said. 
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www.eckankar.org. 
CREDIT COUNSELLORS 
DEBT STRESS? We can 
help you avoid bankruptcy 
through debt consolidation. 
Achieve peace of mind. 
Visit  us online at: 
www.mydebtsolution.com or 
call toll-free:l-877-556-3500._ 
DEBT CONSOLIDATION 
PROGRAM. Canada Credit 
Services helps Canadians 
repay debts; reduce 
or e l i m i n a t e  i n t e r e s t  
r a t e s ,  r e g a r d l e s s  of 
your credit situation! 
Call 604-734-81 58 or 1-866- 
663-7968 for confidential, 
no-charge consultation. 
For online application: 
www.canadadebt.ca. Bonded 
and licenced by the provincial 
government. 
EDUCATION 
A N E W  C A R E E R ?  
T r a i n  t o  b e  a n  
Apart men t/Condom in i urn 
Manager. Many jobs! 
Job placement assistance. 
A I I a re a s  . Government 
r eg i s t e red  p rogram.  
lnforrnat ionlbrochure:  
665-8339. www.RMTl.ca. 
PENNY WISE JOURNALISM 
SCHOLARSHIP for women. 
The winner will receive a total 
of $2,500 to study journalism 
in the eight-month journalism 
certificate course at Langara 
College in Vancouver. Visit 
www.bccommunitynews.com 
for details. Deadline: 
LOVE ANIMALS? Veterinary 
Assistant Program. Classes 
start April, July, October. 
Start a new career. Call 
today! Granville Business 
College, 1-800-661 -9885 or 
604-683-8850. Website: 
wv.veterinary-assistant.com. 
604-681 -5456 / 1-800- 
April 29,2005. . -  
SERVICES __ - - __ - - - __--_-- . . - - -- HELP WANTED . _ _  ANNOYNCEMENTS _ _ _  CARS-. - EMPLOYMENT 
OLYMEL, Red Deer, C R I M I N A L  RECORD? It 
Arts and Culture Week? April A u t o m o b i 1 e I o a n s - Alberta’s largest employer is limits your ability to travel: 
4 0 0  v e h i c l e s  o n l i n e .  C R U S H E R  personnel now hiring food processing but  on ly  to one 24-30, schools & arts 
Trucks/vans/cars/SUVs. required for immediate workers. Starting Salary Get yours  cleared and 
Bc are Diesellgas. Turned down? employmen t .  Loade r  $10.55/hr plus premiums and 
get the truth.  Contact us: present ing  arts events. Rates too high? Trading in? operators, ground hands, earn as much as $17.45/hr; 
WHAT ARE y o u  DOING for WWW.CREDIT-KING.COM. Q!!!?OflTU!!!!TES- 
EXPERIENCED PORTABLE 
W h y  not You? Go to Instant money available tower Operators, and LO bed extended health & dental National P$rdon Centre, 
www. bcacsweek.ca. online. From 0-79’0 and =drivers. Work is mostly north after 3 months; free bus 5 1 4 - 8 4 2 - 2 4 1 1 . 
complimentary delivery. Zero 
down financing. Apply online, 
L A R G E  U N R E S E R V E D  call anytime 1-800-650-4829 
COMING EVENTS Auction, Edmonton, Alberta, 
April 21, 2005 - 8 a.m. April H E A V E y  Is A STATE of 
221 2005 a*m* Fur ther  consciousness. Learn how 
AllCTlON5. . 
Industrial & Agricultural ( 2 4 ~ ) .  _ _  - .. - . - 
information: Phone 780- to experience heaven now. 
955-2486. Visit OUT website: Call E C K A N K A R  at 
rbauction.com. Hundreds 1 -800-LOVE-GOD for a 
of-items. to choose from! free book with answers. 
CONSIGNMENT ANTIQUE 
AUCTION. l n c l u d i n g  
horsedrawn equipment, JD 
“M”, etc. April 23 at 11 a.m. 
lndenbosch Auction Inc.: 
3603 - 8 Ave. N., Lethbridge, 
Alberta. Phone 403-380- 
3732. Listing and pictures: 
www.\indenboschauction.com. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
A DREAM BUSINESS. Make 
$250K t per year from home! 
Using your computer. Simple 
automated system. Not MLM, 
extensive support. $2,000 
startup. Immediate income! 
www.dreambusiness4you.org. 
MANAGEMENTCONTRACTS 
for sale - Vancouver Island, 
Okanagan, Fraser Valley, 
Interior (Lower Mainland 
already gone). lJp to $60K 
salary. $19K down payment. 
604-519-7051 (24 hour 
information message). 
$5,00O./MONTH! Simply 
returning phone calls. 
No selling. No explaining. 
Free details. Call toll free 
1 - 8 8 8 - 7 4 8 - 5 4 8 6  o r  
w-yy.dailycas horders.com. 
$1.00 STORES. North 
A m e r i c a ’ s  l a r g e s t  
developer. Complete turnkey 
from $69,000. CDN.  
www.dollarstoreservicesof 
canada.com. 
A N  I N C R E D I B L E  
OPPORTUNITY. Be your 
own boss! Learn to earn 
$100K+/year working from 
home part-time. Not MLM. 
Free info - 1-888-420-8501. 
www.fireyourmanager.com. 
1 - 8 0 0 - 8 2 9 - 2 9 1 5 ;  
~~nationalpardon$rg, __ 
Homeworks can make your 
home more comfortable & cut 
your power bills. Windows, 
heating, ventilation upgrades 
& more. Call today for free 
housecall. A s k  about our 
1000 Save-On-More points 
limited time offer. 1-877-658- 
78L8 or w-ww.homeyor&i 
STEEL BULDINGS 
BUILDING SALE! “Buil t  
to last/priced to sell!” 
Economical all steel arch 
style. Best for windknow. 
Many sizes/shapes. Pioneer 
1-800-668-5422. Since 1980. 
www.pioneerstee1.com 
F U T U R E  S T E E L  
BUILDINGS - durable, 
dependable, pre-engineered, 
all-steel structures. Custom- 
made to suit your needs and 
requirements. Factory-direct 
affordable prices. Call 
1-800-668-8653 ext. 536 for 
free brochure. 
HOME SWEET HOM- - 
TRAVEL ~ 
ALL INCLUSIVE HOLIDAYS ... 
Cheapest airfares and 
package prices in Canada. 
D i s c o u n t e d  c r u i s e s ,  
h o t e l s ,  c a r s .  Book 
online now and save 
www.canadatrave1s.com or 
call toll-free 1-800-563-5722, 
Rii@ Stroman - Since 1979. 
Buy-sell-rent-exchange. 
Worldwide selection. Call 
TIMESHARE RESALES - 
now! 1-800-201 -0864: 
. -  TRUCKS ____  
WWW.CREDIT-KING.COM. 
A u t o m o b i l e  l o a n s  - 
4 0 0  v e h i c l e s  o n l i n e .  
Truckslvans/cars/SUVs. 
DieseVgas. Turned down? 
Rates too high? Trading in? 
Instant money available 
online. From 0-7% and 
complimentary delivery. Zero 
down financing. Apply online, 
call anytime 4 -800-650-4829 
(24/7). 
of Edmonton. Fax resume to 
OPENINGS FOR summer 
staff at David Thompson 
Resort in the Canadian 
Rockies, Nordegg, Alberta. 
Maintenance, housekeeping, 
cooks, restaurant, store. 
Phone 1-403-721-2103 for 
interview appointment. - 
CHEAP TELEPHONE 
RECONNECT! Spr ing  
Special only $24.95 for your 
first month + connection! 
Calling cards and convenient 
features available! Call 
Phone Factory Reconnect 
www. phonefactory.ca. 
FULL-TIME BAKER required 
at Sobeys Olds, Olds, 
Alberta. 40 hours per week. 
Benefit package. Fax resume 
to 403-556-8652 or phone 
FOR SALE MISC. 
780-766-3344. - 
1 - 8 7 7 - 3 3 6 - 2 2 7 4 ;  
1-403-556-31 13. 
EVERYONE‘S APPROVED’! 
Get a fully loaded MDG 
computer with an, Intel 
2.8Ghz CPU starting from 73 
centdday or $799”! Includes 
everything you need: free 
printer/scanner/copier, free 
software, 17‘‘ perfectly flat 
monitor, Windows XP (‘bank 
acct req, “plus S/H & tax) 
AT LAST! An iron filter that 
works. IronEater! Fully 
pat en ted CanadaIU. S .A. 
Removes iron, hardness, 
s u l f u r ,  smell, manganese 
from well water. Since 1957. 
Phone 1 -800-BIGIRON; 
yywLbigiroKMJng.corn. 
SAWMILLS from $3,495.00- 
LumberMate-2000 & 
LumberLite-24. Norwood 
Industries also manufactures 
utility ATV attachments, log 
skidders, board edgers 
and forestry equipment. 
www.nor,voodindustries.com 
- free information: 1-800-566- 
DISCONNECTED HOME 
PHONE? 1st month only 
$19.95 + connection. Long 
distance available. Paying 
too much with your current 
reseller? Will transfer you 
for free! Call now toll-free 
1-800-236-2504 
6!99E?L4OP0T .. . 
1-877-551 -551 1 
service within the city; no 
experienced required. Please 
send your resume to: 
OLYMEL Human Resources 
7550 - 40th Avenue, 
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6R7 
Fax: (403) 309-7547 
a p p l y Q o l y m e l . c o m ,  
www.oly_mel.com 
WORK FROM HOME on 
your computer. Full or 
part time. No experience 
required. Start today. 
Visit our website now. 
www.MyHomePCJob,com. 
COderc\_1 - - _._ - -. .- 
-. L!\/EST_OK - - 
IMPORTANT REMINDER - 
The Pfizer BSE Canadian 
Cattle Credit Program ended 
March 31, 2005. Please 
submit your forms by April 
15, 2005 to receive your 
PERSONALS 
DENIED CANADA PENSION 
PLAN disabili?y benefits? The 
Disability Claims Advocacy 
Clinic can help. Call Allison 
Schmidt at 1-877-793-3222. 
www.saskadvocate.com 
EXPERT PSYCHICS ... Try 
us first! Your future revealed 
by your personal psychic. 
Accurate & genuine readings. 
Call 24 hrs  1-900-561 -21 00. 
$2.95/min. 18+ 
LIFEMATES THE 
R ELATIONSH I P PEOPLE. 
Single? Meet your mate, 
guaranteed! Call Canada’s 
largest and leading 
relationship company 
today at: 1 -888-54MATES 
(62837) or visit us at 
yy~lifematescan~da.com- 
REAL ESTATE 
OSOYOOS LAKEFRONT 
condo & townhouses. Final 
phase homes are now 
selling. Starting $150~. Call 
today! 1-866-738-1 002. 
www.casa-del-lago.ca.  
Cooperators Real Estate 
160 A C R E  RANCH. 
$590,000. Includes 50 cattle, 
shop, barns, creek, machine 
sheds, 3300 sq. ft. home in 
Alberta on Highway 16 to 
Jasper. 780-621 -2468. 
rebate. - . .  
__ ._l_-_l-.I 
Service Inc. . - - _ _ _  
